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ABSTRACT
The motivation behind this work stems from Jedlicka’s work on
Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cells and her observation that these cells
proliferated differently depending on the glass chemistry on which the cells
were growing. It is well established that proteins form the bonds between
cells and glass substrates and so this work was aimed at discovering whether
proteins also react differently to different glass surfaces. It is believed that
the bond formed between glass and protein is a hydroxyl-amine interaction
via hydrogen bonding. The scope of this work deals with silica glass in
various forms including slides, cane, fiber, micron-sized spheres and
Cab-o-Sil®. These forms are subjected to surface treatments such as ethanol
cleaning, HF acid etching, water plasma treatments and 1000°C thermal
treatments. A select few proteins are chosen as a tool to probe the surfaces of
the silica glass and single crystal quartz surfaces. These proteins are human
serum albumin (HSA), streptavidin, mouse immunoglobulin G (IgG), biotin,
and anti-mouse IgG. A few characterization techniques are employed in an
attempt to examine protein adsorption and its feasibility as a surface probe.
These techniques include sodium dodecylsulfate-polyacrylamide gel
electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE), bicinchoninic acid (BCA) assay, glancing
incidence X-ray analysis (GIXA), fluorescence spectrometry, atomic force
microscopy (AFM), and chemical force microscopy (CFM). The main goal of
this work is to determine which of the above techniques in conjunction with
protein adsorption is the most promising as a surface characterization
technique.
It was determined that CFM is the most promising surface
characterization technique utilizing proteins as surface probes. It is possible
to attach a wide variety of molecules to a standard contact mode tip including
proteins. Streptavidin, –COOH, and –CH3 functionalized tips were utilized
in the CFM study. The overall adhesion forces between silica and tip were
greatest for –COOH, then streptavidin and least for –CH3. This ordering is a
broad generalization however, since the adhesion forces depend greatly on
surface treatment and can either be very consistent across the surface or vary
significantly. SDS-PAGE on streptavidin was preventatively difficult, but
IgG electrophoresis was possible and did show some promising results. BCA
assay and fluorimetry both utilized “depleted” protein solutions and thus it
was very difficult to uncover trends in the data. GIXA showed that the
protein layer thickness was monolayer in nature. AFM allowed proteins to be
imaged while in the tris-buffered saline and the features were on the order of
ten protein agglomerations. The GIXA and AFM data agree very well. CFM
is able to discern between the various surface treatments. With the eventual
development of carbon nanotube growth onto a contact mode tip and the
subsequent application of a single chemical molecule onto the end of the tube,
CFM will become an even stronger technique for surface characterization.
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1.

Introduction
Silica or silicon dioxide (SiO2) is the most important constituent in the

making of many commercial glasses.

It is the structural basis of all

traditional glass and is continually proving to be invaluable in the
development of high-tech glasses. Single-component silica glass is one of the
simplest glass systems in terms of composition, but some of its properties are
far from simple. Vitreous silica behaves anomalously in many areas such as
its volume-temperature relationship and its negative thermal expansion
below room temperature. These properties lead one to consider the structure
of the silica network.
The structure of vitreous silica may be one of the most highly debated
issues in glass science of the past century.

Scientists have gone from

believing that silica was made of tiny crystallites, to proving that it definitely
has no crystallites in a matter of a few years. The current knowledge is the
generally accepted theory that glass consists of slightly distorted SiO4
tetrahedra joined at the corners. Practically all of the oxygen atoms in silica
are bridging to two silicon atoms.

The angle between two neighboring

tetrahedra (Si-O-Si) is the bond angle.

This bond angle along with the

torsion or rotation angles allow the tetrahedra to significantly alter their
arrangement from a crystal such that no long-range order exists. Given the
silica structure of the bulk, the surface structure is very different owing to
the fact that the bonds are altered by the discontinuity.

It is generally

accepted that silica has various hydroxyl molecules on the surface. There are
basically three forms of hydroxyls or silanols; geminal, vicinal and single. A
single silanol is a silicon atom on the surface bound to a single OH molecule,
a geminal silanol consists of two OH molecules bound to a single silicon atom
on the surface, and a vicinal silanol has two OH molecules each bound to a

1

silicon atom on the surface with hydrogen bonding between the OH
molecules.
The properties of many glasses depend on the condition of the surface.
Clearly mechanical properties will depend on surface defects such as
scratches or pits with fewer defects leading to stronger glasses.

Several

optical properties of glasses are highly dependent on the roughness of the
surface, a smoother surface will reflect light more specularly.

These

properties are not intuitively affected by surface chemistry though. However,
scratches on a glass surface will have unsatisfied bonds and these bonds will
tend to react with water. This is why a scored glass piece breaks easier after
having been wiped with water. On the chemical scale, glass properties are
still affected by the surface. Liquid chromatography is a method by which
organic molecules are separated in a column that usually contains silica gel.
The chemical nature of the surface of the silica greatly affects the success of
the separation in terms of time and resolution.
It is applications such as these that require scientists to understand
the surface chemistry of silica. There are many instruments that can provide
surface sensitive data, but these instruments often require silica forms that
are not always utilized in application. Infrared spectroscopy often requires
the powder form in order for the signal to be appreciable. The same can be
said

for

BET

nitrogen

adsorption

analysis

or

X-ray

photoelectron

spectroscopy. Bulk samples are usually required for glancing incidence X-ray
techniques and microscopy techniques such as scanning electron microscopy
and atomic force microscopy. Herein lies the problem though, how does one
characterize the surface of a fiber or the inside of a capillary tube without
altering the fundamental form of the glass and therefore the surface chemical
structure?
The current work attempts to deal with this dilemma by utilizing
small biological molecules to characterize surfaces that are otherwise difficult
or impossible to characterize by conventional means. In order to accomplish
2

this goal, the work must begin with common surfaces and common
characterization techniques to create a correlation between surface
chemistries and observed reactions. The previous work that led to this study,
suggested that Chinese hamster ovary cells can distinguish between glass
surfaces where other characterization techniques cannot. It is known that
proteins form the interface between glass and proliferating cells and so
proteins were chosen as the surface probe in the current study.

The

hypothesis of this work is that proteins can be used to characterize glass
surface. More specifically, that certain groups on a protein interact with the
surface silanols of the silica. In this work, the following terms and their
definitions will be employed. Silica is any material comprised essentially of
SiO2. Vitreous silica is amorphous silica or silica glass. Crystalline silica
refers to cristobalite, tridymite or quartz. Quartz is the low temperature
crystalline form of silica. Quartz glass or fused quartz indicates vitreous
silica formed by the melting of quartz.
The

main

proteins

immunoglobulin G (IgG).

investigated

are

streptavidin

and

mouse

These proteins were selected because of their

asymmetry and binding orientation sensitivity.

Upon binding to a glass

surface, these proteins may or may not present a binding site for a secondary
protein, biotin and anti-mouse IgG, respectively. Unfortunately, this work
did not achieve the stage whereupon the secondary protein binding
capabilities were examined.
Silicon dioxide (SiO2) was chosen as the composition to be studied and
it was obtained in various forms. These forms include quartz single crystals,
slides, cane, fiber, fumed Cab-o-Sil® and micron-sized spheres made via the
Stöber process. The quartz single crystals were investigated because of their
regular atomic arrangement. It was hypothesized that by using the known
crystal structure of a given plane, one could correlate any repeated
interaction of proteins to atomic groupings on the quartz surface.

These

specific interactions could then be correlated to the non-periodic structure of
3

amorphous silica and in so doing, determine the high affinity sites of proteins
for silica.
The amorphous silica forms were exposed to various surface
treatments, including, ethanol cleaning, HF acid etching, water plasma
treatments, and 1000°C heat treatments.

These surface treatments were

intended to alter the surface chemistry of the silica by changing the type and
population of surface silanols.

The surfaces were characterized using a

number of techniques, which included atomic force microscopy and chemical
force microscopy. The proteins were then introduced to the various samples
via incubation adsorption for 30 minutes. The adsorbed protein was analyzed
either directly or indirectly using fluorescence spectroscopy, bicinchoninic
acid protein assay, sodium dodecylsulfide polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis,
atomic force microscopy and chemical force microscopy. The results were
collected, analyzed, and conclusions were drawn as to the efficacy of utilizing
proteins to characterize the surface of silica.

This thesis deals with the

interactions of proteins with the silica surface as a function of form and
surface treatments.
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2.

Literature Review
“It is not enough to have a good mind; the main thing is to use it well.”
- Rene Descartes

2.1. Former Work
The current work was inspired by a previous study by Jedlicka on the
variation in Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cell growth on various glass
substrates.1

The objective of Jedlicka’s work was to systematically

understand the effect of various amorphous materials on a model biological
system. In essence, it was to understand how the glass structure affected the
material’s biocompatibility. One of the most dangerous results of an adverse
material-biological interaction is asbestosis.

Asbestosis, a form of lung

cancer, is practically a household word today due to the publication of the
adverse affects of asbestos. Asbestosis is a lung disease that is common in
the work place, arises from inhalation of airborne crystalline silicate fibers.2
Asbestos contains crystalline silicate fibers and was a popular insulation
material for many decades, but now is being stripped from ships, industrial,
academic and private buildings and is being replaced with “safer” insulation
materials. Asbestos and most crystalline silicate forms are very different
from each other physically and chemically.

It is not known whether the

carcinogenic possibility of asbestos is caused by its crystallinity or the large
aspect ratio inherent in the fiber form. Crystalline silica from any number of
applications, such as sand from sand blasting, surface drilling, tunneling,
silica flour milling and grinding have been reported to cause lung cancer.
One study posed the hypothesis that it is the presence of the fiber form that
causes cell mutation and eventual cancer.3 In terms of health, the safety of
all fiber glass at one time was in question, with specific regard to their
5

carcinogenic possibilities.4,5 Asbestosis can be fatal and is often preceded by
difficulty breathing and loss of lung function.2 Therefore, the interactions
involved in the development of this disease are important to understand by
examining the various silica (surfaces) − biological systems.5
In her doctoral work, Jedlicka utilized CHO cells as a biological model
because these cells are large, easily cultured, and reproducible yet sensitive
to their environment.1

The percent coverage of CHO cell growth varies

significantly depending on the glass substrate composition.

As shown in

Figure 2.1.1, Bioglass® (BG) has a very high percentage of CHO cell coverage
in a short amount of time, while at the other extreme, sodium silicate (NS)
glass grows only to about a 12% coverage and then remains constant. The
bioglass has a high calcium content, which promotes cell adhesion and
spreading, and the bioactive nature of the BG surface aids in preventing cell
disturbance.

The cell behavior on the NS glass is attributed to the low

chemical durability and corrosion of this type of glass. The percent coverage
behavior of the CHO cells on three other glasses; silica (S with 100% SiO2),
soda-lime silicate (SL with 73% SiO2, 14% Na2O, 7% CaO, 4% MgO, and 2%
Al2O3), and a high silica-containing fiber glass (FS with 63.6% SiO2, 15.3%
Na2O, 5.76% CaO, 5,2% B2O3, 5.09% Al2O3, 2.7% MgO, 1.13% K2O and 1.03%
F2) initially seems similar.

However, upon further investigation, it was

discovered that the cells grow differently on these three compositions even
though their percent coverage is similar. The number of cells were counted in
a given area as a function of time and as shown in Figure 2.1.2, cells
reproduce more rapidly on the silica and the soda-lime silicate glasses than
on the FS glass. In other words, more CHO cells form on silica and soda-lime
silicate glasses in the same amount of time. The relative cell size of the CHO
cells was also measured and it was observed that the high silica fiber glass
substrate supports cells that are much larger than the other two
compositions. Figure 2.1.3 shows this cell size relationship of the three glass
compositions as a function of time. By microscopy, the cells on the FS glass
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were observed to elongate and spread directionally across the surface tending
towards a triangular morphology.

Figure 2.1.1.

The percent of CHO cell coverage on the seven
types of glass substrates as a function of time.1
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Figure 2.1.2.

The number of CHO cells growing as a function of
time on glass substrates of different compositions.

Figure 2.1.3.

The relative size of the CHO cells growing as a
function of time on three glass substrates of
different composition.
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It was observed that CHO cells are able to easily distinguish between
the S, SL, and FS glasses when common characterization methods
(dissolution analysis and DRIFT spectroscopy) can not.

This observation

logically leads one to believe that CHO cells can be used to provide a surface
sensitive material characterization technique.

However, a true surface

characterization probe must be on the size order of the active surface species
to reliably characterize a surface. Cells do not come in direct contact with a
glass surface. Proteins form the bonds between material surfaces and cells.611

Although proteins are comprised of smaller entities called amino acids,

proteins have functional groups that provide binding sites. To take this a
step further, one could postulate that proteins, or even amino acids, can
distinguish between surfaces of the same composition formed by different
methods.
In a similar study to Jedlicka’s, Elias et al., examined the cytotoxic and
transforming effects of silica particles with different surface properties in
Syrian hamster embryo (SHE) cells.12 The aim of this study was to gain
information on the nature of the surface functionalities involved in the
cytotoxic and transforming effects through the use of samples modified with
controlled surface features. Several amorphous and crystalline silica dusts
were utilized and the surfaces were modified by grinding, HF etching and
heating.

Their findings were many.

Two biological responses were

measured, cytotoxicity and neoplastic transformation, that are induced by
silica and involve different mechanisms. Most of the dusts examined induce
cytotoxicity and morphological transformations in the SHE cells in varying
potencies. Even among the same silica polymorphs the degree of biological
response varies indicating that the structure and the composition of the
surface modulate the response. The cytotoxic effects appeared to be related
to the distribution and abundance of silanol groups and to the presence of
trace amounts of iron on the silica surface.12

Induction of SHE cell

transformation was accomplished on silica particles with fractured surfaces,
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iron-active sites, and those able to generate reactive oxygen species. The
effect of surface treatment on the biological response was evident in that
heating, HF etching, and grinding in a wet atmosphere reduces the
transforming potency. This again suggests that there may be more than one
surface functionality involved in the reaction with the cells. It is believed
that the specific surface functional groups involved in cell damage (and
death) are the silanol groups and silicon based surface radicals, which both
appear to play a role in cytotoxic effects.13-15 The presence of silanol appears
to be a prerequisite for the attachment of the cell to silica particles.12 This
statement is supported by the reports by Nolan et al. and Shi et al. showing
that the silanol groups form hydrogen bonds with some sites on the cell
membrane.14,16 HF etching eliminates surface radicals, generally smoothes
already smooth surfaces and creates pairs of surface silanols. Elias et al.
found that HF etched quartz surfaces have patches of silanols that are
arranged with a higher degree of order and occur in pairs. Quartz surfaces
are more able to induce strong interactions with biomolecules than the
disordered and isolated silanols on the amorphous layer of wet ground silica
samples.12 Amorphous silicas have different degrees of structural disorder
and more variation in surface silanol arrangements than crystalline silicas.

2.2. Silica – Background and Forming
Vitreous silica and fused quartz are amorphous solids comprised of silicon
and oxygen atoms in a ratio of 1:2. This ratio leads to a chemical formula of
SiO2, which is commonly referred to as silica. Vitreous silica is typically
formed through synthetic methods, whereas fused quartz is exactly that,
quartz particles that have been melted and fused together. Silica also exists
in crystalline forms where the silicon and oxygen atoms are arranged
periodically. The basic building block of silica is the silica tetrahedron SiO44-,
which by definition is negatively charged with a value of 4.
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The silica

tetrahedron is shown in Figure 2.2.1. Each tetrahedron can bond with other
tetrahedra (up to four) through the oxygen atoms by creating Si−O−Si bonds.
When these tetrahedra link together, they can form either a crystal or an
amorphous solid. The state and process of which depends on thermodynamic
and kinetic principles.

Figure 2.2.1.

The silica tetrahedron. The silicon atom (at the
center) is represented by the black circle and the
oxygen atoms are the gray circles.

Silica can form by either natural or synthetic processes. Natural silica
usually forms from a melt with many impurities or additives. For example,
in nature, amorphous silica has been created in deserts when an area of sand
is struck by lightning. The high temperature of the lightning melts the sand
(mainly quartz) which then cools fairly quickly to form a glass, called
fulgarites. These glasses are loaded with so many impurities, such as iron,
that they appear black.
Crystalline silica, also found in nature, formed eons ago through
geological processes too complicated to describe in detail, but mainly consists
of the collision of land masses (with areas rich in silica), at high pressures
and temperatures. Fused quartz made in a laboratory typically begins as
quartz powder, which is heated to above 1723°C (1996 K), the melting
temperature of the cristobalite form of SiO2, and then cooled quickly enough
to room temperature to prevent crystallization.

A time-temperature-

transformation diagram, such as the one shown in Figure 2.2.2, explains the
cooling rate dependency of glass versus crystal formation. A general volume11

temperature diagram, such as the one shown in Figure 2.2.3, illustrates the
variation in volume and thus arrangement of the atoms in a glass or crystal.
This figure does not represent the behavior of silica, which has an anomalous
U-shaped VT diagram. Figure 2.2.3 also shows the difference in cooling rate
for two glasses and their resulting volumes. However, pure silica made in
this way will almost always form a glass since it is difficult to cool it slowly
enough to form a crystal. In fact, forming single crystal silica synthetically is
very difficult and time consuming. Quartz single crystals are grown in a
hydrothermal solution in large pressure vessels commonly known as
autoclaves. Careful control of the temperature and pressure in the different
areas of the autoclave result in the feed material, known as lascas, dissolving
in the hotter portion. The material redeposits on seed crystals, located in the
cooler portion, forming synthetic quartz crystals, which then grow.

The

process usually takes 30 to 60 days for the crystals to reach the desired size
(~10cm).

Figure 2.2.2.

Heat treatment time-temperature-transformation
diagram (T-T-T). To the left of the tangent to the
nose temperature crystallization (at 10-6 volume
fraction) is avoided.
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Figure 2.2.3.

The volume-temperature (V-T) diagram for glass or
crystal formation from a liquid.17

The exact structure of amorphous silica glass is not known. Of course,
there have been a myriad of models and laws set forth in the history of glass
science by very credible scientists. It is generally agreed upon that silica is
composed of arrangements of silica tetrahedra that have short-range order,
little to no medium-range order, and no long-range order. The various crystal
structures of silica, namely cristobalite, tridymite, and quartz in both high
and low forms have been proven by x-ray diffraction.18,19

The diffraction

patterns of quartz and cristobalite, shown in Figure 2.2.4, have sharp peaks
indicating the d-spacing and thus their crystal structures. Low quartz or αquartz consists of Si atoms tetrahedrally coordinated by O atoms while the O
atoms are surrounded by two Si atoms. The silica tetrahedra are arranged in
a hexagonal array. A diffraction pattern of amorphous silica has a broad
peak, much like a liquid, indicating no long-range periodicity, but the location
of the broad peak being similar to that of the crystals indicates short-range
13

order similar to their crystal counterparts.

This amorphous peak is also

shown in Figure 2.2.4. 20

Figure 2.2.4.

The X-ray powder diffraction patterns of α- and βquartz, high and low temperature cristobalite, and
amorphous silica.20

The source of the structural differences between the crystalline and
amorphous forms of silica lies in the variation in the bond angles, torsion
angles and, to some extent, the variation in the bond distance.21 The disorder
in the amorphous form itself can be ascribed to these differences as well.17 A
schematic of the bond angles and torsion angles is shown in Figure 2.2.5.
Mozzi and Warren created the pair distribution function that provides ion
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pair distances such as Si−O, Si−Si, and O−O, in the first peaks and then
describes the degree of randomness in the broadening of the further peaks.22
Neutron scattering studies of network glasses have shown that there are
three ranges of order, range I being within the tetrahedra, range II being
between neighboring tetrahedra and range III being between distanced
tetrahedra, which shows some evidence of intermediate-range order.23 The
plot of the correlation function showing the three ranges of order found by
Wright et al. is shown in Figure 2.2.6.

Figure 2.2.5.

Schematic of silicate bond angles giving definitions
of the bond angle β in (a) and the torsion angles α1
in (a and b) and α2 in (a).21
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Figure 2.2.6.

The correlation function for vitreous silica. I, II,
and III indicate the extent of the various ranges of
order.23

Silica glass is one of the simplest glasses in terms of composition, but
the production of high purity silica glass is not trivial. Numerous ways have
been invented to create a pure form of silica. The earliest method was to
simply filter quartz sand and melt in an inert crucible. Currently, someone
wishing to make a fairly pure form of silica by a traditional fusion process can
purchase “reagent-grade” raw materials from a chemical company and melt
them in a suitable crucible.

These “reagent-grade” silicas are typically

purified through a washing process.

The washing process, called froth

flotation, removes refractory heavy mineral impurities by bringing them to
the top of a wash in a froth and removing them.24 The sand must then be
subsequently dried for transport in the U.S..24 Most of the glass-quality sand
has a purity of 99.5% at this point. This silica is commonly used in the
manufacture of commercially available glass, which consists of mainly sodalime silicate glasses in the flat glass industry and container industry. The
two other main categories of manufactured glass are fiberglass and specialty
glasses, which may or may not use the silica sand mentioned above.24
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Wet chemical methods, of which there are approximately three
varieties, result in very pure forms of silica. The three branches of chemical
silicas are divided into gels, pyrogenic silicas, and precipitates.25-28 The gel
type can produce hydrogels, xerogels and aerogels.

The hydrogels are

produced by adding a soluble silica to an acid creating a hydrosol, which with
time will begin to gel into a hydrogel.25 At this point, syneresis takes place
where the gel structure contracts and pushes out liquid from its pores thus
making it more dense and stronger. The hydrogel can be crushed and dried
creating a fine pure powder or can be dried without crushing, which creates a
xerogel or aerogel.

A xerogel is a gel in which the porosity has been

minimized by severe shrinkage during drying and typically a further
sintering step to strengthen the gel.29 Aerogels are hydrogels that have first
been turned into an alcogel by replacing the water in the pores with alcohol
and then dried under supercritical conditions such that the liquid in the
structure is replaced by gas without shrinking the structure at all.25,30 Today
most aerogels are made via the sol-gel route, where a metal alkoxide (such as
tetraethylorthosilicate) reacts with water to create a sol and then condenses
to form a gel.28,29 Carbon dioxide supercritical drying is much safer than
alcohol drying in that the temperature and pressure required are much
lower. In all of the gel processing methods there can be many variations
creating a wide range of gels with various properties such as; large pores,
varying degrees of crosslinking etc..
A variation on wet chemical processing is done at high temperature
with the resulting silicas being termed pyrogenic. There are two primary
methods of high temperature production; steam hydrolysis of silicon
tetrachloride and fusion of sand in a plasma or arc. In the fumed silicas an
oxygen and hydrogen flame is used to create the silica from the liquid
building blocks SiCl4 and H2O. Fumed silica is very pure, airy and it has a
very small particle size distribution. Some common trade-names are Cab-oSil and Aerosil . This method can be directed onto a bait rod to form silica
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preforms for fiber drawing and is called modified chemical vapor deposition
(MCVD). Aerosil 300 is made through the fuming technique and results in a
chain-like structure, whereas Aerosil TK 800 is made by an arc technique
and possesses more colloidal-type properties.
Arc silicas are made by the reduction of high purity sand to silicon
monoxide in a furnace followed by oxidation in the vapor phase to form silica.
Plasma silicas result in ultra-fine powders made via a direct volatilization of
sand in a plasma jet. A plasma is an inert gas arc discharge and into which
the fine sand is introduced. The sand is vaporized and then quenched to form
pure silica powder. The pyrogenic silicas are manufactured in an anhydrous
atmosphere, which may account for their lack of a chain structure. This
structure probably results from hydrogen bonding in the gelation process.25
The last type of pure silica are the precipitates, which do not vary too
far from the gels in that the chemicals used are very similar. The main
difference is in the solution conditions, mainly pH, that prevents the
formation of a crosslinked gel.

Instead, the silica building blocks form

discrete particles that settle out of solution. The most familiar process for
forming silica precipitates is the one created by Stöber et al..31

These

scientists were able to create silica spheres with a highly controlled particle
size distribution. This control was accomplished through hydrolysis of alkyl
silicates and subsequent condensation of silicic acid in an alcoholic solution
with ammonia as a morphological catalyst.31 Today these microspheres are
being studied extensively for their potential as liquid chromatographic
materials.32-38

Currently the most pure form of silica (99.9999% pure) is

produced via the chemical vapor deposition technique, which typically is used
to create silica preforms for telecommunications fiber.
Even the purest of silica glass made by vapor deposition techniques
will contain trace impurities of chlorine or OH.39 Other forms of silica are
possible, but with ease of production commonly comes a loss of purity. Pure
silica has a very high melting temperature (~1996 K) and adding very small
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amounts of fluxes greatly reduces this temperature.40,41

The first glass

forming processes were by hand. Workers would blow, press, shape and draw
glass by hand, and today this is still done in artisan hot glass shops. The
first automated processes of glass formation aimed to mimic hand processes.
The ribbon machine (for light bulbs) and the float glass process (for flat glass)
were the first to break from this tradition with highly automated and rapid
production cababilities.42

Continuous glass flow operations start with a

molten glass batch, which flows to the forming operation. Typical flowing
processes produce glass such as; drawn, rolled, sheet, tubing, cane, bulb
envelopes, and fiberglass.
The electric melting of glass is also an important process,
especially for silica. Silica microscope slides are made via this process. The
electric current is flowed through the container holding the silica sand. The
resistivity of the container to the electric current creates heat. This heat in
turn melts the sand into a molten glass state, which is then fined and
homogenized with increasing heat. The advantage of electric melting is the
reduction of volatilization losses that cause environmental and health
hazards. The glass is then cooled and cut into sheets, followed by mechanical
grinding and polishing.43 Individual slides are then cut from a sheet.
Fiberglass fabrication can take on many forms as well. Glass wool for
insulation is created in the rotary or spinner process. In this process, molten
glass flows into a cylindrical container with holes in the walls through which
glass flows via centrifugal force. The glass streams out of the holes and is
then blown downward and collected. Fibers for textiles are formed by either
the direct melt method or the marble melt method.44 In the first, the molten
glass is fed immediately into the forming mechanism and in the second
method, glass marbles are fed into a melting tank and then formed. At the
bottom of the tank there are forming bushings, which create glass filaments
that are subsequently collected into a strand and then possibly chopped.42
Optical fibers are highly pure forms of silica and begin as MCVD preforms
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produced by any variety of chemical deposition and then consolidated to form
the glass.45 The preforms are basically columns of glass with a cross-section
exactly as desired in the final fiber. The preform is loaded into a holding
device at the top of a draw tower and then lowered into a high temperature
tube furnace. The glass begins as a stretched out gob, which is broken off
until thin enough fiber is obtained to attach to a rotating tractor and then a
collector wheel. The tractor provides the pulling force from the preform and
the speed is controlled to determine the diameter of the fiber. Various other
processes are applied to the fiber along the tower, such as coating with a
polymer and UV curing for increased durability against handling.
Beyond the initial fabrication of the silica glass, there are subsequent
treatments that the glass may undergo to induce various properties in the
glass. The fracture strength of soda-lime silicate glass, for example, can be
greatly increased by an ion exchange treatment whereby the sodium ions in
the surface layers are replaced with larger potassium ions.

The larger

potassium ions create compression in the surface layers and thus lead to a
strengthening of the glass. Since many properties are controlled by the state
of the glass surface, surface treatments are very important in glass science.
Surface treatments can range from a simple cleaning of the surface by wiping
with ethanol to the much more complicated silanization of a surface.39,46-49 A
silica surface can be dehydroxylated by thermal treatments, cleaned and/or
rehydroxylated by various plasmas, freshly prepared from fracture or even
coated with a polymer to protect it.48,50-62 More detail will be given in Section
2.3.4.
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2.3. Silica Surface
2.3.1. Surface Species
Based upon what the scientific public has agreed to be the structure of
silica, there have been numerous proposals as to the structure of the silica
glass surface.

This is an area about which we know even less, but are

making great advances. Weyl stated that “because the tendency of the (glass)
system (is) to keep its surface energy at a minimum, the structure and
composition of the surface layer of a glass will be different from that of the
interior.”63 He was speaking of glasses that contain alkali in the mention of
composition differences.

It is also generally agreed that the physical

properties of any glass are overwhelmingly controlled by the surface. The
surface is the doorway through which other atoms must pass and the surface
is where most strength limiting flaws will exist. Certainly, the surface is
very important when dealing with colloidal powders or highly porous silicas
such as aerogels. Most of the studies found in the literature on silica surface
species investigated colloidal powders or gels.

A scientific definition of a

“surface” is the boundary of the nonporous solid phase, one that is impervious
to nitrogen, since nitrogen is commonly used to measure surface area.27
Another definition includes that the surface has a finite depth since no
change in nature is instantaneous.64 The depth is frequently determined by
the nature of the analytical technique being used to study it and can range
from an atomic layer to ~50µm.
Haber postulated that a surface contains “residual valences” since the
atoms can only bond with its inner side.65

The residual valences of the

siloxane (Si−O−Si) surface of SiO2 reacts with the atmosphere.27 Primarily
the water vapor in the atmosphere reacts with the siloxanes to create silanol
groups (Si−OH) or hydroxyls. These ideas were first proposed by Kiselev in
1936 with Carman actually outlining the silanol formation reaction in
1940.66,67 Various types of hydroxyls are present on the surface of silica;
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single, geminal and vicinal are the accepted types25,68-71 while trigonal has
also been suggested.72 These types of surface hydroxyls are shown in Figure
2.3.1.1 in hydrated and dehydrated form. This surface chemistry easily lends
itself to hydrogen bonding with species with which the surface may come into
contact.

Belyakova et al. showed that the surface silanol groups are

responsible for binding to polar organic molecules through hydrogen bonds.73
They found that all silica surfaces are alike (disregarding micropores) and
that the concentration of OH groups is 6.6 per nm2.73 It is the hypothesis of
this research that biological species can differentiate between various silicas
based on their surfaces.

The individual characterization techniques

mentioned in the following text is described more fully in section 2.4.
D’Souza and Pantano conducted a study of amorphous fracture
surfaces created under partial pressures of water vapor.60,74 These surfaces
were analyzed using secondary ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS). It was found
that immediately after fracture the following steps take place; dangling Si−
and Si−O− bonds rearrange to form strained and unstrained siloxane bonds,
then H2O molecules react with the strained siloxane bonds to form silanol
groups on the surface.60,74 Wood et al. performed static SIMS on crystalline
silica surfaces to determine relative surface silanol concentrations.75 They
treated the quartz surfaces with water plasma or heat in vacuum and found a
linear relationship of concentration with time.75 SIMS and XPS were used
by Hayashi et al. to successfully analyze surface silanol concentrations.76 In
contrast, it was stated by Dang et al. that ESCA is not a suitable method to
evaluate surface silanol concentrations.77
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Figure 2.3.1.1.

Types of surface (hydroxyl) groups on the silica
surface as postulated by Iler. (a) hydrated vicinal,
(b) anhydrous vicinal, (c) dehydrated siloxane, (d)
hydroxylated surface, (e) isolated, (f) geminal, (g)
hydrogen bonded vicinal.27

Boehm in 1966 discussed surface groups on powdered carbon, silica,
titania and alumina.78 He compared experimentally found values for surface
OH concentration with theoretical values. The theoretical values were based
on quartz surface OH group concentration data and an adjustment was made
for the lower density of amorphous silica. The calculated packing density of
OH on the (001) face is 9.6 OH/100 Å2 and that of the (101) face is 6.0 OH/100
Å2.78 The theoretical value of OH on the surface of amorphous silica was
estimated to be ~5 OH/100 Å2, but the experimental value was lower (2-4
OH/100 Å2).78 He also conducted a dehydration/dehydroxylation study and
found that dehydration is reversible below 450°C, but above 800°C the
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rehydroxylation will not occur when cooled to room temperature.78

He

suggested that siloxane groups exist on the surface along with silanol groups
based on the low experimental silanol surface concentrations.
Hair in 1967 authored a book about examining the surface chemistry
of silica using infrared spectroscopy.79 He discussed infrared absorption band
changes in Cab-o-Sil® and precipitated silica with heat treatments. From
data he deduced the following; dehydration is completely reversible up to
~400°C, but treatment above 400°C results in an inverse relationship of
chemisorption capability with temperature.79

Chemisorption refers to the

strong chemical interaction between the monolayer of adsorbed molecules
(OH) and the surface atoms. On the other hand, physisorption occurs when
the interaction between molecules (H2O) and surface atoms is weak and
usually occurs in second layers.26,27,80 Hair also stated that above ~850°C the
silica surface is hydrophobic and no chemisorption can occur. He is also one
of the first to define the types of surface hydroxyls; geminal, vicinal, isolated,
since they are distinguishable by infrared spectroscopy.79

Above 400°C

adjacent hydroxyl groups are eliminated leaving only isolated hydroxyls.
Hair utilized silane coupling agents to further study the infrared bands of
adsorbed water species.69

In an earlier study (1964) by Davydov et al.

deuterated water was implemented in conjunction with infrared spectroscopy
to study surface hydroxyls.81 They claimed that the specific adsorption of
D2O (and silanes for that matter) is due to the free hydroxyl groups on the
silica surface and not the bound groups.81
McFarlan

hydrogen

sequestering

agents

In a study by Morrow and
were

used

successfully

in

conjunction with FITR spectroscopy to determine the existence of various
hydroxyl species on the surface of silica.82

Yoshinaga et al. also used a

similar method to Hair in that silane coupling agents were bonded to silica
surfaces and FTIR signals were analyzed to determine the surface hydroxyl
group species and concentration.83
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Duval et al. used X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) to evaluate
silanols on the quartz surface as a function of pH.84 XPS, AFM and contact
angle measurements were conducted by Takeda et al.85 They were able to
correlate the OH group density on a glass surface as measured by XPS with
the wettability as measured by contact angle. Also, the hydrophobicity that
results from the adsorption of organic molecules onto the surface is
dependent on the surface OH group density.85
It should be defined that dehydration is the removal of molecular
water (physisorbed) from the surface and that dehydroxylation is the removal
of chemisorbed hydroxyl species by reacting two neighboring (hydrogen
bonded) hydroxyls and leaving a siloxane bond (Figure 2.3.1.2), which occurs
at a higher temperature than dehydration.71 This distinction of chemisorbed
and physisorbed water, shown in Figure 2.3.1.3, is now accepted, but earlier
was not shared by everyone.27,79,80 Lange made a distinction between two
kinds of physisorbed water on the hydroxylated silica surface, “hydrogen
bonded” water and “physically adsorbed” water. His definition of “hydrogen
bonded” water is shown in Figure 2.3.1.4 and “physically adsorbed” water is
again molecular water.

He stated that the physically adsorbed water is

removed during drying between 25-105°C and that the hydrogen bonded
water is evolved between 105-180°C. Physically adsorbed water requires an
activation energy of 6.6-8.2 kcal per mole and the hydrogen bonded water
requires an activation energy of 10 kcal per mole for removal.86 Today we do
not make a distinction between the two “Lange” waters since it was probable
that hydrogen bonded water was really only water adsorbed to silanol groups
that were not close enough to each other to hydrogen bond to each other
creating chemisorbed water.27
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Figure 2.3.1.2.

Reaction of two neighboring hydrogen bonded
(indicated by the dotted line) hydroxyls to form
molecular water and a siloxane bond.
Dehydroxylation reaction.

Figure 2.3.1.3.

Models of chemisorbed water and physisorbed
water (with the molecular water encircled) that
may evolve in dehydroxylation and dehydration
respectively.
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Figure 2.3.1.4.

Lange’s description of the two types of adsorbed
water, hydrogen bonded (encircled) and physically
bonded (everything above solid black line).86

The temperature at which all physisorbed water has been removed
from the surface was a subject of much debate in the 1960’s and 1970’s.
According to de Boer and Vleeskens, all physisorbed water is removed at 115120°C, but this was only for non-microporous silicas.87 Lange suggested that
a temperature of 180°C is required to remove physisorbed water from
microporous silicas.86

However, Young and Bursh found that some

chemisorbed species are removed at this temperature and suggested that
170°C is sufficient to remove all physisorbed water.88 Finally, Iler stated that
a silica (formed in liquid) will lose its hydrogen-bonded water molecules at
150°C in atmosphere.27 It is generally accepted as a rule that when starting
with a fully hydroxylated silica surface, there are about 5 OH/nm2 at 150°C
and at 800°C, there are only 1 OH/nm2. Silanol groups begin to condense
water and rearrange to form siloxane bonds at 170°C. This reaction is shown
in Figure 2.3.1.2. At 400°C, slightly less than half of the hydroxyl groups
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have been removed and between 400 and 450°C, more hydroxyls are removed
leaving siloxane areas. At 800°C, only free isolated silanol groups are evident
at a concentration of 1 OH/nm2.27 Clearly dehydration is dependent on many
factors including the origin of surface water, type of bonded surface water,
location of bound water, atmospheric humidity and temperature.

It is

important to know for this study that silica (powdered especially) is covered
with a monolayer of hydroxyl groups with a varying degree of physisorbed
water depending on previous treatments.26,78,89,90
The most recent discussions on the surface chemistry of amorphous
silica have been put forth separately by Zhuravlev and Yaminsky.71,91-93 In
1987, Zhuravlev studied many types of amorphous silicas; gels, aerosils and
porous glasses. He stated that the hydroxyl concentration can be varied by a
number of methods and that this concentration controls many of the
properties of such materials. He also concluded that the silanol number for a
fully hydroxylated surface is a physicochemical constant that is independent
of the type of silica examined.91 This constant is called the Kiselev-Zhuravlev
constant and is 4.6 OH/nm2.71 This value was actually used to determine the
specific surface area of amorphous dispersed silica with a fully hydroxylated
surface.94 Then in 2000, Zhuravlev authored an extensive article reviewing
the surface chemistry of amorphous silicas, as he, Kiselev and Davydov have
studied it, and proposed his own model.71,81,90
Here are listed the stages of Zhuravlev’s model with increasing
temperature in vacuo, as he stated them. Stage 1 (25°C): The SiO2 surface is
in a maximum state of hydroxylation at 4.6 OH/nm2, all different types of
silanols are present (isolated, geminal, and vicinal), the SiO2 surface is
covered with physically adsorbed water in multiple layers, the surface OH
groups and adsorbed water are permeated with an H-bonded network, and
OH groups are present on the internal skeleton of the silica. Between Stages
1 and 2: The first threshold temperature is 25°C, multiple layers of
physisorbed water is removed completely, which is reversible upon
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introduction of excess water. Stage 2 (25-190°C): The SiO2 surface is still in a
maximum state of hydroxylation at 4.6 OH/nm2 and all silanols are still
present, the surface is now covered with a single or less layer of adsorbed
water that are predominantly bonded via H-bonds, and OH still exists
internally. Between Stages 2 and 3: The second threshold temperature is
190°C, there is complete removal of the water monolayer, but the SiO2
surface still remains fully hydroxylated, this process is readily reversible in
excess of water. Stage 3 (190-400°C): The degree of surface hydroxylation
decreases significantly while all types of silanols are still present, however
the concentration of isolated silanols increases as vicinal silanols decreases
and eventually disappears at 400°C, internal OH groups begin to disappear,
dehydroxylation activation energy increases slightly, and the activation
energy of dissociative adsorption is nearly zero. Between Stages 3 and 4: The
third threshold temperature is 400°C, only free isolated and free geminal
silanols exist on the surface, and the process is still reversible in excess of
water.

Stage 4 (400-900°C): Surface hydoxylation decreases still but less

rapidly, isolated and geminal silanols decrease, at 800-900°C all geminal
silanols are removed, internal OH groups disappear, the concentration of
siloxane bridges increases dramatically on the surface, and the activation
energy of dehydroxylation increases rapidly, sintering of the SiO2 matrix
begins. Between Stages 4 and 5: The third threshold temperature is ~900°C,
there is complete removal of surface geminal silanols and internal OH
groups, isolated silanols still exist on the surface, when brought to room
temperature the process is hardly reversible in excess of water, but at
elevated temperature (100°C) it is easily reversible. Stage 5 (900-1200°C):
The concentration of surface isolated silanols continues to decrease until
their disappearance, the degree of surface coverage of siloxane bridges
continues to increase until the entire surface is either SiOSi or Si, the
sintering and shrinkage of the matrix continues, and the activation energy of
dehydroxylation continues to increase. Between Stages 5 and 6: The fifth
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threshold temperature is 1200°C, there is complete removal of all surface OH
groups and complete coverage of siloxane bonds. Stage 6 (above 1200°C): The
silica surface consists of siloxane bridges only.71
This detailed model is of physico-chemical origin and through its use
the concentration and distribution of the different types of silanols and
siloxane groups can be determined. Strained bonds are more susceptible to
chemical adsorption reactions.39 There is a possibility of assessing the OH
groups inside the silica skeleton as well. Also, the model allows the energetic
heterogeneity of the silica surface as a function of heat treatment
temperature to be characterized and to determine the kind of chemisorption
of water.71 This model is currently the most advanced and detailed regarding
silica surface chemistry.

2.3.2. Types of Surfaces
High surface area silicas, including fumed silicas, powders, colloidal
silica and gels, such as aerogels are ideal for surface studies because they are
comprised primarily of surface. These samples can have surface areas as
high as ~650m2/g.80 The previous section discussed surface species, mainly
hydroxyls, as they exist on a flat surface, but also within a powder. This
combination is a contradiction because all colloids and gels have more curved
surfaces than flat areas. Powders have very small diameters and gels are
typically filled with pores. One could assume that the average of curvatures
could equal zero in any given fumed silica. Many bulk silica forms are highly
curved as well, either positively, as in fibers, or negatively, as inside
capillaries or microchannels. Even “flat” bulk silica samples can have a fairly
rough topography displaying areas of hills and valleys. Of course, these “flat”
surfaces do not have a degree of surface curvature that will actually affect the
interaction of surface species, or do they?
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Consider colloidal silica, which is nearly spherical. The sizes of the
particles can range from 1µm and below.95 It is obvious that the degree of
crowding of surface species decreases with positive radius of curvature and
increases inversely with negative radius of curvature. A low negative radius
of curvature, such as a tiny pore, will have the highest amount of crowding.
A high negative radius of curvature, such as inside a capillary, will have
moderate crowding.

A high positive radius of curvature, such as a fiber

surface will have a low degree of crowding.

A low positive radius of

curvature, such as a colloid, will have no crowding. A schematic of various
radii of curvature is shown in Figure 2.3.2.1. Iler calculated the theoretical
OH concentration based on the density of silica and also on Carman’s
statement that every Si on the hydrated surface must be tetrahedrally
satisfied with an OH.26,66 Iler concluded with a value of 7.85 OH/nm2.26 This
number will be less for crowded surfaces. Crowding is not necessarily an
unwanted phenomenon.

When silanols are close together they are more

likely to form vicinal hydrogen bonded pairs.96

Isolated silanols have no

hydrogen bonds between them and thus are more readily removable at
elevated temperatures.27 As in negative radius of curvature surfaces, the
silanols are so close together that dehydration is very difficult and requires
even higher temperatures.
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Figure 2.3.2.1.

Various radii of curvature for silica surfaces.
Typical examples of each extreme are noted and
also the progression of crowding with changes in
curvature. (After Iler27)

2.3.3. Silica and Water
The discussion of silica surface hydroxyls leads directly into how silica
behaves in water. A fully hydroxylated silica surface is hydrophilic and is
able to absorb water in multiple layers.69,89,92 The Si−OH groups present on
surfaces are the main source of hydrophilicity because they promote the
adsorption of water.89,97 The removal of these Si−OH groups through heat
treating above 850°C or by replacement of these Si−OH groups by
hydrolytically stable Si−R (where R is CH3) groups inhibits the adsorption of
water and results in hydrophobic surfaces that will be unaffected by water.97
Silica undergoes chemical reactions in water. Namely SiO2 reacts with
2 H2O to form Si(OH)4 groups.98 This reaction is considered the dissolution,
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depolymerization or hydrolysis reaction.27,99

The solubility of silica is

dependent on the particle size, temperature, and pH of the water.27,100
Further reaction will create physisorbed water in a multi-layer, as previously
shown in Figure 2.3.1.3. Certain silica containing glasses, such as sodium
silicate or soda-lime silicate have poor chemical durability compared to silica,
worse so for sodium silicate. In addition to the reaction of silica with water
forming monosilicic acid groups, sodium leaches out of the structure and
molecular water is able to enter. This exchange creates what is known as the
silica “gel layer” and is very similar to a gel created through wet chemical
means. Pure silica forms however do not lend themselves to the creation of a
gel layer due to the absence of an exchanging species. However, Yaminsky et
al. have stated otherwise, that the surface of fused quartz swells under water
to form these layers of silica gel.92

In the same article, Yaminsky et al.

discuss many surface phenomena of silica including the history dependence of
the state of the surface, effect of solution condition, and even evidence of “cold
fusion”.92

At elevated temperatures water will etch pure silica through a

dissolution reaction:
≡Si−O−Si≡ + (R+ + OH )  ≡Si−OH + RO−Si≡
−

(1)

where R can be either H for water or any alkali ion for a basic solution.17
This reaction explains why silica is less durable in basic solutions of high pH.
In any case, the rate of dissolution is a thermally activated process such that
the natural log of the amount of material extracted has a linear relationship
to the temperature with a slope of activation energy.17
Again, to study the interaction of silica surfaces with water, high
surface area samples are practically required, although one study has
suggested otherwise.101 Silica xerogels were studied in aqueous media as
described by Okkerse.80 He investigated the effect of various solutions at
80°C for a minimum of 14 hours on the texture of silica xerogel. The porous
texture of xerogels is modified after treatment in water or electrolyte
solutions. There is a decrease in specific surface area but the pore volume
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remains constant.

Water is essential for the changes to take place since

immersion in both sulfuric acid and ethanol do not produce any effects.80 Salt
and acid solutions appeared to be more effective in increasing mean pore
radius and the particle diameter than just pure water.80 It was also found in
the pore size distribution data that large pores grow in number while the
small pores disappeared. This change was explained by the dissolution and
reprecipitation of “silica”. Since the same volume of small particles and large
particles will have more surface area in the small particles, and every system
strives to minimize surface area/energy, the larger particles will grow at the
expense of smaller ones.80 The same is true for pores.
The influence of pH on this system was also studied by Okkerse. He
found that the rate of the dissolution-reprecipitation reaction (and specific
surface area change) is a minimum in buffered solutions at pH 2, the
isoelectric point of silica. The change in specific surface area increases above
and below a pH of 2.80 A plot of dissolved silica versus time in buffered
solutions with pHs of 2,4,6 and 8 kept at 60°C was put forth by Okkerse. It
was deduced that the rate of dissolution is minimal at pH 2 and increases
with increasing pH. Therefore, pH is a very important factor in the stability
of silica in aqueous solutions. A compilation of data was done by Iler 10 years
after Okkerse’s work and very different results were shown.27 However, this
data was obtained at much lower temperatures and the water was not said to
be buffered at each pH. Iler presented a plot of solubility versus pH and the
solubility appears to be constant (possibly decreasing slightly) from low pH to
a pH of 8 and then increases drastically at pH 8 and above.27 The effects of
pH on silica systems is a difficult subject because of variations in the form of
the silica and the type of solutions in which it is placed.
Okkerse and Iler also discussed the effect of electrolyte concentration
of the solution on silica stability.27,80 A submicroporous silica was treated in
a sodium chloride buffered solution of varying concentration of sodium
chloride by Okkerse. It was observed that the change in salt concentration
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changes the specific surface area of the silica to a small extent. This change
was much smaller than the pH effect.80 Iler also reported from the data he
compiled that the electrolyte concentration essentially has no effect on the
solubility of silica.27
The diffusion of water into silica and its analysis by infrared
spectrometry is a field in which Tomozawa excels. Although it was Doremus
that first proposed that molecular water is the diffusing species through silica
and that it will penetrate until it confronts an agreeable site with which to
react; H2O + Si−O−Si  2 Si−OH.102

Tomozawa et al. found that water

accelerates structural changes in silica during isothermal hydration heattreatments.103,104

There is an acceleration of structural relaxation.

Also,

when the rate of structural relaxation is slower than the rate of hydroxyl
diffusion at a temperature less than 850°C, the hydroxyl surface
concentration and the hydroxyl content in the glass is a maximum.103
Tomozawa et al. proved that Doremus’ proposal was indeed correct at high
temperatures.103
2.3.4. Surface Treatments
2.3.4.1. “Cleaning”
Since the surface of silica controls many of its properties, treating the
surface is a method of engineering the material. Just by placing silica in
water, chemical reactions occur which change the structure of the surface and
therefore change active species on the surface.

Something that seems as

simple as grinding or polishing silica on a wheel encompasses mechanical,
thermal and chemical processes.99,105

Even what one person considers

cleaning a glass may actually be much more, or less. A freshly manufactured
glass surface is considered to be pristine, but only for a short amount of time
as water and organics in the environment will react with it.
The “cleaning” of a glass surface is a term that is used subjectively. A
“clean” surface of a computer chip has a much more defined meaning than a
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“clean” window.

Basically however, cleaning is meant to remove surface

contaminants and reveal the true surface of a material.

These surface

contaminants can range from fats and oils to adsorbed ions or oxide films.
The American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) began to understand
this broad topic of cleanliness in 1975 and started writing ASTM standards
for measuring cleanliness. The first two ASTM standards were C812 and
C813, a steam condensation method and a contact angle method
respectively.106 Since then there have been few methods approved by the
ASTM for measuring cleanliness of a surface.107
Cleaning a glass is typically a prerequisite to any further chemical
treatments such as silanization.47 It is also done prior to any attachment of
organic films or biological molecules to remove contamination and create or
reveal surface attachment sites such as hydroxyl groups.108

Numerous

cleaning methods exist for fused silica in preparation for biological
attachment such as using gas plasmas, exposure to acids and bases, or
rinsing with organic solvents all done at varying temperatures and possibly
with the use of an ultrasonicator. Henke et al. evaluated a “well-established”
cleaning method and its effect on the surface roughness of silica through the
use of AFM.108 Their cleaning method consisted of a combination of washing
with peroxides, first basic then acidic. This method cleans and hydroxylates
the surface.108

They found that the surface roughness remained fairly

abundant and gave 12% (30% prior to cleaning) more surface area than
geometrical calculations of a flat surface.108 The roughness of the surface
came in three forms; surface nodules, pits/scratches and long range
undulation.

The roughness was dominated by the surface nodules.108

However, the cleaning method reduced the RMS roughness and it was
observed to reduce surface nodules, but increase the depth of pits and
scratches.108
An aluminoborosilicate glass (Corning code 1737) was cleaned using
the “RCA clean” and the sample surfaces were measured using XPS and
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AFM.48 The “RCA clean” consists of 5 steps. 1- A solution soak of (1:1:5)
NH4OH:H2O2:H2O at 75°C for a fixed time. Then, 2- A cascade rinse in room
temperature DI water until the resistivity of the water measured 8 MΩ-cm.
Then, 3- A solution soak of (1:1:6) HCl:H2O2:H2O at 75°C for a fixed time.
And, 4- A cascade rinse with ultrapure water (>17 MΩ-cm resistivity) until
the resistivity reached 16 MΩ-cm. Finally, 5- A spin drying of the samples.
Using

this

cleaning

method,

Couillard

et

al.

found

that

the

aluminoborosilicate glass leached, where SiO2 samples were not affected.
XPS analysis of the aluminoborosilicate showed that the surface was depleted
in aluminum, calcium, boron, and barium, leaving a layer rich in silica.48
AFM measurements did not show an increase in RMS roughness of the
cleaned surface.48
Glass microscope slides in preparation for silanization must be cleaned
to remove organic residue and expose the silanol surface sites.47 Cras et al.
reported the evaluation of eight different chemical cleaning methods
commonly used to clean glass microscope slides through contact angle
measurements. The slides were soda-lime silicate in composition and the
chemical treatments are shown in Table I.

Each soaking treatment was

followed by either a rinse in water and/or drying in nitrogen.47

Of the

methods mentioned, it was determined by the workers that only the first four
were capable of removing organic contaminants and leaving a hydrophilic
surface.

The post cleaning silanization of the glass slides cleaned with

methods 1-4 resulted in high contact angles (indicating a hydrophobic
surface) with low variability.47
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Table I. Eight Cleaning Methods Evaluated by Cras et al.47
Method Steps
1

30 min in (1:1) MeOH:HCl

2

Method 1 + 30 min in conc. H2 SO4

3

Method 2 + 30 min in 100oC H2 O

4

5 min in 1:1:5 NH4 OH:H2 O2 :H2 O at 80oC

5

Method 4 + 5 min in 1:1:5 HCl:H2 O2 :H2 O

6

30 min in 10% KOH in isopropanol

7

20 min in 1M NaOH

8

Method 7 + 30 min in piranha (1:2 H2 O2 :H2 SO4 )

A unique study was performed by Bowen et al. where they used an
AFM to measure adhesive interaction forces between a silica sphere and a
planar silica surface.109

The surfaces of the sphere and the plane were

treated by ethanol washing or plasma treatment and the AFM measurements
were taken in NaCl solutions at pH 3 and 8.109

The pH did not have a

significant effect on the adhesion forces for a given cleaning procedure. They
found that the magnitude of the adhesion forces are considerably more for the
ethanol cleaned surfaces than the plasma cleaned surfaces.109
adhesion for ethanol is a very interesting phenomenon.

This high

Schicht et al.

characterized flatglass surfaces with XRF, SIMS, SEM, AES, contact angle,
emission photometry, UV/vis spectroscopy, and reflection measurements as a
function of washing with three solutions; neutral water, acidic water, and
alkaline water.110 Three types of glass were used. Glass 1 was lower in
alumina and calcia content compared to Glass 2, but had more silica content.
The identity of Glass 3 is not important in relation to the current study.
Washing these glasses in neutral water resulted in a stronger leaching of
sodium in Glass 1, but a stronger leaching of alkaline-earth oxides in Glass 2.
SiO2 and Al2O3 are both enriched in the surface. Acidic washing decreases
the glass surface energy by reducing the sodium content even more than
washing with water. Alkaline washing does not improve sodium leaching,
but dissolves the silicate network for both glasses.110
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A study on plasma cleaning processes was performed by Kruger et
al..56 Organic surface contaminants were removed by oxidizing plasmas such
as O2, H2O, CO2, NO2, and H2O2.56

They found that glass fibers are

significantly roughened by Ar, NH3, or O2 plasma exposure. Plasmas were
created in a microwave or by radio-frequency power. They also stated that it
is possible to remove contaminants by noble gas plasma sputtering, by
oxidation of the organic contaminants, or reduction of oxides or sulfides by
hydrogen plasma.56
2.3.4.2.

Treatments on Multi-Component Glasses

Surface technological treatments come in many flavors. They can be
done during forming or immediately afterward to induce structural or stress
changes. These changes can be mechanical, chemical, or thermal in nature
and be done on glasses of any composition or age. Filatova and Shulakov
studied mechanical polishing, chemical polishing, and laser annealing on the
atomic short range order of silicon atoms in SiO2-based glasses.58,111 They
used ultrasoft X-ray reflectometry to monitor the changes in the surface. The
treatments result in a thin surface layer of SiO4 tetrahedron distortions,
more so for polishing and less obvious after laser annealing.58,111
Cook published a very extensive study on the chemical processes in
glass polishing.99 Her mechanochemical model for glass/slurry interactions
and the rate of material removal from the glass surface is a combination of
the following processes: molecular water diffusion into the glass surface,
glass dissolution, adsorption rate of dissolution products onto the polishing
agent, silica redeposition onto the glass surface, and the aqueous corrosion
rate of the polishing particles. The main factors influencing these processes
are the load and velocity of the polishing particles, the elastic properties of
the polishing particles and the glass, the chemical durability of the glass, the
surface charges of the glass and the particles, and the ion-exchange capacity
of the polishing particles.99
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A study conducted at The Pennsylvania State University investigated
the effects of polishing, fiber-drawing, melt-casting, and chemical etching on
alkali and alkaline-earth aluminosilicate glasses using XPS and AFM.46 XPS
was used to determine the surface composition changes and AFM was used to
characterize the effects on RMS roughness. The chemical etchants included
NaOH, NH4OH and HF.

All glasses were melted, polished and

ultrasonicated in acetone prior to chemical etching.

They found that all

polished glasses were left with a silica-rich surface layer.46 This layer can be
eliminated in the sodium aluminosilicate glasses following an etch in HF or
NaOH, but not in NH4OH.46

The most effective etchant for the calcium

aluminosilicate glasses was NH4OH. An “effective” etchant was one in which
the surface composition matches the bulk composition as closely as possible
after polishing and etching. The calcium aluminosilicate glasses that were
remelted, poured into a mold and not annealed had a surface composition
enriched in Al, but depleted in Ca. After annealing, the composition at the
surface was only slightly depleted in Al and Ca and was very close to the bulk
composition. The fibers drawn from this glass had a surface slightly depleted
in Al, but moderately enriched in Ca.46 Overall, the treatment that resulted
in

a

surface

composition

most

closely

matching

the

bulk

was

a

melted/annealed surface.46
Soda-lime silicate glass was treated with urea solutions and evaluated
by Gorokhovsky et al. using IR spectroscopy.112 In an attempt to increase the
strength while increasing the polymer adhesion properties of float glass, urea
solutions at various temperatures were used as a surface treatment. It was
found that the optimal treatment conditions with an aqueous solution of urea
is between 140-160°C.

This treatment increases adhesion and also the

mechanical strength while keeping the surface clean.112 Cho et al. showed
that bioactivity can be induced in a glass-ceramic containing MgO, CaO,
SiO2, P2O5, and Al2O3 by treatment in HCl, but not NaOH solutions.113
Apatite formation on the surface in simulated body fluid after the HCl
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treatments is due to a hydrated silicon layer.113

This glass-ceramic is

believed to be able to bond directly to bone after such a treatment.
One of the most popular methods of surface modification comes with
the use of ion beam sputtering. Brow studied simple binary oxide glasses
with XPS as the glasses were bombarded with argon ions.114 The sodium
silicate glass surface was found to lose alkali ions followed by the
repolymerization of the surface structure.

The sodium phosphate glass

surface was determined to enrich in sodium with argon sputtering and then
depolymerize.114 Krishnamurthy and Kamel studied argon plasma treatment
of glass surfaces using FTIR and SEM.57 They began with a cleaned (with
NaOH solution and DI water rinse) E-glass surface and exposed the samples
to an inductively coupled plasma source of argon. This treatment resulted in
an increased surface area due to etching and a rearrangement of the silicate
network.57 In addition, the argon was observed to increase the hydrophilicity
of the E-glass surface.57
Various plasma gases (argon, ammonia, and nitrogen) were used to
treat an alkali-lead-silicate glass containing rubidium and cesium.59

The

glass was pretreated with hydrogen to create electrical conductivity, which
led to an enrichment of Cs and Rb in the surface. The compositional effects
on the surface were monitored using SIMS and XPS. The use of nitrogen or
ammonia in the plasma gas results in the implantation of nitrogen ions into
the glass surface to a depth of ~100Å.59

It was found that any plasma

treatment results in the depletion of cesium and rubidium and this effect is
caused by many factors.

Some of the factors include sputtering, ionic

diffusion and vaporization by the plasma.

The argon plasma aided in

improving the short-term water adsorption properties of the glass.59 It was
evident that upon plasma treatment, alkali ions from the surface migrate
into the bulk leaving the surface depleted in alkali. Also, the silicate network
rearranges and repolymerizes after dealkalization and reduction of nonbridging oxygens upon treatment in argon plasma. This was shown by Zhou
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et al. using a soda-lime silicate glass and IR band shifting.115

A high-

frequency plasma pencil has been developed by Janca et al..116 This tool can
be hand operated and used in atmospheric, reduced or increased pressure.
Gas, liquid or a mixture of dispersed particles in liquid can also be sent down
the plasma pencil.116 This tool offers wide diversity and has been used in
many applications.116
The above discussion involved mainly flat glasses, but it is also
important to review processing effects and surface treatment studies on glass
fiber.

Since most glass fibers are coated, either with polymer for

telecommunications fiber, binder for wool fiber, or embedding in epoxy for
composites, the reaction of the fiber surface to certain conditions has been
studied. In 1997, Bledzki et al. used four different methods of investigation
to characterize surfaces of treated glass fibers.117

The four techniques

involved were capillary rise measurements, zeta potential measurements,
inverse gas chromatography (IGC), and field emission scanning electron
microscopy (FE-SEM).

The glass fibers investigated were all coated with

either a polymer or an aminosilane, an organic-inorganic coupling agent. The
four

different

surface

polyurethane/aminosilane,

coatings

utilized

epoxy-resin/aminosilane,

were:
and

polyethylene,
cationic

silane

sizing. The results from IGC, FE-SEM, and zeta potential measurements
showed that the polyurethane/aminosilane coating led to an amphoteric
surface (capable of displaying basic and acidic qualities).117 The polyethylene
treatment resulted in a complete coverage of PE on the fiber. The epoxyresin/aminosilane and the cationic aminosilane treatments rendered a glass
fiber with basic surface character.117
Fiber surface treatments were performed on fibers to be embedded into
vinyl ester to examine changes in impact properties of the composite.118 The
fibers were treated with polybutadiene, an aminosilane, and a combination of
the two. It was found that polybutadiene treated fiber composites exhibited a
higher impact energy absorption than aminosilane treated fiber composites.
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However, the combination treated fiber composites showed the highest
impact energy absorption.118 Benzarti et al. carried out a similar study of
increased mechanical properties of fiber/epoxy composites with fiber surface
treatment.119

They found that the most reactive sizings (coatings,

treatments) promoted the highest interfacial strength, which increases the
ultimate mechanical properties such as stress resistance, strain, and energy
at failure.119 The two most reactive sizing additives were trifunctional epoxy
and pentaglycidyl ether of cyclosilicone.119 Increasing the interfacial bonding
increases strength since interfacial failure is the source of most composite
failure.119
Tomao et al. examined the influence of time and temperature on
hydrothermal treatments on borosilicate glass fiber surfaces.51

After the

hydrothermal treatment, fibers were reacted with trimethylchlorosilane
(TMCS) for quantitative silanol analysis in conjunction with FT-IR analysis.
The hydroxyl band occurs between 3700 and 3200cm-1.51 The hydroxylation
of the surface becomes more efficient in the solution with increasing
temperature, but above 100°C the surfaces become altered as seen with the
SEM. Between 40 and 100°C, the hydrothermal treatment generates reactive
silanol sites with increasing temperature as seen using TMCS and FT-IR.51
Two processing effects on commercial glass fibers were examined by
Palmisiano et al. using SIMS and XPS.120

The techniques were flame

attenuation and continuous filament drawing.

The fiber compositions

consisted of approximately 65mol%SiO2, 11%B2O3, 11%Na2O, 4%Al2O3,
2%K2O, 3%ZnO, 2%BaO, 2%CaO and 1%F2.120 The flame attenuated fibers
exhibited a surface layer depleted in boron compared to the continuously
drawn fiber. This B depletion created a surface that limits out-diffusion of
other species.120
Alkali disilicate fibers were produced under various temperatures by
Murach et al..121 Optical birefringence, the apparent stress optical constant,
density changes, and expansion were measured relative to the bulk glass in
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an attempt to determine structural changes.

The apparent stress optical

constant increases with increasing temperature of fiber formation.

The

thermal expansion behavior showed an anomaly, which was expected of the
disilicate glasses. The density and diameter data were compared and it was
deduced that thin fibers exhibit radial expansion and high drawing stresses,
where thick fibers show radial shrinkage and small drawing stresses.121
Another study by Murach and Brukner on silica glass fibers showed very
different results.122

Silica glass fibers exhibit axial shrinkage and radial

expansion over the temperature range. It was also found that there was a
large degree of anisotropy in the open structure of the three-dimensional
network, which confirms the existence of asymmetric hollows in the fibers.
These hollows are oriented by the fiber drawing process and thus these fibers
have much higher stresses than their bulk counterparts.122 More treatment
analyses on silica glasses are described in the following section.
2.3.4.3. Treatments on Silica Glass
There have been numerous studies regarding structural changes as a
function of formation or surface treatment for silica glasses.123 It is apparent
that drawing conditions have an effect on the interior structure and
consequently the surface structure of silica fibers.122 The drawing process is
known to produce paramagnetic defects, such as E’ centers and nonbridging
oxygen hole centers (NBOHC), and peroxy radicals, which give rise to
induced optical absorption bands in optical fibers.124,125 Li et al. reported for
the first time the existence of two drawing-enhanced defects in low OH
content oxygen deficient silica optical fibers using EPR.125
It has already been mentioned that thermal treatments are capable of
dehydroxylating the surface of silica and, depending on the maximum
temperature reached, the process may be reversible.26,27,53,55,67,71,81,86-88,90-94
Lygin stated that there are two stages of thermal dehydroxylation.53,126 The
first step is between 500-600°C and consists of the condensation of hydrogen44

bonded surface silanol groups and the formation of slightly strained siloxane
bonds.

A relaxation of the structure of silica near these strained bonds

reduces the stress.

The second stage is between 600-1200°C that

incorporates reconstruction of separate surface sites upon removal of free
silanol groups.

The properties of the remaining surface hydroxyl groups

change, such as the appearance of stable sites that oppose rehydroxylation in
the formation of new electron-acceptor and reactive centers.53 Kuzuu et al.
performed a study on the structural change in the near-surface region of a
silica glass block with heat treatment.55 They also used infrared spectra to
follow the changes and found that certain absorption bands were induced
following a heat treatment, which they called annealing, at 1160°C for 120
hours. The appearance of certain absorption bands only occurred on certain
surfaces of the glass block, either the side surfaces or the top surface.55 It
was found that the OH reduction on the top surface was approximately 45
ppm with the heat treatment and that of the side surfaces was 60 ppm.55
Modifying the silica surface with stress in a wet or dry atmosphere
results in different relaxation states in the surface.127 This was determined
by Webb III et al. through molecular dynamics simulations of a glass surface
creating an interface with a crystal surface. It was determined that some of
the stresses created in this interface were retained after separation and
consisted mainly of strained siloxane bonds. These strained bonds may react
more readily with water. It was observed in their simulations that a surface
in the presence of water before and after interface creation had an increase in
the number of Si−O bond ruptures and siloxane bond formations.127

In

addition, there were a higher occurrence of Si−O bonds reacting to form
Si−OH sites.127
One very interesting investigation recently carried out by Nazabal et
al. concentrated on the structural modification of silica surfaces induced by
thermal poling.128 Thermal poling is accomplished by placing a glass in an
electric field at an elevated temperature and inducing a permanent second45

order nonlinear susceptibility.129-131

The second harmonic (SH) signal

generation is measured since the SH can be induced only in isotropic
materials such as glass.132 The charge transport of mobile ions driven by the
poling field from the anode to the cathode creates a negatively charged
depletion layer at the anode surface.129,130 After or during poling, ions begin
to deposit and create a large frozen-in electrostatic field in the anodic surface
layer.128

Bridging Si−O−Si bonds are broken during poling and are only

partly restored after thermal treatment.

There is also a decrease of

hydroxyls associated with an increase of non-bridging oxygen species.128
Silanol levels on synthetic quartz crystals were examined by Wood et
al. as a function of surface treatment.75 Their surface treatments included;
water plasma, heating in a vacuum to 500°C, heating in a vacuum to
>1000°C, and an inert gas ion bombardment in vacuum.75 Secondary ion
mass spectroscopy (SIMS) was utilized to follow the ion ratios (SiOH+:SiO+,
SiOH+:Si+, and OH :O ) as a function of temperature.75 The water plasma
−

−

treatment resulted in a maximum of surface hydroxylation and the >1000°C
heat treatment resulted in a minimum of surface hydroxylation.75

They

found a linear relationship between ion ratio and temperature.75 Ion beam
sputtering has also been used as a method for inducing changes in a silica
surface. Flamm et al. studied the topographical effects of low-energy argon
ion beam sputtering with an AFM.133 As ion beam sputtering is a common
technique for depth profiling it is important to understand how this
technique alters the surface of a silica glass. It was determined that the
sputtering caused a ripple feature to appear on the surface and that the
wavelength of this feature was dependent on the energy of the incident ion
beam.133
Point defects on the silica surface were created by Radtsig through
chemical

modification

and

analyzed

using

ESR,

IR

and

optical

spectroscopy.134 Point defects are highly reactive and implies that either a
silicon or oxygen atom on the surface has a different number of nearest
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neighbors than chemically appropriate.

Radtsig applied mechanical

treatments such as cleaving under vacuum and also a thermochemical
treatment consisting of the creation of Si−OCH3 from Si−OH followed by a
high temperature pyrolysis.134 Silanone groups, (≡Si−O)2Si=O, were detected
on the surface of mechanically activated silica and thermochemically
activated silica. Various other sites were stabilized through these treatments
such as paramagnetic sites and diamagnetic sites.

Paramagnetic sites

include; silyl radicals (tri-coordinated silicon atoms (≡Si−O−)3Si*)), oxy
radicals (non-bridging oxygen atoms (≡Si−O−)3Si−O*)), and peroxide radicals
(≡Si−O−)3Si−O−O*).

Diamagnetic

point

defects

include;

silylene

or

bicoordinated silicon atoms (Si atom is linked to two lattice oxygen atoms)
and silanone groups ((≡Si−O)2Si=O).134
Other chemical modifications on silica surfaces have included
adsorption of acetaldehyde, methyl acetate, ethyl acetate, and methyl
trifluoroacetate.135
spectroscopy

and

Through the use of microcalorimetric analysis, IR
temperature-programmed-desorption

studies

it

was

determined that the chemistries adsorb to silica primarily through two
hydrogen bonds per adsorbate. This involves the donation of electrons from
the lone-pair orbital on the adsorbate’s carbonyl oxygen to hydrogen atoms in
the surface silanol groups.135 This was detected through IR due to the shifts
in the C=O and O−H bond stretching bands.135

Oleic acid, polymethyl

methacrylate, and polyacrylic acid were coated on soda-lime-silicate and
silica glasses and measured using IR spectroscopy by Lee and Condrate
Sr..136 They posed three possible reactions of the organics with the glass
surfaces. The first two being that the organic compounds with an alcohol
(−OH) or a carboxylate (−COOX, where X is H or CH3) group bonds with the
glass through hydrogen bonding or chelate bonding (forming several bonds to
a metal ion). The third possibility is that a condensation or esterification
reaction occurs between the functional groups of organics and the silanol
groups on the glass surface.136 They found that metal-chelate species are
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formed when organic compounds with carboxylate groups are placed on sodalime silicate surfaces.136 The soda-lime silicates contained numerous metal
ions with which to form bonds such as sodium, calcium, magnesium,
aluminum and potassium. The bonding species was not identified for the
silica coated glasses.

Other chemical modifications of the silica surface

include a wide range of organosilane, alkoxysilane or aminosilane
treatments.

Organosilanes create a bridge between the inorganic glass

surface and any organic molecule.

Treating a surface with a silane is a

common method to enhance bonding and, therefore, the silanes are typically
referred to as coupling agents.123,137
2.3.4.4. Silanization of Silica Surfaces
Silanizing a silica surface is a method by which the surface can be
modified and functionalized. There are many types of silanes and the one to
use is highly dependent on the application and/or further chemical processes
through which the surface must undergo.

Aminopropyltriethoxysilane or

APTS is one of the most commonly used and, because of its electron-rich
amine center, it can hydrogen bond with hydroxyls or other amines.123 Once
an aminosilane is exposed to a silica, the amine bonds to a surface hydroxyl
group through hydrogen bonding. Then, the amine group can catalyze the
condensation of the silicon portion of the molecule with a surface silanol.
Siloxane bonds with the surface are formed.49,123 The coating is then cured by
a thermal treatment.

For a complete description of the many silane

treatments for silica, among other surface treatments, see the book by
Vansant et al. or the article by van der Voort and Vansant.49,123
The influence of the silane coupling agents on surface properties of
silica precipitates was discussed by Jesionowski and Krysztafkiewicz.137
They modified the silica with three different silanes, one of which was APTS,
the others being a mercaptosilane and a vinylsilane.

The degree of

hydrophobization was determined as well as the concentration of surface
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silanol groups after treatment. The highest degree of hydrophobicity induced
on

the

silica

particles

was

accomplished

with

mercaptosilane

and

vinylsilane.137 The highest degree of silanol group condensation, and thus
the lowest concentration of surface silanols, was obtained after treatment
with mercaptosilane.137 Another study involving the silica surface change
from hydrophilic to hydrophobic was conducted by Fuji et al.138

They

concentrated on the change of the geometric structure of the modifiying
surface treatment and how it affected the wettability.138 AFM was used to
follow the structure of the surface modifications. The chemistry applied to
the surface was not a silane but a dodecoxy alcohol.

At 50% of surface

modification the chains on the modifier arranged into a hexagonal packed
structure.138
One very important surface preparation method (the creation of selfassembled monolayers) involves the use of aminosilanes.49 In this technique,
highly ordered films, much like Langmuir-Blodgett films, of polar molecules
are deposited onto flat surfaces using a dip coating approach. The result is a
very dense layer with full surface coverage. These types of surfaces are used
for boundary lubricants, orienting films for liquid crystals, functionalized
surfaces for DNA adsorption, and surfaces for micro-lithography.139-146
Iimura et al. observed the chlorosilane monolayer formation as a function of
temperature and discussed the characteristic temperature, Tc.147 When the
monolayers are prepared below Tc, the hydrocarbon chains are ordered and
closely packed. However, above Tc, there is disorder and low density in the
monolayer.147 The adsorption processes were followed using FTIR and AFM
analysis.
Surface functionalized silica particles have also found applications in
catalysts and sensors in addition to the above mentioned applications.148
Deng et al. examined how to control the surface expression of functional
groups on silica particles by varying the time of the silane addition to a
solution of forming silica particles.149 The particles are formed similarly to
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the Stöber process and the silanes were added at various times during the
silica particle formation.31

It was found that for amine functionalized

particles, the highest number of surface groups are created if the
organosilane is added to the solution 30 min after the addition of TEOS.149
The most advantageous time to add the modifier is highly dependent on the
type of silane.149
Many silica surfaces treated with silanes are created with the intent to
adhere biological molecules to the functional groups. For example, human
macrophage cells, foreign body giant cells, streptavidin protein, and nucleic
acids have been analyzed on silanized surfaces.150-152 Alkylsilane was utilized
to modify glass surfaces in order to examine the influence of the alkyl surface
chemistry on human macrophage adhesion and foreign body giant cell
(FBGC) formation.152 Jenney and Anderson found that the small alkyl chain
length modified surfaces maintained a high cell density and supported
macrophage development as well as FBGC formation.

Whereas the long

alkyl chain lengths on the glass prevented long-term macrophage density and
thus did not support FBGC formation.152 Streptavidin on glass surfaces was
analyzed by Birkert et al. as a means to determine sensor formation
quality.151 Beginning with a SiO2 surface, diaminopolyethylene glycol was
covalently attached to the surface. Biotin was then attached covalently to the
amino groups of the polyethylene glycol followed by a monolayer of
streptavidin being immobilized onto the biotin surface with high affinity.
Finally, biotinylated estrone derivatives were assayed on this layered
surface.151

Estrone is a very important hormone that controls endocrine

action in the body making its detection useful. It was found that this type of
layered sensor surface is very stable and regenerable.151
Benters et al. developed a similar surface activation procedure, but
intended it for the production of micrarrays for DNA, protein and lowmolecular weight component containment.150 Their procedure was carried
out as follows; a glass substrate was subjected to a homogeneous and high
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yield aminosilylation, then the surface amino groups were activated with a
homobifunctional linker, and allowed to react with a dendrimer containing 64
primary amino groups on its surface, which is again covered with a
homobifunctional spacer.150 These surfaces proved to be twice as sensitive to
oligomers with a decreased steric hindrance. In addition, the reactive film
was found to be highly resistant to alkaline regeneration procedures, and
thus had high stability. This film can be used for the covalent attachment of
amino-modified molecules such as oligonucleotides.150

2.4. Characterization
2.4.1. Common Surface Techniques for Powders
Silica surface studies are almost always carried out on silica powders
since they have a high surface area to mass ratio. Barby described many
techniques useful for analyzing powder surfaces.25
which

are

BET

nitrogen

adsorption

and

The most common of

infrared

spectroscopy.25,79

Calorimetric studies in which heat of the sample and/or power supplied to the
heating elements around the sample are measured results in data that relies
heavily on the type of silica powder examined.25,88 These types of studies
have all but been abandoned for analyzing silica surfaces. An exhaustive, yet
slightly dated, collection of descriptions for surface analytical tools is found in
a book edited by Kane and Larrabee.64 This book does not include any of
surface probe microscopies such as atomic force microscopy, nanoindentation,
or surface tunneling microscopy. In this text, they separate the techniques
into physical and chemical characterization capabilities.

The physical

characterization techniques used in 1974 were; light microscopy, multiplebeam interferometry, various stylus techniques, electron microscopies
(transmission, scanning, auger), field ion microscopies, and X-ray diffraction
methods.153-159

Among the chemical characterization techniques were;

electrochemical

techniques,

emission
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spectroscopy,

internal

reflection

spectroscopy, radioisotope techniques, X-ray fluorescence analysis, X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), electron spectroscopy for chemical analysis
(ESCA), resonance methods (nuclear magnetic, electron paramagnetic),
Mössbauer spectroscopy, Rutherford scattering, accelerator microbeam
techniques, electron probe microanalysis, examining X-ray emission fine
features, analytical auger electron spectroscopy, mass spectrometry, particle
bombardment (ion, electron, neutral atom), and ion impact radiation
analysis.84,160-176

There were also a number of surface characterization

techniques for bulk silica sample surfaces.

2.4.2 Surface Characterization on Bulk Samples
Evaluating

the

topography

of

a

glass

surface

is

commonly

accomplished using atomic force microscopy (AFM),48,52,138,177-186 scanning
electron microscopy (SEM),187 glancing incidence X-ray analysis (GIXA)188-198
or optical interferometry,199-201 with the latter two methods mainly producing
roughness data. GIXA is also capable of giving the thickness and density of
any number of surface films. In regards to determining any surface species
present, Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FITR) in partnership with
different techniques such as diffuse reflectance or attenuated total
reflectance can be a useful tool.54,72,90,136,147,202-204

FTIR has been used to

examine surface hydroxyls and identify their states.72,81,83,138 Hoffmann and
Knozinger were the first to assign IR absorption bands to free terminal
groups at 3749.3cm-1, geminal groups at 3747.5cm-1, and vicinal silanol
groups at 3743.5cm-1.126 Glancing incidence X-ray fluorescence is yet another
variation on GIXA that yields elemental depth profiling information and
therefore can determine surface layer chemical compositions.191,198,205-209 SEM
in conjunction with energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) or wavelength
dispersive spectroscopy (WDS) can yield information on the presence of
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certain elements in an interaction volume of the sample.187

X-ray

photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) is a powerful tool in characterizing specific
features

of

the

chemical

glass.39,48,74,120,191,210-212

structure

and

surface

chemistry

of

a

XPS is known for its surface analysis capabilities

because the electrons that are ejected originate from the outermost atomic
layers of a surface. Secondary ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS) is also used for
structural and chemical analysis of surfaces.74,75,120,133,211 In SIMS, ions or
ionized clusters are ejected from a surface following ion bombardment and
are detected by a mass spectrometer. Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)
performed on high surface area samples provides information on the chemical
state and nuclear environment of the magnetically active nuclei at the
surface.123,213-215 There are many other techniques capable of analyzing the
surfaces of glasses such as NEXAFS, LEED, SEELFS, and ARXPS. For a
complete review and reference list of most of the surface analysis techniques
available, please see the article by Bach216 or the appendix in the book by
Vansant et al.123 The techniques mentioned in the previous two sections are
applicable for flat surfaces, high surface area powders and many apply to
bulk interior characterization as well. There is a need however for a reliable
surface characterization technique that probes unique surfaces, such as
inside capillary tubes or fiber surfaces. A few of the surface techniques that
were used in the present study are described in more detail in the following
sections.

2.4.3. Atomic Force Microscopy
Atomic force microscopy is a very powerful tool for analyzing the
surfaces of materials. AFM is used extensively on glasses instead of SEM
because a conducting surface is not required for AFM. The AFM works by
scanning a fine ceramic (Si3N4) or semiconductor (Si) tip over a surface much
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the same way as a phonograph needle scans a record. The tip is positioned at
the end of a flexible cantilever beam, having a specific spring constant. As
the tip is repelled by or attracted to the surface, the cantilever beam deflects
in the z-direction. The magnitude of the deflection is captured by a laser that
reflects at an oblique angle from the mirrored end of the cantilever. Figure
2.4.3.1 shows the principle configuration for an AFM. A position sensitive
photodiode detects the deflection of the laser beam.

A plot of the laser

deflection versus tip position on the sample surface provides the resolution of
the hills and valleys that constitute the topography of the surface. The AFM
can work with the tip touching the sample (contact mode), or the tip can tap
across the surface (tapping mode).

The main forces contributing to the

deflection of the cantilever are electrostatic repulsive forces and van der
Waals attractive forces between the atoms of the sample surface and those of
the tip.177,217 AFM tips have a radii of between 4 and 60 nm, which leads to
the ultra-sharp resolution of the images obtained.

Figure 2.4.3.1.

Schematic representation of an AFM. The right
side of the schematic is an enlarged version of what
occurs under the AFM head.

The AFM can operate in various modes; contact, tapping, phase
imaging, force modulation and non-contact mode. All five modes are shown
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in Figure 2.4.3.2.

In contact mode, or constant force mode, an electronic

feedback loop keeps the force between tip and sample constant. In this mode
the tip is kept in physical contact with the surface. This mode is designed for
surface topography imaging and is best suited for hard samples.186

The

image is obtained by monitoring the force signals required to keep the tip in
contact with the sample.

Some very interesting variations on contact mode

can be performed with special tips. If the tip is modified with functional
groups, such as −COOH or −CH3, hydrophilic or hydrophobic areas on a
sample can be imaged, respectively.

Stronger interactions between a

functionalized tip and the sample leads to higher friction and, therefore, more
deflection of the cantilever.218 This type of imaging is called chemical force
microscopy (CFM).219

Figure 2.4.3.2.
The five modes of the AFM.217
Tapping mode (Figure 2.4.3.2.b) utilizes the oscillation of the tip at a
certain amplitude and frequency. When the tip comes into contact with the
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surface, the energy loss translates into a reduction in tip amplitude, and this
variation in signal is used to image the surface.179 This mode can be used not
only in air but in fluids when combined with a specialized liquid cell. The
frequency of the oscillating tip in fluids is much lower than in air. The third
mode, phase imaging (Figure 2.4.3.2.c), takes advantage of tapping mode in
that the tip-sample interactions depend on both topography and elastic
modulus.220

Variations in sample hardness lead to cantilever oscillation

phase lag in relation to the signal sent to the cantilever.180 This difference is
monitored and recorded as a phase image. The combination of topography
and elasticity gives a very detailed image. Surface anomalies can be more
easily identified with phase imaging than with other modes.

The fourth

mode (Figure 2.4.3.2.d) is called force modulation and is a combination of
tapping and contact mode in that the contact force applied to the sample is
modulated. Lastly, in non-contact mode (Figure 2.4.3.2.e), the tip is placed at
a z-position of attractive force and as the tip moves over the surface, force
gradients are detected. For a more complete explanation of AFM modes and
uses of the AFM, see the recent article by Jandt.217
AFM has been used extensively to examine ceramic and glass surfaces
including biomaterials.

Jandt explained that a “biomaterials scientist is

especially interested in the structure, surface roughness, chemistry and
mechanical properties of biomaterials, and in studying the interaction of
biomaterials with biological matter.”217 One major advantage of the AFM is
that a material can be examined in its native state, which leads to more
definitive information about the material’s surface. AFM on dental samples
has proven very effective in studying the enamel fine structure, enamel
demineralization, enamel development, and nanomechanical properties of
tooth enamel.221-225

AFM has also been used in fractographic analysis of

biomaterials to determine the mechanisms of failure.226 There are so many
uses for AFM in biomaterials that a complete description is better described
by Grainger and Healy, Jandt, or Revenko.184,217,227
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The reader is also

referred to Volume 491 of Surface Science which consists of selected papers
covering a wide range of AFM uses in biomaterials analysis.228
As for AFM on glasses, surface topography of fracture surfaces,52,178
characterization of surface treatments,138,177,181,185 nanostructure to property
relations,177 and evaluation of roughness108,178,229 are a few of the many uses.
One thing to keep in mind about imaging silicate surfaces is that the surface
is unavoidably going to have a silica “gel layer” or hydroxylated layer just due
to the interaction it will have with water vapor in the air.177 Radlein and
Frischat exclaimed that AFM can be used to examine surface defects and
changes in overall surface topology caused by treatments such as cleaning,
aging, polishing or corroding.177 Nanometer-scale swellings were found on
aged fracture surfaces of soda-lime silicate in air, but these features were not
observed on fused silica.177

A vertical resolution of less than 1nm and a

lateral resolution of several nanometers were possible. Exposure of a fused
silica fiber surface to water at neutral pH was observed to increase the
roughness.177 The isotropic nature of glass was also confirmed by their study
as the AFM did not find any atomically flat areas on the glass.177 Radlein
and Frischat have defined the “glass pattern” observed by numerous
scientists in many different studies. The “glass pattern” is basically a ripple
pattern and is found in the smoothest areas of a glass surface. The pattern
seems to be common to silicate and other glass surfaces regardless of their
histories.177
Eske et al. produced glass slides and single crystal quartz samples
with about 20 different surface treatments ranging from acidic treatments to
basic treatments to sputtering treatments.

They show an AFM image of

every surface treatment and the effects are very interesting. One of the most
intriguing is the KOH treatment of quartz, which results in a surface with
very regular and distinguished peaks and valleys.181 On single crystal quartz
samples, the hydrochloric acid treatment resulted in a roughened surface
with gradual peaks and valleys.

The peaks and valleys became less
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pronounced and much smaller (more granular-like) as the acid etchant went
from hydrochloric, to sulfuric, nitric, chromic, acetic and finally to phosphoric.
For the glass microscope slides, which was most likely a soda-lime silicate,
most of the acid treatments gave very similar roughened surfaces except for
the chromic acid, which resulted in a very smooth surface. Hydrochloric acid
did give a slightly more gradual roughening like it did for the quartz
surface.181
Bukaraev et al. developed an in situ observation technique for HF
etching of SiO2 in the AFM. They bombarded silica with Fe+ ions and then
proceded to HF etch the surface. Their findings include nanoscale enhanced
etching by the Fe ions with HF by deconvoluting original AFM images while
taking into account the AFM tip-surface area.185 Gupta et al. compared a
fracture surface of silica to a melt formed surface.229 They attribute the RMS
roughness values obtained from the AFM to surface tension (for melt formed)
and intrinsic inhomogeneities (for the fracture surface).
Reducing surface roughness is an important technique to master and
can be accomplished by polishing or cleaning.108 Henke et al. used a well
established method of preparing a surface for good adhesion of biomolecules
for biosensor development.

It is important to determine the surface

roughness in order to obtain a surface area value when binding biomolecules.
This method consisted of washing the fused silica surface in basic peroxide,
followed by acidic peroxide to clean and hydroxylate the surface.230

This

cleaning method has not been accepted as an optimal method for cleaning
glass.47

However, this method is often used to prepare fused silica for

immobilization of proteins and nucleic acid oligomers, and therefore was
studied by Henke et al. Using the AFM, they found that the fused silica
slides presented three surface features; nodules, pits/scratches, and some
evidence of surface undulation (overall roughness). The cleaning method was
determined to decrease the RMS roughness, decrease the number and size of
surface nodules, but increase the depth of the surface pits and scratches.108
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One must question therefore whether the surface nodules (impurities)
controlled the calculation of RMS roughenss and whether the cleaning
method actually increased the roughness of the fused silica itself.
Another cleaning study by Bowen et al. utilized the adhesion force
sensitivity of the AFM to examine the interactions between a silica sphere
and a planar silica surface after cleaning.109

Their cleaning methods were

either ethanol washing or an oxygen plasma treatment. Silica spheres were
adhered to the tip of a cantilever for the force interaction measurements. The
force curves were measured in an aqueous environment of pH 3 and 8. They
observed a much lower adhesion of the silica beads to the silica surface for
the oxygen plasma treatment at pH 3 than the ethanol treatment at the same
pH. At pH 8, the repulsion forces for the oxygen plasma treated surfaces was
much greater than that for the ethanol treated surfaces.

This is in

agreement with the view that the plasma treatment would increase the
density of silicic acid groups, which would be negatively charged at pH 8.109
In other words, there is an increased electrostatic double layer at this pH for
such a treatment, which increases repulsion.
A ground-breaking study of silica fracture surfaces in ultra-high
vacuum was performed by Poggemann et al.52 They imaged features as small
as the interatomic separation distances (Si−O or O−O) with the AFM. They
also imaged groups of atoms, such as the SiO4 tetrahedron and rings of
tetrahedra. The images they obtained supported Zachariasen’s view of the
network structure of silica glass.

The preparation of fracture surfaces in

vacuum prevents the reaction of water vapor with the highly active surface,
which allows the direct imaging of the surface species without having to deal
with the interferring water layer. Their images, shown in Figure 2.4.3.3, are
incredible in resolution. This direct representation of the surface of silica will
lead to great advances in understanding these surfaces for biomolecular
adhesion and many other applications.
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Figure 2.4.3.3.

A non-contact AFM image of a silica glass fracture
surface, fractured under ultra-high vacuum (top)
and imaged in vacuum (bottom). The insert from
the upper image with possible O−O (solid lines,
A,C) and Si−O (dashed lines,B) bonds.52

2.4.4. Fluorescence
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Luminescence of a material can be separated into two sub-categories,
fluorescence and phosphorescence. The difference between the two lies in the
nature of the states between which the emission occurs.

In order to

understand this difference, one must consider the spin states of the electrons
involved in the transitions. Multiplicity is given as 2S+1, where S is the spin,
either +1/2 or –1/2. Consider two electrons in a “ground” level with opposite
spins. The multiplicity is therefore 1, and this is called a singlet state. Upon
excitation, one electron will jump to an “excited” level. If this excited electron
retains its original spin state, then the transition is considered to conserve
multiplicity and the excited state is a singlet. The resulting emission will be
fluorescence. If the excited electron changes its spin state so that it is no
longer opposed to the electron remaining in the “ground” level, the total spin
(S) is unity. Therefore, the multiplicity (2S+1) of this state is 3 and it is a
triplet. The resulting emission will be phosphorescence.231 For practicality,
the difference between fluorescence and phosphorescence is in their lifetimes.
Fluorescence has a short lifetime (10-7 to 10-10 sec), while phosphorescence
has a longer lifetime (10-3 to 10 sec).
Fluorescence is a very interesting property of a material and is usually
controlled by impurities. It occurs when a specific atom is hit with a certain
energy and an electron in its orbitals is excited to a higher state.

The

electron then decays in multiple steps (usually), giving off light of a visible
wavelength as long as the energy of the gaps, hν, is between 1.8 eV and 3.1
eV.232

The incident energy can be high-energy electromagnetic radiation,

such as ultraviolet light or X-rays, heat, mechanical or chemical energy.
Figure 2.4.4.1 shows a general energy band diagram for fluorescence.
Fluorescence can occur in gases (atoms), liquids (molecules) or in solids
(atoms, ions, or molecules). Typically though, one thinks of fluorescence as a
color emitted from a solid material when ultraviolet light is incident upon it.
And this is a very useful tool for characterizing the structure of glass in
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particular, but so is X-ray fluorescence, where the incident and emitted
energy is in the X-ray region.
The most basic example of atomic fluorescence is that of sodium vapor.
The sodium D-lines are emitted in fluorescence if Na vapor is illuminated by
light of the same wavelength, which is then in resonance with the
absorption.233 The vapor pressure of the sodium must be low in order to
prevent atomic collisions that quench fluorescence.

Liquids, or rather

solutions, may exhibit fluorescence as well depending on the constituents.
The more complex the chemical structure of the substance, the more likely it
is to emit a strong fluorescence. This can be explained by the prevention of
collisions with the fluorescing part of the molecule, as it is typically found on
the inside of complex molecules. Nearly all simple organic compounds will
fluoresce in solution, but inorganic salts do not generally show fluorescence
due to their simple constitution.233 Benzene is the most common example of
simple organic liquid fluorescence.

Aromatic hydrocarbons possess pi

electrons, which are less strongly bound than sigma electrons (found in
aliphatic compounds, which do not fluoresce).234
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Figure 2.4.4.1.

A general energy band diagram for fluorescence.
The excitation energy is typically in the ultraviolet
and the emission energy is typically in the visible
region of the electromagnetic spectrum.

As the density of the material increases so does the complexity of its
fluorescence.

The increased number of bonds and the existence of many

different types of fluorescent species results in a wide range of possibilities.
Just about any element could be made to fluoresce depending on its ionic
state. The energy levels of an ion, such as Cu+, in a glass will be sensitive to
its surroundings and therefore it may be able to probe the local structure of
that ion.235

2002 2002 2002 2002

Glass is a common host material for fluorescent

species due to the UV transparency of most glasses. Transition metal and
rare earth ions are frequently studied in various types of glasses to probe for
their local structures. Some examples of rare earth probes include, ytterbium
in phosphate glass,236 erbium in silica,237-239 cerium

in a sodium borate

glass,240 praseodymium in zirconium fluoride glasses,241 praseodymium in
arsenic

sulfide

glass,242

and

neodymium

in

fluoroarsenate

glass.243

Fluorescence spectroscopy can probe for the oxidation states of many
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glasses.244 X-ray fluorescence is also useful for surface analysis of chemical
composition, as for example, in the analysis of ancient glass.245

2.5. Proteins
2.5.1. Protein Background
Proteins are comprised of amino acids, of which there are commonly
twenty types. The basic side chained amino acids are lysine, arginine, and
histadine. The acidic side chained amino acids are aspartic acid and glutamic
acid.

The uncharged polar side chained amino acids are asparagine,

glutamine, serine, threonine, and tyrosine.

Finally, the non-polar side

chained ones are; glycine, alanine, valine, leucine, isoleucine, proline,
phenylalanine, methionine, tryptophan and cysteine. Of the 20 amino acids,
19 have the general structure:
R
|
H2N⎯C⎯CO2H

(2)

They differ only in the chemical structure of the side chain R. Proline is the
unique protein in that its side chain is bonded to the nitrogen atom as well as
the α-carbon. The entire set of amino acid structures can be found in Figure
2.5.1.246
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Figure 2.5.1.

All 20 amino acid structures (and names) that are
the building blocks for proteins.246
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Proteins

are

very

flexible

and

can

adopt

many

shapes

or

conformations, but for any given protein under physiological conditions one
particular shape is preferred. The amino acids form weak non-covalent bonds
with each other and water. The formation of the peptide bond is shown in
bold in equation 3:
R1
R2
|
|
H2N⎯CH⎯CO2H + H2N⎯CH⎯CO2H
↓
R2
R1 O
|
||
|
H2N⎯CH⎯C⎯NH⎯CH⎯CO2H + H2O

(3)

The peptide bond appears to have partial double bonded character due to
resonance and this resonance tends to redistribute its electrons.246
polypeptide backbone is correspondingly polar.

The

The H and C atoms are

positively charged while the N and O atoms are negatively charged. This
leads to a substantial permanent dipole moment for the peptide bond that is
crucial for the three-dimensional structure of proteins.
There are four levels of protein structure; primary, secondary, tertiary
and quaternary. The primary structure consists of the amino acid sequence
or the polypeptide chain.

The secondary structure is caused by regular

hydrogen bond interactions within contiguous stretches of polypeptides. This
can result in either β-sheets (folding back and forth upon itself) or α-helices
(turning about itself to form a rigid cylinder). Combinations of α-helices and
β-sheets can pack together to form compactly folded globular units called
protein domains. These domains can be in the form of motifs such as the
“hairpin beta motif” or the “beta-alpha-beta motif”. Figure 2.5.2 shows these
two aforementioned motifs. The part of the motif of most interest is in the
connection between the secondary structures. These connections are called
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loop regions and often form the binding sites for other molecules. In certain
proteins, the loop linking the carboxy-terminal end of the first beta-strand to
the amino terminal end of the helix is involved in the binding of ligands or
substrates. Since the loop regions are frequently exposed to water, the amino
acids in the loops are often hydrophilic (polar) in nature. These loop positions
can frequently be predicted from careful examination of the amino acid
sequence. Tertiary structures are domains and monomers and quaternary
structures are dimers.

Figure 2.5.2.

Two examples of protein motifs with loop regions
indicated by arrows. (a) The hairpin beta motif and
(b) the beta-alpha-beta motif.

An unfolded protein is termed denatured.

Introducing heat or a

solvent to a protein solution causes denaturing. Removing the solvent can
cause certain proteins to fold back into their native conformation. The nonpolar side chains are hydrophobic and will tend to pack into the interior of a
protein away from the water rich environment.

Polar amino acids are

usually found on the outside of a protein so it can react with water and other
polar molecules. The polar sites and the location and identity of loop regions
are key in understanding a protein’s interaction with a glass surface.
Proteins also fluoresce.

Many proteins contain the aromatic amino

acids; tryptophan, tyrosine and phenylalanine, giving them intrinsic
fluorescence.

Proteins can also be complexed with fluorophores, such as

fluorescein, and this fluorescence is referred to as extrinsic. Fluorescence is a
cyclical process, meaning it can continue to occur, unless the fluorochrome is
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destroyed during the excited state. Destruction of the fluorochrome leads to
photobleaching.247 Both types of fluorescence can be utilized to characterize
the structure of a protein. The intrinsic type serving to give information
about internal structure and the extrinsic helping to characterize binding
sites on proteins.248

The fluorescence of amino acids varies with the pH.

Tryptophan’s fluorescence is a maximum between pH 10 and 11 where
tyrosine’s is between pH 4 and 9.231 Tryptophan also displays a constant
fluorescence at low pH until pH 3 where the intensity drops off
dramatically.231

Table II shows the spectroscopic properties of the three

aromatic amino acids.
Table II.

Spectroscopic Properties of the Aromatic Amino Acids at
Neutral pH246

Phenylalanine
Tyrosine
Tryptophan

Wavelength at Maximum Intensity (nm)
Absorbance
Emission
257.4
282
274.6
303
279.8
348

At neutral pH (~7), amino acids are neutrally charged, but they act as
zwitterions (dipoles).

The positive charge is formed by the amino group

becoming –NH3+, while the dissociated carboxyl group becomes –COO– and is
negatively charged.212 At high pH values the amino group is neutral and the
carboxyl group stays negative, while at low pH values, the amino group is
positive and the carboxyl group is neutral. Schematically this is shown as:
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NH3+
|
H−C−COOH
|
R
Low pH

NH3+
|
H−C−COO
|
R

NH2
|
H−C−COO
|
R

−

−

Intermediate pH

(4)

High pH

Due to the amino and carboxyl group behavior with pH, and in addition, the
ionizable groups of some of the side chains (−SH and –OH), the pKa values
range from ~2 to ~12.212 The value, pKa, is derived from the equilibrium acid
ionization constant:
(5)

pK a = ! log(K a )

[H O ][ A ]
+

Ka =

!

3

(6)

HA
+

HA + H2 O ! H3 O + A

"

(7)

The pKa value for the amino group is ~7.4 and that of the carboxyl group is
~3.9.246

2.5.2. Proteins Used in this Study
All of the proteins used in this study were selected based on five
criteria. The first is that they are used frequently in literature and thus can
be compared to other studies. Secondly, their structures have been solved
and published. Third, their binding is orientationally sensitive owing to their
structural asymmetry. The fourth is that they bind with a very high affinity
to their complex and the fifth is that they are inexpensive.
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2.5.2.1. Albumins
Human serum albumin (HSA) and bovine serum albumin (BSA) fall
under the first, second and fifth categories. There have been an extensive
number of studies done using these two serum albumin proteins.7,9,249-254
Albumins are simple proteins found in the body fluids and tissues of animals
and in some plant seeds. Albumins have low molecular weights (~66,000Da
for HSA), are soluble in water, and contain an excess of acidic amino acids.
Due to their high charge to mass ratios, albumins will bind Ca2+, Na+, K+,
water, hormones and drugs. Their main biological function is to regulate the
colloidal osmotic pressure of blood.

Since HSA and BSA contain a high

percentage of nitrogen (16%), they are often used as standards in calibrations
of protein assays. The amino acid sequences of HSA and BSA have been
determined and the proteins are single polypeptide chains with disulfide
bonds.
2.5.2.2.

Streptavidin

Streptavidin is a tetrameric protein of molecular weight 4 × 15,000Da.
It is isolated from the actinobacterium Streptomyces avidinii and can bind up
to four molecules of biotin.255

The sequence and secondary structure of

streptavidin is given in Figure 2.5.2.2.1. Streptavidin has D2 (222) symmetry
and each monomer folds into an eight-stranded anti-parallel β-barrel. This
cyclically hydrogen bonded barrel has several hairpin loops that extend out,
one of which is near the carboxyl terminus that binds to another streptavidin
monomer creating a dimer. A tetramer is formed by two stable dimers that
are associated relatively weakly by van der Waals interactions across a small
intersubunit contact area.256,257

These complex structures are shown

schematically as stereograms in Figure 2.5.2.2.2.258
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Figure 2.5.2.2.1.

Streptavidin amino acid sequence from Protein
Data Bank file 1SLF.pdb. The Trp-Lys sequences
at positions 79-80 and 120-121 are underlined.

Figure 2.5.2.2.2.

Stereograms of (a) one monomer of streptavidin
forms a β-barrel with extended hairpin loops and
biotin (ball and stick molecule) is bound at the open
end of the barrel. The asterisks denote the termini
of the loop that folds over biotin. (b) A streptavidin
tetramer. (After Freitag et al.258)

Biotin is bound in the open end of the twisted barrel and one surface
loop folds over the binding site when biotin is bound.257,258 Streptavidin is a
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very expensive protein, but it is used quite extensively in literature due to its
known structure259,260 and orientation sensitive binding.151,258,261-263 It also
has the strongest known non-covalent binding affinity for its complex,
biotin.257,258,264-266 It is thought that biotin may bind to the site where the
Trp-Lys (W-K) sequence exists, at positions 79-80 and 120-121 (underlined in
Figure 2.5.2.2.1.).264 The biotin binding site in streptavidin has been proven
to be much deeper than in its counterpart avidin.264 This extremely highaffinity essentially irreversible protein-ligand interaction has lead to their
widespread use in diagnostic assays.267

The streptavidin-biotin system is

used extensively in immunosensor/biosensor applications for biomolecular
recognition in ordered arrays, affinity chromatography and many other
applications.

151,261,262,268-278

For a complete review of “all” of the applications

of the (strept)avidin-biotin system, see the Pierce handbook or the article by
Wilchek and Bayer.264,279 One study concluded that the high affinity is due to
multiple hydrogen bonds and van der Waals interactions, together with the
ordering of surface polypeptide loops that bury biotin in the streptavidin
interior.257

It is evident that streptavidin changes its conformation upon

binding to its ligand.260,280,281
Streptavidin shows a wide range of pH stability and is highly resistant
to denaturation by acids.282,283 Streptavidin immobilized on 6% crosslinked,
beaded agarose is stable over a pH range of 2-13 as an affinity support.264
Cohen et al. suggests that streptavidin is stable in terms of enzymatic
activity between a pH of 3 and 12.283

The isoelectric point or pI of

streptavidin is 5-6 according to Savage et al.264 and 6-6.5 according to
Leckband et al..278 Streptavidin being “stable” in this wide pH range does not
imply that the protein remains unchanged. In fact, a decrease in the pH from
7.2 to 6.0 results in a complete charge reversal on the biotin binding surface
from net negative to net positive.278

Changing the pH of a streptavidin

solution will alter the interaction forces between streptavidin and other
charged species in the solution.
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According to Yang and Honig, a large net charge accumulates on a
protein surface when the pH of its solution is far from its isoelectric point.284
They base this statement on the Linderstrom-Lang model which treats a
protein as a simple charged sphere whose electrostatic value is the square of
the net surface charge and is therefore repulsive at all pHs except at its
isoelectric point. This model assumes that the distribution of charge on the
sphere surface is continuous, which is incorrect because of the existence of
specific charged groups on the surface. Therefore, Yang and Honig attempted
to develop a method to calculate the pH stability dependence (free energy of
protein unfolding) of a protein.284
2.5.2.3.

Immunoglobulin G

Immunoglobulins have a basic four-chain monomeric structure
consisting of two identical heavy (H) chains and two identical light (L) chains
with interchain disulfide bonds. Each chain has a constant (C) region and a
variable (V) region as shown in Figure 2.5.2.3.1. There are five heavy chain
classes; M, D, G, E, and A. Each class is distinguished by certain effector
functions and of course each unique heavy chain.

Immunoglobulins are

antibody molecules that have biological functions, such as transport across
the maternal-fetal membranes, but they are also used in immunological tests
such as enzyme-linked immuno-sorbent assay (ELISA). IgG proteins have a
molecular weight of 150,000Da, almost 2.5 times the weight, and therefore
size, of streptavidin. Immunoglobulins are complex heterogeneous mixtures
of proteins that exhibit two fundamental types of structural variation. Subtle
structural differences in their antigen combining sites (shown in Figure
2.5.2.3.1 left), or variable (V) regions, account for their unique antigen
binding specificities. Structural differences outside their antigen combining
sites, in the so-called constant (C) regions, correlate with the different
effector functions mediated by antibodies, such as complement activation or
binding to one or more of the antibody Fc receptors. The variable (V) and
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constant (C) regions of antibodies arise from distinct structural domains and
are shown in Figure 2.5.2.3.1 on the right.

Figure 2.5.2.3.1.

A schematic diagram of the structural features of
an IgG molecule (left). The constant region is
identified by the crosshatches. A spacefill model of
IgG (right) shows how the molecule structures twist
around each other.

It can be seen from Figure 2.5.2.3.1 that IgG is highly assymetric and
has a hinge section that separates the two “fragments” of the molecule. The
largely variable section is denoted the Fab fragment and the other half is
called the Fc fragment. Due to its structure, IgG is orientation sensitive
during binding. It is possible to obtain proteins that will react with only the
Fab sections or the Fc sections. There have been a number of studies that
take advantage of this orientation sensitive binding of fragment specific antiimmunoglobulin antibodies.285-291 Dubrovsky et al. and Buijs et al. found that
the IgG molecules bind to a surface with their Fc fragments leaving their Fab
fragments oriented outside towards the surface.286,290 They both used the
anti-IgG Fab or Fc specific antibodies to see how well they bound to the IgG
layer to determine its orientation. Dubrovsky et al. used mouse-IgG and a
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silanized quartz surface for their study while Buijs et al. used mouse-IgG,
oxidized silicon wafers and chemically treated silica slides.

2.6. Characterizing Proteins
2.6.1. Common Assays and Detection Methods
The characterization of proteins can be accomplished in any of a
number of ways. There are far too many methods to characterize, detect or
identify proteins, all of which can be called an assay, to describe here. For an
extensive list of protein assays, see the book entitled “Proteins Labfax”.292
The various areas of protein detection include: photometric assays
(absorption, fluorescence, and turbidity), radiometric assays, HPLC-based
assays, electrochemical assays, gel electrophoresis-based assays, and
immunological assays. The determination of protein concentration can be
effectively done eight ways; gravimetrically, using the Biuret method, using
UV absorbance, through amino acid analysis (recommended above all), using
the Lowry method, using bicinchoninic acid (BCA), using coomassie blue
binding, or through reaction with o-phthalaldehyde.293 Separating proteins
in a mixture can be done by salting out (preparatively), chromatography
(preparatively) or electrophoresis (analytically). Silica particles play a large
role in the success of chromatography, but this is another issue entirely.32-36
Protein crystallization studies are extremely difficult and invovled and are
done either by X-ray diffraction or by nuclear magnetic resonance.294 The
size of a protein can be determined by ultracentrifugation, light scattering,
precision densimetry, viscosimetric analysis, X-ray scattering, neutron
scattering, or mass spectrometry (ESI – electrospray ionization or MALDI –
matrix assisted laser desorption ionization).283,295-297

Structural studies

without crystallization can be done using infrared and Raman spectroscopy,
circular

dichroism,

spectroscopic

ellipsometry,
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NMR,

or

electron

paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectroscopy.298-307

Most of these same

techniques can be used for studying adsorbed protein orientation on surfaces,
as well as XPS, ToF-SIMS, X-ray reflectivity and surface plasmon resonance
(SPR).250,251,297,308,309 Likewise, protein stability is measured by fluorescence,
UV absorbance, circular dichroism, or differential scanning calorimetry
(DSC).248,310-318 Protein imaging by optical microscopy, electron microscopy,
or atomic force microscopy (AFM) is another beneficial method of
analysis.183,319-322

2.6.2. Gel-Electrophoresis
Gel electrophoresis is a simple concept, but can be difficult to perform
and obtain reliable results since there are many factors that affect the
outcome. In principle, a mixture of proteins are separated in an acrylamide
(or similar) gel according to their molecular weights via an electrical
potential difference across this gel.

The proteins travel through the gel

because they are given charges proportional to their molecular weight by the
sample buffer. The Laemmli system is the most widely used electrophoretic
system.323 A subsequent staining procedure with the stain of choice allows
one to observe the existence of a wide range of proteins that were in the
original mixture.
Polyacrylamide gel-electrophoreses (PAGE) can be divided into three
main types; SDS-denaturing, nondenauring (native), or isoelectric focusing.
Sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) is an anionic detergent that bestows a negative
charge to the proteins.

The migration of these proteins is therefore

dependent on their electrical charge and their mobility is inversely
proportional to their molecular mass.324 The system developed by Laemmli is
an SDS-based system.323 Native gel electrophoresis is capable of maintaining
the structure and enzymatic activity of proteins. This type is commonly used
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in binding studies when the desorbing energy is to be found by increasing the
temperature at which the electrophoresis is performed. Isoelectric focusing
separates enzymes in a pH gradient gel, such that they are separated
according to their isoelectric points.324 Two-dimensional gel electrophoresis
was developed by O’Farrell.325 In this technique, it is possible to separate the
proteins into more components. Typically, one combines isoelectric focusing
and SDS electrophoresis, each in their own dimension in the gel.325
To give some background into how gel-electrophorsis is accomplished, a
brief explanation of the procedure follows. Protein mixtures, single protein
solutions, or proteins bound to small samples (that can fit in a well) are
loaded into the gel wells with a sample loading buffer containing the
appropriate consituents (such as SDS or β-mercaptoethanol). Sample loading
buffer typically is dyed so that the progress can be monitored visually. A
potential difference is then applied to the gel by a voltage source. Protein
standard markers, a combination of proteins with known molecular weight,
are loaded into one of the wells in order to correlate unknown proteins to
their molecular masses. Fixing and staining of the gel is then performed.
Stain selection is a very important step because some proteins will not stain
with certain types. Coomasie blue is a popular choice, but silver staining is
more sensitive and gives various colors depending on the brand. Staining is
sensitive to the amount of protein found in the bands for any given protein
and therefore it is possible, although very difficult, to do quantitative
analysis.

2.6.3. Fluorimetry of Proteins
Fluorescence-labeling is becoming one of the most important
techniques in biological studies.326

A fluorescence probe is a fluorophore

designed to localize within a specific region of a biological specimen and
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sometimes is meant to respond to a specific stimulus.

Fluorophores are

generally dyes and have a distinct and intense fluorescence emission. The
emission efficiency is measured by two quantities, the molar extinction
coefficient and the quantum yield.
these two quantities.

Fluorescence intensity is a product of

The molar extinction coefficient is specified at the

maximum of absorption. Quantum yield is a measure of the total photon
emission across the entire fluorescence profile and ranges from 0 to 1. A list
of most of the common fluorophores and their absorption and emission ranges
are shown in Figure 2.6.3.1.

Figure 2.6.3.1.

Most

streptavidin

Common fluorophores used to label proteins, their
absorption range and emission range. The arrow is
pointing to fluorescein, a label used in the current
study.327
detection

by

fluorescence

fluorescently labeled biotin complex.311-313,315,328-330
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is

done

using

a

Biotin-fluorescein and

biotin-PEG-pyrene were used by Gruber.et al. for reliable quantitation of
streptavidin311,330 The biotin-fluorescein conjugate is quite popular because it
equally mimics the binding of D-biotin since the fluorescein chain is small.
Synthesis of smaller fluorophore probes is essential, and biotin-4-fluorescein
and biotin-4-FITC have been produced for this reason.312 Haas and Mohwald
created an ordered streptavidin (fluorescently labeled) array and analyzed it
through fluroescence microscopy and X-ray reflectivity.308
Streptavidin also has intrinsic fluorescence due to its high content in
aromatic amino acids, especially tryptophan. Tyrosine and tryptophan have
similar quantum yields, 0.21 and 0.20, respectively, while phenylalanine has
a very low quantum yeild at 0.04.246 Although the natural fluorescence of
proteins has been known for about 35 years, not many studies have analyzed
streptavidin through its natural fluorescence.248 One study did incorporate a
non-natural amino acid, which is site specific, into streptavidin as a sensitive
fluorescent probe to monitor structural changes at that site.317
Mouse IgG and goat anti-mouse IgG-FITC conjugated have been used
to successfully develop a heterogeneous fluoroimmunoassay.314 Kakabakos et
al. measured the fluorescence signal directly from the proteins adsorbed to a
solid surface (microtiter plate).314 They used a microtiter plate fluorescence
reader at an excitation of 485nm with an emission detection at 538nm. They
examined the type of plastic used for the well material based on fluorescence
signal intensity, precision, and sensitivity for mouse IgG. The white-opaque
wells are the most promising and should be used in fluoroimmunoassays.314
There are primarily four fluorescence instruments that give very
different information. Spectrofluorimeters and microplate readers give the
average properties of a bulk sample (liquid or solid).

Fluorescence

microscopes are able to analyze microscopic samples and report their
fluorescence as a function of spatial coordinates.

Fluorescence scanners

analyze the spatial fluorescence of larger samples. Flow cytometers measure
the fluorescence in a cell.

New and upcoming methods of observing
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fluorescence include video fluorescence, 3D electron microscopy, and confocal
microscopy.316,331

Mironov et al. have proposed a conceptual microscopy

combining in vivo fluorescence video microscopy and taking advantage of the
resolution afforded by electron microscopy. They have termed it correlative
video-light electron microscopy.316

Confocal microscopy requires that the

focus of the illumination and detection systems are in the same plane. This
way only the light from the illuminated portion of the sample is detected.247
The latest form of confocal microscopy uses a scanning laser, can provide
intense, deeply penetrating excitation energy and can image in four
dimensions (X,Y,Z, and time).332

Another modern spin-off of confocal

microscopy is fiber optic monitoring of fluorescence signals in the brain,
which is used to monitor gene expression.333

2.6.4. Circular Dichroism
Circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy is sensitive to the structure of
proteins and can therefore be used to characterize protein conformation.
Circular dichroism arises from optically active matter that absorbs right and
left handed circularly polarized light differently. The CD bands of proteins
that occur in the near-ultraviolet range are caused by tryptophan, tyrosine,
phenylalanine, and cystinyl groups. The information is representative of the
tertiary and quaternary structure of the proteins.299

The CD bands that

occur in the far-ultraviolet range originate from amide chromophores and is
representative of the secondary structure of the proteins.299 The near-UV
range is considered to be 340nm to 250nm and the far-UV range is between
260nm and 178 nm. Linear polarized light can be considered as being a
superposition of opposite (left and right) circular polarized light of equal
phase and amplitude. When this light passes through an optically active
sample that has a different absorbance for one of the circular components,
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then the amplitude of the absorbed component will be less upon exciting the
sample. The resulting projection will no longer be a line but will appear as
an ellipse, which is called circular dichroism.
CD spectroscopy is utilized in a number of different types of studies.
The analysis of protein denaturation as a function of temperature or addition
of chemical denaturants can be accomplished. The effects of pH, solvents and
salts on the conformation of proteins can be analyzed.

The secondary

structure content of proteins can be determined.334 Studying the interactions
between various biomolecules can also be done with circular dichroism. The
conformation changes in proteins upon adsorption to other materials can be
studied. Typically, the CD spectra of a given protein is taken before and after
adsorption and the change in the spectra is indicative of the binding
interaction. One can correlate this change to a specific structural component
of the protein and can surmise whether this component is active in binding.
The adsorption of proteins to ultrafine silica particles has been
extensively studied by Kondo et al. using CD spectroscopy.303,335-337 Various
proteins were adsorbed to silica particles in suspension and the changes in
their conformation were observed. They discovered many phenomena in their
studies. The CD spectra of soft proteins change much more than the CD
spectra of rigid proteins after binding.337 The CD spectra of BSA binding
change more dramatically with decreasing pH.

They concluded that the

amount of change in the spectra depends on both the flexibility of the protein
and the adhesion forces between protein and particle.336 They also found that
the CD spectra of BSA returns to the original state upon desorption from the
particles, suggesting that the protein refolds to its natural conformation.
This behavior of BSA was also observed by Giacomelli and Norde, who
studied it in slightly more detail.338 The amount of protein adsorbed to the
silica particles is a maximum at the proteins isoelectric point.303,336

The

kinetics of adsorbed proteins were also studied by Kondo et al. who found
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that the rate of conformational change is generally affected by pH, ionic
strength, and temperature.335
Another group, led by Billsten et al., observed changes in T4 lysosyme
(and mutants) upon binding to silica nanoparticles.302

They were able to

attribute spectral changes to loss of the α-helix secondary structure, mostly
observed in the tryptophan mutant.302 They concluded that the less stable
nature (structrually and thermally) of the tryptophan mutant is responsible
for the drastic CD spectra change observed. CD spectra is not confined to
nanoparticles or ultrafine particles, it can also be used on flat surfaces. The
only problem is that flat surface adsorption offers much lower intensity of the
spectra signal and, therefore, multiple plates must be used to increase the
sensitivity.339 Vermeer and Norde did just that.339 They created a multiple
quartz cell setup and performed initial studies on IgG protein. At pH 6, the
adsorbed IgG did not display a conformation change as measured by CD, but
at pH 8.1, the adsorbed protein did alter its structure. Vermeer and Norde
attributed this to the fact that at pH 6 (close to the i.e.p. of IgG) the two
surfaces are slightly charged and the interactions (electrostatic and
hydrophobic) are weak, inducing no structural change. However, at high pH,
the electrostatic interaction is greater and induces a structural change in
IgG.339 McMillin and Walton examined two blood proteins with transmission
CD spectroscopy as they bound to a quartz substrate in multi-plate
formation.304 Again, their findings suggested that the rigidity of a protein
greatly affects its susceptibility to conformational changes.304 In their study,
Vermeer and Norde also mention that FTIR attenuated total reflection is also
a useful tool in analyzing protein conformation through secondary structure.
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2.6.5. FTIR Spectroscopy of Proteins
Fourier transform infrared attenuated total reflectance (FTIR-ATR) is
a sensitive technique for studying low levels of protein. Quantities as low as
a monolayer of protein adsorbed on a surface are detectable. However, it does
have serious limitations that cause the data analysis to be viewed with
skepticism.339

The basics of IR spectroscopy lies in the dipole moment

changes of vibrating molecular bonds. If there is a change in polarizability of
a system, then it is Raman active.298 Typically changes in dipole moment
occur for asymmetric systems of atoms, such as =C=O.

The FT in FTIR

stands for Fourier transform, which is basically a mathematical process that
is applied to the collected data to deconvolute it. FTIR systems generally
employ a Michelson interferometer, which allows the whole frequency range
to be collected simultaneously and significantly decreases data collection
times versus monochromatic based systems.
Dried protein films can be analyzed in FTIR systems, however, dried
proteins have a set conformation. Studying a protein in solution is much
more difficult since most aqueous solutions have strong IR absorptions.
Attenuated total reflectance is helpful since a portion of the protein solution
can be placed on a crystal and the total internal reflection IR is measured.
The evanescent wave travels about a wavelength of distance into the protein
solution and interacts with it.298 CaF2 is a common crystal window material
with limited application due to its spectral cut-off at 1100cm-1. Most protein
vibrations occur well above this cut-off, so the limit of CaF2 is usually not a
problem.
The most widely observed IR band is that of amide I (C=O), which
occurs between 1600 and 1680cm-1. Changes in intensity and location of this
band indicate conformation changes in the C=O bonds of the protein. Since
proteins have many of these bonds, it is sometimes desirable to probe single
groups in macromolecules, but this signal is very weak compared to the
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background. Table III is a list of IR bands and the corresponding molecule
vibrations that are of primary importance in analyzing IR spectra of proteins.
There are methods available that aid in deconvoluting spectra that result in
secondary structure information.298,306

Table III.

Important IR Bands in the Study of Biological Molecules298

The early work on FTIR spectroscopy of proteins dealt with proteins of
the blood in order to investigate the use of implants in the cardio-vascular
system of animals and humans. It is imperative to understand how proteins
react to a foreign surface in the blood for an implant to be successful. A
pioneering study using IR by Morrissey and Stromberg examined the
conformation changes of three proteins bound to silica as a function of
adsorbed amount, time of adsorption, pH, and the ionic strength of the
solution.307 The three proteins were BSA, prothromin and fibrinogen. The
conformation of all three proteins was found to be independent of time of
adsorption. However, the bound fraction of fibrinogen was found to increase
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with increasing time suggesting the formation of aggregates.304 The effects of
pH and ionic strength were not clearly identified.
The effects of the environment on the structure of various adsorbed
proteins using FTIR was observed by Jakobsen and Wasacz.306

They

assigned new values to the infrared vibrations of molecules in the protein
backbone that were specific to aqueous environments. These assignments
are related to the secondary structure with the changes in structure being
determined as the environment of the proteins changed.306 The values that
they assigned to the amide I, II, and III bands for each protein they studied
were much more specific than those previously reported. For example, IgG,
which they determined to be a “β” protein based on the amount of β-sheets
present, was given an amide I value of 1637cm-1, an amide II value of
1546cm-1 and an amide III value of 1235cm-1 (with ± 2cm-1 for error). For
albumin, which was an “α” protein, the amide I value was 1656cm-1, amide II
was 1548cm-1 and amide III was 1298cm-1.306 These values are surprisingly
specific. As for their results, IgG and albumin behaved similarly in that
neither protein exhibited a change in conformation with time adsorbed on a
germanium surface.

The environmental changes of IgG led to these

conclusions. Varying the pH does not produce an α-helix structure, but does
alter the β-sheet structure. Exposure to ethylene glycol produces a helical
structure and also alters the β-sheet structure.306
The reaction of a globular protein to hydrophobic versus hydrophilic
surfaces was observed using FTIR-ATR by Marsh et al.340 The fraction of the
protein adsorbed to the surfaces is generally higher for hydrophobic surface
than for hydrophilic surfaces.

This proved that the lactoglobulin protein

binds more quickly and with more affinity to hydrophobic surfaces.340
It was mentioned previously that FTIR spectroscopy of proteins in
aqueous solutions poses some difficulties. More specifically, the amide I band
is overlapped strongly by the water bending vibration. In replacing H2O by
D2O, which resolves the overlap problem, the protein will alter conformation
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due to the solution change. The spectral bands for the β-turns and random
coil structures are difficult to find because of their low intensity.339
Regardless of these problems in FTIR-ATR of protein solutions, the
information obtained can be valuable and unique. As is usually the case
however, utilizing more than one method of characterization is the best
solution to obtaining good information.

2.7. Chemical Force Microscopy
A specialized form of atomic force microscopy called chemical force
microscopy (CFM) where the AFM tips are functionalized can be used to
probe surfaces and biological molecules.219 The most simple method of CFM
is using a single molecule on the tip and interacting it with a plain surface.
Then adding elements like surface treatments and sensing forces on a liquid
covered surface increases the complexity.109,184,186,217,218,341-346 It has also been
used to study receptor-ligand interactions, protein-protein interactions,
molecule-cell interactions, cell-cell interactions, DNA interactions and to
create force maps of surfaces.223,265,278,319,321,322,345,347-365 The chemical force
microscopy setup is shown in Figure 2.7.1.
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Figure 2.7.1.

Basic function of a CFM setup.

One actually does not need a molecule on the end of a tip to measure a
force-distance curve. The tip itself will have a force relationship with any
surface. Figure 2.7.2 shows an example of a force-distance curve.217 It is
possible to image the surface and then examine the interaction forces in the
exact same area. As the AFM tip approaches to the surface (section one in
Figure 2.7.2), the cantilever will deflect from its equilibrium position.
Attractive forces will bend the cantilever toward the sample.343,364

At

distances greater than about 10nm, hydrophobic and electrostatic forces are
dominant.

Closer than 10nm, attractive van der Waals forces dominate.

Once the tip becomes close enough to the surface (attractive forces overcome
cantilever spring constant), the cantilever will jump to the surface and a
immediate contact is formed.

This distance is called the jump-to-contact

point and is denoted as section two in Figure 2.7.2.

The cantilever then

begins to deflect further under an increasing force and this results in a linear
response of the force-distance curve (section three in Figure 2.7.2). Once the
tip begins to be retracted from the surface, the force on the cantilever
decreases linearly.

The cantilever will bend beyond the initial jump-to-

contact point as the tip is adhered to the surface. This bending is shown as
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section four in Figure 2.7.2. The tip eventually releases from the surface once
the adhesion and capillary forces are overcome (section five of Figure 2.7.2).
This regime is the pull-off point and is indicative of rupture forces in bonds.
There will almost always be a hysteresis in the diagram due to the difference
between the jump-to-contact and the pull-off force.364

Figure 2.7.2.

Example of a force-distance curve. (1) Approach of
tip to surface. (2) Jump-to-contact point. (3)
Linear cantilever deflection under increasing force.
(4) Retraction leads to a negative deflection of the
cantilever. (5) Pull-off point.217

Force-distance curves should be obtained under a fluid environment
whenever possible since capillary forces in air can be overwhelming.182,217,342
The analysis of a force-distance curve is accomplished by knowing the spring
constant of the cantilever used. The simple relationship used to analyze the
force on the cantilever is F=-kz, where k is the spring constant and z is the
deflection of the cantilever. Therefore, by measuring the cantilever deflection
(y-axis in Figure 2.7.2) one can calculate the force. The measurement of an
array of force-distance curves is called force volume mapping and this
requires a large time investment.365,366 Force mapping will produce a two88

dimensional map of specific molecular interaction sites. An actual map or
image can then be produced displaying an adhesion force, for example, at
each pixel point.365 So, one can imagine using a protein or even a simple
functional group such as –COOH, to characterize an unknown surface. This
would presume that the interaction forces are known by using the same
functional tip on a surface of known interaction sites, such as a crystal.
There are many other types of force curves that can be obtained using
various funtionalities on the CFM tip. Eight examples are shown in Figure
2.7.3 along with the basic tip interactions and the equation used to analyze
them.345 Any combination of these interactions can be present in a CFM
experiment and deconvolution of these forces is imperative in order to
understand the surface-tip relationship fully.
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Figure 2.7.3.

Examples of CFM interactions and the force laws
needed to interpret the corresponding curves.345

The strength of a covalent bond was measured using CFM by
Grandbois et al.367

They anchored a polysaccharide molecule between a

surface (with varying chemistries) and an AFM tip and then ruptured this
bond. In doing so they found that the silicon-carbon bond ruptures at ~2.0nN
and the sulfur-gold bond ruptures at ~1.4nN.367 Very weak interactions can
also be studied by CFM. Forces as small as 1x10-11N have been measured by
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Hoh et al.346 This small interaction force was observed between a tip made of
silicon nitride and a glass surface in water. Hoh et al. attribute this force to
either hydrogen binding or ordering of water layers.346 A silanated silica
surface was studied by Aston and Berg and they found that long-range
attraction forces could be measured.341 Electrostatic and hydrophobic forces
were studied between a silica plate and sphere in aqueous fluid.341
Single molecule force spectroscopy (SMFS), a part of CFM, utilizes
individual molecules and includes studies of the conformation of proteins,
polymers, DNA, and receptor-ligand systems.217 The measurement of forcedistance curves allows nanomechanical and nanoconformational properties of
a molecule to be discovered.

A single molecule called Bombyx mori Silk

Fibroin was analyzed using CFM to determine its nanomechanics.362 In an
article by Bustamante et al. they describe the uses of the AFM/CFM in
manipulating and studying these single molecule interactions in aqueous
environments.344

IgG was successfully imaged and the biotin-avidin

interaction using force-distance measurements were analyzed by Fritz et
al.350 The interaction was performed using a biotin-functionalized tip and an
avidin-functionalized glass surface in phosphate buffer solution.

They

observed an adhesion force for this system of 120pN. They also examined the
interaction between a gold-coated AFM tip and a silanated glass surface in
water. A considerable adhesion force of 2.5nN was measured for this system,
which they attributed to the bond between gold and –SH groups on the
surface, a hydrophobic (non-specific) interaction.350

Two relatively short

review articles on CFM single molecule microscopy were written by Engel et
al. and Radmacher.348,356

Three very involved articles outlining various

intermolecular and intramolecular interactions as well as surface selection
for imaging bio-molecules and force map generation were put forth by Yang
and Shao, Zlatanova et al. and Willemsen et al.359,361,363
In the article by Zlatanova et al. there is a very useful table of articles
giving

information

on

ligand-receptor
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pair

interactions,

specifically

streptavidin-biotin interactions.363 Some of the information in these articles
is presented here.

But first, a unique study of SEM on streptavidin

functionalized CFM tips shows that there is a limit to the useful time of a tip
such as this, but also that optimization of these tips is possible and
necessary.368 Florin et al. utilized biotinylated bovine serum albumin (BSA)
adsorbed on a tip, which was then incubated with avidin and interacted with
biotinylated agarose beads. Only a limited number of pairs could interact
and the force required to separate tip and bead was found to be ~160pN.349
Lee et al. utilized biotinylated BSA adsorbed onto glass microspheres, which
were then glued to cantilevers, and a mica surface incubated with
streptavidin.

The average interaction force observed for this system was

~340pN.354 Moy et al.

354

again used biotinylated BSA adsorbed onto a tip

with a subsequent avidin and also streptavidin adsorption, and a biotin
coated surface. The unbinding force for avidin-biotin was measured to be
~160pN and the force for the streptavidin-biotin system was ~257pN.369
Work by Wong et al. dealt with covalently functionalized carbon nanotubes to
image patterned samples based on molecular interaction to measure the
binding force between biotin and streptavidin. A rupture force of 200pN was
observed for this system.370 It is interesting to note that the forces mentioned
are for a single interaction and oftentimes multiples of these forces were
measured indicating multiple interactions.349,354,369,370 The work of Allen et
al. on a biotinylated AFM probe and a streptavidin coated immunoassay well
gave binding forces of ~300pN.269 It is evident that the binding force for
(strept)avidin-biotin

is

highly

reproducible

among

various

workers.

Interaction between other systems such as Escherichia coli/anti-E. coli
antibody and ICAM-1/LFA-1 have also been measured.358,360 The interaction
of simple functional groups such as CH3/CH3, CH3/COOH and COOH/COOH
has also been studied and may be the most informative of the studies since
the molecules are simple and the interactions are limited.219
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2.8. Related Research
In 1966, Boehm published work concerning the functional groups on
the surfaces of solids.78 In it, he discusses surface compounds on carbon,
silica, titania and alumina. He also briefly discusses crystalline surfaces and
the meaning of a “clean” surface. He states that the surface of a crystalline
material can be regarded as an extreme lattice defect and that the only forces
acting on the surface are those holding the molecules together. The van der
Waals forces on the surface can only form loose bonds with foreign atoms and
thus only physisorption can occur.78 He also says that the surface adsorption
in amorhpous solids is similar since the short-range order is similar to that in
a crystal. “Clean” surfaces are rare since oxygen and water are constantly
present in the atmosphere.

Therefore, many surfaces are covered with

surface oxides and hydroxides.78

Boehm states that under “normal”

conditions only two types of end groups are possible on the silica surface;
siloxanes and silanols. The silanol groups are chemically reactive, weakly
acidic, and can be titrated in NaCl with NaOH.

All silanol groups are

neutralized at pH 9, and further addition of NaOH will break siloxane
bonds.78 This titration can lead to determining the concentration of silanol
groups on the surface as does reaction with thionyl chloride (SOCl2). With
the detection of the surface silanol groups came the conclusion that siloxane
bonds must also be present on the surface because the values for silanol
content were not sufficient to cover the entire surface. The heat treatment of
silica, as already described, results in reversible hydroxylation (below 450°C)
or complete irreversible rehydroxylation (between 800 and 1000°C) in water
vapor. The 1000°C treated silica can regenerate silanol groups in an aqueous
solution over several months. This difference is due to the siloxane groups
formed.

At low temperatures the siloxane group that is formed upon

dehydroxylation is highly strained and so reintroducing water from the
atmosphere will create a reaction forming silanols. However, for siloxanes
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formed at high temperature, thermal energy allows siloxane rearrangement
that reduces strain and promotes stability.78
In 1986, Horbett and Brash compiled a review of proteins at interfaces
including surface activity of proteins, states of adsorbed proteins, and
competitive adsorption behavior of proteins.7

The molecular properties of

proteins influence their surface activity and are summarized in Table IV. All
of the items mentioned in Table IV are fundamentally linked to the protein’s
amino acid sequence.7

Therefore, differences in surface activity among

proteins is due to the variation in their primary structure. Since proteins are
thought to form multiple contact points upon adsorption, larger proteins may
have an advantage over smaller ones for successful adsorption.
carbonyl groups contact silica surfaces upon adsorption.307

Protein

The bound

fraction of peptide carbonyl groups, as determined from infrared frequency
shifts, was found to be between 0.05 and 0.20.307 This corresponds to 77
contacts for an adsorbed albumin protein and 703 contacts for a bound
fibrinogen protein.307 However, size is sometimes not the overriding factor
since hemoglobin (65 kDa) is far more surface active than fibrinogen (330
kDa). Charged amino acids are present on the surface of proteins and so pH
has a strong effect on activity. At interfaces with fixed ionic charges, the
adsorption is strongly affected by the degree of opposite charge between
protein and material and also by the amount of charged ions in the solution.7
Adsorption to charged materials is the basis for separation of proteins by ion
exchange chromatography.
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Table IV.
1. Size:

Molecular Properties of Proteins that May Influence
Surface Activity7
Larger molecules may have more contact points.

2. Charge: Molecules nearer to their isoelectric pH may adsorb more
easily.
3. Structure:
a. Stability: Less stable proteins may be more surface active.
b. Unfolding rates: More rapid unfolding may favor surface
activity.
c. Cross-linking: Disulfide (-S-S-) bonds may reduce surface
activity.
d. Subunits: More subunits may increase surface activity.
4. Other Chemical Properties:
a. Amphipathicity: Some proteins may have more of the types of
side chains favored for bonding.
b. Oiliness: More hydrophobic proteins may be more surface
active.
c. Solubility: Less soluble proteins may be more surface active.
It is thought that proteins may adsorb in multiple states and in
various orientations.7

If the substrate sites are spread further than the

molecular size of the protein, the proteins will not cover the surface
completely. On the other hand, if the substrate sites are closer together than
the size of the protein, the proteins may be forced to change their orientation,
with some “lying down” and others “standing up”. Electrostatic repulsion
may also play a role in the distribution of proteins on a surface. Highly
charged proteins will have a tendancy to spread out more than lightly
charged proteins. A very important cause of orientation variability in regard
to this work is the presence of multiple types of binding sites for the protein.
Figure 2.8.1 shows various possibilities of protein binding orientations as
caused by multiple binding sites. Certain sites may favor different amino
acid residues located around the surface of the protein yielding various
orientations of binding.

Evidence supporting multiple states of protein
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adsorption include results indicating weakly and tightly bound proteins.7
Some, but not all of the proteins can be removed by various treatments
suggesting various binding strengths of different bonds.

Figure 2.8.1.

Multiple adsorbed orientations of a protein due to
multiple binding sites.

Specific evidence for various states of adsorption was not mentioned in
the review by Horbett and Brash but indirect evidence was suggested. The
fraction of the peptide bound carbonyl groups involved in serum albumin
binding to colloidal silica was measured by Morrissey and Stromberg.307 The
IR band of bound carbonyl is different from unbound carbonyl and so can be
measured directly. It was found that more carbonyl groups were bound when
adsorption occurred from lower concentrations of protein in solution than
higher concentrations. This observation implies that the fraction of protein
that would interact with the silica depends on the area available to do so and
that the proteins may adsorb in more than one way.7 Work on IgG on silica
and silanized silica provided more evidence of multiple adsorbed states.371
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The desorption of IgG from silica, when it is allowed to dwell on the surface
for less than 100 minutes, is linear with the square root of time.

This

suggests that a single state exists. However, after longer residence times
(>1000 min), the desorption curves show two distinct regions. IgG desorption
on silanized silica displays two regions as well at any protein residence times.
This biphasic behavior suggests that the protein exists on the surface in two
different states.371 It was evident that allowing more time for the protein to
bind or creating a hydrophobic surface converts the protein binding from one
state to two.
Morrissey and Stromberg, in 1974, published a paper on the
conformation of adsorbed blood proteins to Cab-o-Sil fumed silica.307 They


measured the carbonyl groups of adsorbed proteins, this fraction being
referred to as the bound fraction.

Serum albumin, prothrombin and

fibrinogen were the proteins studied. For serum albumin and prothrombin, it
was found that the internal bonding is sufficient to retain the native
conformation of the proteins after adsorption to silica even when surface sites
are highly available. The bound fraction for these two proteins was found to
be 0.11 for the carbonyl groups at all values of surface population.307 The
conformation of all three proteins was determined to be independent of the
time allowed for adsorption.307
Proteins have been known to adsorb to surfaces in groups or islands
with interspersed empty patches of surface.372-374 This island formation is
direct evidence that proteins interact differently with different surfaces.
Furthermore, the exterior proteins of the island most likely bind differently
than the interior island proteins due to lack of nearest neighbor influences.
It may also be that certain proteins adsorb to a surface individually while
others prefer to adsorb in agglomerates.7
The mechanism by which proteins adsorb to porous glass membrane
surfaces was evaluated in a study by Messing.375 The original intent of his
work was to evaluate the possibility of using glass membranes with
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controlled pore sizes to separate macromolecules according to their molecular
size by dialysis. The glass studied was Corning code 7930 and he quickly
found that a considerable amount of protein was taken out of solution by the
glass membrane. Protein was removed from solution at a very high rate
during the first 20 minutes of exposure to the membrane. After the first 20
minutes it was observed that the protein uptake was dependent on the size of
the molecules and thus is diffusion controlled. The initial reaction was found
to be related to the isoelectric pH of the protein and is quicker for proteins
with high isoelectric points. These high i.e.p. proteins contain more reactive
basic groups, such as NH3+ that suggests that the initial uptake of protein is
accomplished through an ionic bond between the amine groups of the protein
and the dissociated silanol (SiO-) groups of the glass.375

However, strong

acids or urea do not remove the protein alone. Urea in conjunction with acids
must be used in the solution to successfully remove the tightly bound
proteins, which suggests that hydrogen bonding is also active in the
adherence of protein to glass as well as the ionic amine silicate bond. The
acid in the solution most likely protonated the silanol group, releasing the
protein amine, while the urea broke the hydrogen bonds between the protein
and glass.375 Therefore, he concluded that the porous glass is not a good
dialysis membrane for protein separation.
The two rates of protein uptake observed by Messing were dependent
on the relative number of amines on the protein surface for the rapid initial
reaction while the slow secondary reaction is dependent on the molecular
weight of the protein. The initial reaction was found to be a function of the
isoelectric pH of the protein, with the rate increasing with increasing i.e.p..
The second process was thus related to the permeability of the protein
through the porous glass.376
Some of the most in-depth work on silica surfaces and biological
reactions comes from research on silicosis and the possible carcinogenicity of
vitreous silica and its crystalline counterparts.2,12,377
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The generation of

reactive oxygen species by crystalline silica particles is well known.378
Reactive oxygen species (ROS) are; molecules like hydrogen peroxide (H2O2),
ions like the hypochlorite ion (OCl ), radicals like the hydroxyl radical (*OH,
−

it is the most reactive of them all and it differs from the hydroxyl ion), and
the superoxide anion (*O2 ) which is both ion and radical. A radical (also
−

called a "free radical") is a cluster of atoms, one of which contains an
unpaired electron in its outermost shell of electrons. This is an extremely
unstable configuration and radicals quickly react with other molecules or
radicals to achieve the stable configuration of 4 pairs of electrons in their
outermost shell (one pair for hydrogen).

In biology, one of the insidious

things about free radicals is that in interacting with other molecules to gain a
stable configuration of electrons, they convert that target molecule into a
radical. So a chain reaction begins that will propagate until two radicals
meet each other and each contributes its unpaired electron to form a covalent
bond linking the two.
The ability of quartz dusts to release ROS was examined in
conjunction with its cytotoxicity and transforming potency on Syranian
hamster embryo (SHE) cells.12,377

For one of the studies, Fubini et al.

examined a single quartz dust that was treated with heat, iron and HF acid.
The heat treatment transformed the quartz dust into cristobalite dust. The
cristobalite dust was fully inert, meaning no cytotoxic effects, no
transforming effects, and no free radical generation. Once this cristobalite is
ground however, radicals are weakly generated and the dust has mild
transforming potency.377 HF treatment of the quartz dust also decreases the
transforming potency from the original quartz dust, while cytotoxicity is
unaffected. When the surface iron content is reduced, the *OH yield and the
cytotoxicity are both decreased, but the transforming potency is greatly
decreased.377 It was concluded that silicon-based surface radicals and iron
ions at the surface are both responsible for reactions that generate *OH upon
contact with a cell. Cytotoxicity is dependent on the hydrophilicity and thus
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the distribution of silanols on the surface. The variability of the cellular
response is related to the state of the surface (number and type of active
sites) rather than the structure of the bulk material.377 In a similar study,
the pyrogenic amorphous silicas were found to have no cytotoxic or
morphological transformation effects.12
Protein adsorption is interesting for a number of scientific and
technical reasons and in particular any conformational changes undergone by
the protein upon binding. These changes will determine the structure and
behavior of the adsorbed layer and the new surface. Consider surfaces of
hydrophobic and hydrophilic nature and a globular protein.

It has been

thought that proteins alter their conformations more on hydrophobic surfaces
than hydrophilic ones in order for the protein’s hydrophobic residues to be in
contact with the surface’s and thus satisfy both so that they need not be in
contact with water.340,379-381

Interestingly, circular dichroism studies of

protein conformation on hydrophobic and hydrophilic surfaces reveal that the
ordered secondary structure of proteins are reduced once bound to
hydrophilic surfaces, but increase once bound to hydrophobic surfaces.334,382
Evidence has also been found of a globular protein adopting a “squashed”
state after adsorption to a hydrophobic surface and that the binding is
stronger with a hydrophobic surface than a hydrophilic one.340,383

Also,

protein layers are more strongly adsorbed to hydrophobic surfaces at longer
times than at shorter times.340 The conformation of the adsorbed protein
changes relatively slowly once adsorbed, which leads to a more tightly bound
protein for both types of surfaces. However, the resulting conformation is
very different between the two surfaces.

It should be noted that the

hydrophilic surface in the aforementioned study was an oxidized silicon wafer
presenting a silanol surface and the hydrophobic surface was a silicon wafer
coated with octadeyltrichlorosilane.340
An immunoassay is where a ligand is immobilized on a surface and the
protein (or the molecule to assay for) binds to its ligand and is detected.
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When using reflectometric interference spectroscopy (RifS) for detection, all
proteins binding on a surface are measured, so it is important to eliminate
non-specific binding of proteins. In a study by Piehler et al. glass surfaces
were modified with an amino-functionalized silane followed by various
hydrophilic polymers being coupled to the surface.384 The functional groups
of the polymers bound to the ligand a-hapten through carbodiimide-activated
coupling. The polymer layers allowed for specific binding of antibodies to the
surface.384

Thus, the non-specific adsorption of proteins was reduced

significantly. It was determined that the polymer aminodextran (AMD) gave
the best results in terms of reduced non-specific binding and increased
specific adsorption over a silanized surface.384
Engineered proteins were used in a study to demonstrate that protein
adsorption to functional surfaces involves multiple interactions between a
single protein and specific binding “sites” distributed on the surface.385-387
This multi-point interaction will govern the protein binding affinity since it is
sensitive to the arrangement of surface binding sites. This type of binding
will result in heterogeneous coverage because a protein will show the highest
affinity for surface arrangements that best match its own distribution of
functional groups.385-387 The heterogeneous coverage results because these
functional groups are usually randomly dispersed on an amorphous surface,
but can also be regularly dispersed on a crystalline surface, which causes
homogeneous protein binding.

Lateral interactions between the adsorbed

protein molecules must also be taken into consideration, as they will affect
the protein distribution as well.388
Porous silicas with large surface areas and controllable pore diameters
are inviting candidates to host large molecules such as proteins.389

The

encapsulation of proteins in sol-gels has a possible use in biosensor
applications. It is feasible to design the characteristics such as pore size and
charge of silica foams to match specific proteins. The charge is altered by
derivatizing the surface silanol groups with functional organic silanes.389
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Patterning of functional antibodies on substrates is also beneficial for
sensors. Mooney et al. created a highly layered two dimensional pattern of
proteins on a glass substrate.390

They coated silica with an alkyl silane,

which can be selectively removed with UV photolithography.

The silane

adsorbs a monolayer of bovine serum albumin (BSA) while the silica adsorbs
less than 2% of BSA.

Biotin is then bound to the BSA pattern and

streptavidin is further adsorbed to the biotin layer. Streptavidin will then
bind any other biotinylated species.

In their study, fluorescently labeled

biotinylated mouse IgG was selectively bound to the pattern.390 A study on
patterned glass surfaces having an effect on the direction of cell adhesion and
outgrowth was conducted by Saneinejad and Shoichet.391 They created glass
surfaces with areas of peptide functionality and areas of polyethylene glycol
(PEG).

Hippocampal neurons adhered preferentially to the peptide-

functionalized surfaces over the PEG areas. Neurite outgrowth was then
limited to the peptide region demonstrating that cell growth can be directed.
This research is very important for the regeneration of the nervous system.391
DNA biosensors also utilize immobilized oligonucleotides on glass
surfaces. Lu et al. have created an oligonucleotide hydridized probe on an
optical fiber surface.268 Streptavidin was covalently linked to the core surface
of the optical fiber and a thin layer of biotinylated oligonucleotide probes was
then

adsorbed

to

the

streptavidin.268

Next,

fluorescein

oligonucleotides were introduced to the fiber for hybridization.

labeled
The

fluorescence of the molecules was excited with a specfic wavelength and the
evanescent wave of the emission enters into the fiber, which then propagates
down the fiber for detection.268 Since the evanescent wave detection method
will only take into account bound proteins, it achieves a high signal to noise
ratio.
A Ukranian research group has done many studies on the adsorption
of proteins to silicas, mostly fumed silica.249,254 Fumed silica synthesized at
high temperatures form aggregates by siloxane bonds and agglomerations are
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formed through hydrogen bonding.

These agglomerates can be partially

broken up in an aqueous solution due to interactions of water molecules with
the hydrophilic silica surface. Fumed silica in solution has a high affinity for
proteins and their interaction can change both the electrical double layer
around the particles and the protein conformation. The interaction between
silica and proteins occurs through hydrogen bonds using ≡SiOH groups and
interfacial water. So at certain pHs, the H+ transfer between the silica and
the protein is key.27 Protein bonding to oxide surfaces occurs by flocculation
with formation of bridges between protein and silica and possible H+
transfers between them. Protein adsorption can occur on both hydrophilic
and hydrophobic surfaces. The adsorption to a hydrophilic surface is highly
reversible, but requires the cleavage of all adsorption bonds simultaneously,
since there are most likely more than one interaction between protein and
silica. Binding to a hydrophobic material is slightly more complicated and
proteins typically change their conformation on these surfaces.

The

interaction of hydrophobic groups on the protein with hydrophobic groups on
the modified silica surface is thermodynamically preferred.249 Therefore, the
rearrangement of the protein conformation sometimes occurs in order to
expose the hydrophobic sites to the silica surface.
Since the silica surface is negatively charged at pHs greater than 2.2,
there are strong electrostatic interactions between the silica and the
positively charged groups of proteins (RNH+).249 NMR data has shown that
the interaction of proteins with the silica particles leads to a decrease in the
average thickness of the hydrate layers of silica and protein molecules. The
flocculation of the silica particles in aqueous solution, as well as the
flocculation of the protein molecules, is caused by the strong interaction of
the RNH+ amino groups and the SiO-. Multicentered adsorption complexes
are formed, which become more stable in water with increasing size of the
proteins.249
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Gun’ko et al. found that protein molecules adsorbed on fumed silica
aggregates form hydrogen bonds with ≡Si−OH or ≡SiO¯ groups by amino
groups of the protein.249,254 This binding occurs via hydrogen bonds. Since
hydrogen bonding is responsible for the adsorption with the participation of
≡Si−OH groups and interfacial water, varying the pH will greatly effect the
binding capability as H+ transfer between surfaces and molecules play an
important role.249 In addition, the formation of a few adsorption (hydrogen)
bonds causes irreversible adsorption due to the small probability of breaking
all bonds simultaneously.

The interaction cross-section area of protein

molecules with a surface upon adsorption have been known to reach several
nm2 for BSA or HSA.254 A maximum adsorption of BSA and HSA to an oxide
surface was observed at a pH close to their isoelectric points (~6), when the
molecules have the smallest cross-sectional area.27,254 There is a change in
the protein conformation with a change in pH.

If the protein becomes

unfolded, there may be more protein-protein interactions, which will affect
the protein-surface interactions.7,254 It is clear that pH plays a significant
role in protein adsorption phenomena. The exact interaction of a protein
with a silica surface is most likely due to hydrogen bonding between surface
amines and silanols, but there is a possibility of other reactions as well.
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3.

Experimental Procedure
“Life shrinks or expands in proportion to ones’ courage” - Anais Nin
“Procrastination is the art of keeping up with yesterday” - Don Marquis

3.1. Sample Preparation
This work deals with the variation in protein binding as a function of
sample forming or treatment. Thus, in order to reduce the variables, this
work concentrates on one simple glass composition, silica. Initially, sodalime silicate forms and borosilicate forms were studied using a few
characterization techniques to evaluate these techniques. For completeness,
these studies will be mentioned. Six product forms of silica were examined;
flat (slides), cane, fiber, precipitated microspheres, fumed silica, and natural
quartz single crystals.

To increase the difference between surfaces,

modification treatments were applied to the silica forms where appropriate.
These surface treatments include cleaning with ethyl alcohol, autoclaving,
etching with HF acid, exposure to water plasma and heat treatments at
1000°C.
Silica slides were obtained from Quartz Scientific Inc., catalog number
QMS3 and part number 212000. The slides are originally manufactured by
GE Quartz Inc. via the electric melting of high purity sand to produce GE 214
glass. The 214 glass is then cut in sheets, ground, and mechanically polished.
These sheets are then sectioned to produce the silica slides.
silicate slides were obtained in two forms; coated and uncoated.

Soda-lime
Fisher’s

Finest soda-lime silicate slides (Fisher, 12-544-1) are made with a “non-stick”
polymer coating so that biological materials will not adhere to the slides.
Upon contacting Erie Scientific, which is the supplier for Fisher, and
speaking with their senior research scientist, non-coated soda-lime silicate
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slides were also obtained.1 It is assumed that the non-coated silicate slides
are made via the float glass process.
Cane was obtained in three compositions; silica, borosilicate, and soda
lime silicate. The silica cane, or “quartz rod” as it is labeled, was ordered
from the Sutter Instrument Co., catalog number QR-100-7.5. The rod is 1
mm in diameter and 7.5 cm in length. The borosilicate glass rod, also from
Sutter (BR-100-15) is 1 mm in diameter and 15 cm in length. Soda-lime
silicate cane was pulled from 3 mm diameter rod (Glass Warehouse, cat #
W29001) using the Heathway draw tower. An image of the draw tower is
shown in Figure 3.1.1.
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Figure 3.1.1.

Photograph of the Heathway fiber redraw tower in
Room 106 of the Hall of Glass Science and
Engineering.

Soda-lime silicate fiber was also pulled from rod form using the draw
tower.

During drawing, the diameter is constantly monitored using a

LaserMike™ laser micrometer. The final diameter of soda-lime silicate fiber
was approximately 230 micrometers. Silica fiber (Alcatel) was prepared from
telecommunications fiber by stripping off its polymeric coating. Stripping of
the fiber was accomplished by first submerging sections of fiber in methylene
chloride until the inner polymer was dissolved and the outer polymer
sloughed off. Then, two fuming sulphuric acid baths were used to remove any
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remaining polymer by submerging the fiber in each bath for 20 seconds. A
final exposure of only a few seconds to an almost boiling DI water bath was
used to remove any residue and leave a pristine surface.
Soda-lime spheres, 100-120 micrometers in diameter, were made by
introducing particulate glass (sieved to 100-120 microns) into an oxy-fuel
flame. This high temperature flame melts the irregularly shaped particles,
which allows surface tension to form them into spheres. The cooled spheres
are then collected. Silica microspheres, 1 micrometer in diameter, were made
via the Stöber process. This process is described in the literature review,
section 2.2. First a seed solution was prepared consisting of 12.48 grams of
tetraethylorthosilicate (TEOS), 68.45 grams of NH3, and 178 grams of
ethanol. This mixture was allowed to coalesce overnight while being agitated
at 40-50°C.

Next, additions of a 1:2 TEOS:ethanol mixture to the seed

solution began the precipitation reaction. These additions were in 2-5 mL
quantities at half hour intervals. The total amount of TEOS added was 45
grams. Once the precipitates were formed, they were allowed to settle to the
bottom of the container and the supernatant was drawn off. The wet powder
mixture was then dried in a warm (50°C) oven for a few days. The particles
were finally calcined at 600°C for 3 hours to form the Stöber spheres. The
particles were examined in a transmission electron microscope (TEM) to
confirm their size and shape. The last form of silica powder used in this
study was Cab-o-Sil® (Cabot, grade HS-5) amorphous fumed silica.
Natural quartz single crystals were obtained from Ward’s Scientific (49
H 3640). The crystals are about 3 inches in length and slightly over 1 inch in
diameter. They are singly terminated, hexagonal, slightly cloudy, crystals
from Arkansas.
diamond saw.

Some of the terminals were cut off the crystal using a
These terminals were examined in a X-ray diffractometer

(Siemens) to determine the plane. The crystallographic orientation of the
terminals will be discussed in Section 4.4. The synthetic quartz crystal was a
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special order from Ward’s scientific. It was grown parallel to the c-axis and is
6 inches long by 1.5 inches in diameter. This crystal is very pure and clear.

3.2. Surface Treatments
The silica samples were further modified by surface treatments. Table
V lists all of the modifications performed on the various forms of silica.
Autoclaving was performed in a Harvey SterileMax (model ST75925)
autoclave set on the wrapped packs cycle. This cycle brings the temperature
to 121°C for 15 minutes and increases the pressure correspondingly. The
pressure is then released in a controlled fashion as the unit cools. Once the
pressure is near atmospheric, the unit was opened to facilitate cooling. The
samples were then immediately sealed to prevent contamination of the sterile
samples. Cleaning with ethanol was a simple process of wiping the samples
with a lint-free laboratory tissue soaked in ethanol, followed by a rinse in
ethanol and a drying wipe with a clean, dry, lint-free laboratory tissue. The
samples were handled only with sterile tweezers or laboratory tissues and
stored in clean glass vials.

Slides, however, were stored in disposable

cuvettes.
The etching of the samples in hydrofluoric acid (HF acid) was
performed in a fume hood with all the required protective clothing. This
clothing consisted of a knee-length lab coat, a knee-length nitrile apron, latex
gloves worn beneath nitrile gloves and, of course, a face shield, safety glasses,
pants and covered shoes. The HF acid etchant was 10% HF diluted from 50%
HF with nanopure (>18MΩ resistance) water.

Samples were placed in a

teflon beaker and agitated in the etchant for various lengths of time. The
optimal agitation time was determined to be 10 minutes. Samples were then
removed and rinsed in nanopure water and dried on a laboratory tissue.
They were stored in a clean glass vial until protein exposure. Slides were
stored in disposable cuvettes.
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Table V. Surface Treatments Applied to Various Silica Forms.
Surface Treatment
Silica Form (Supplier)

Dimensions or Amount

Slides (Quartz Scientific)
1 of ~ 1.3 x 1.2 x 0.1 cm
Cane (Sutter Instruments)
2 of 2 cm (long) x 1 mm (dia)
Fiber (Alcatel)
10 of 4 cm (long) x 125 micron (dia)
Cab-o-sil (Cabot Corp.)
2 micrograms
Stober Spheres
20 micrograms

Original
Form

Ethanol
Clean

HF Acid
Etch

Water
Plasma

Heat
o
@1000 C

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X

Both oxygen and water plasma treatments were initially applied to the
silica samples. For simplicity, water plasma was chosen for all subsequent
plasma treatments.

The plasma was generated in a RF microwave unit

(Mercator Control Systems LF-5 Plasma System). Samples were placed on a
silica grid and the unit was evacuated to a pre-set pressure. The unit would
then fill with water vapor and once a pressure of 0.6 Torr was achieved, the
RF source would ignite the plasma. The power output was set to 400W. This
state was maintained for 10 minutes after which the unit would release the
vacuum and cool.
The heat treatments of the silica samples were done in air in an
electric furnace at 1000°C for 4 hours. Samples were placed on a platinum
grid for maximum exposure and carefully loaded into the furnace.

Upon

removal, the samples were cooled in air and then immediately placed in a
dessicator to prevent exposure to water vapor. All samples were exposed to
protein solutions within a week of their treatment.

3.3. Protein Solutions
All protein solutions were made with tris-buffred saline (TBS) at a pH
of 7.40, except for the fluorescein biotin solutions. The recipe for the TBS is
shown in Table VI.

Human serum albumin (Sigma, A-8763) and bovine
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serum albumin (Sigma, A-7511) were utilized initially to determine the
binding capacity for various glasses because these proteins are relatively
inexpensive. Dilutions of these proteins were 1.0 mg protein/ml TBS, 0.1
mg/ml, 0.01 mg/ml and 0.001 mg/ml. For example, protein may be ordered in
a 1mg quantity and so addition of 1mL of TBS would create a 1.0 mg/ml
dilution. Typically, aliquots of 1mL were prepared and frozen at -20°C in
Nalgene cryogenic vials until use. All protein preparation was performed in a
bio-guard hood to prevent both the contamination of the protein and human
exposure. As an additional safety measure, latex gloves were worn at all
times when dealing with protein solutions.
Streptavidin protein (Sigma, S-4762) from Streptomyces avidinii was
affinity purified, lyophilized powder.

Streptavidin dilutions were also 1.0

mg/ml, 0.1 mg/ml, 0.01 mg/ml and 0.001 mg/ml. Aliquots of 1 mL quantities
were frozen until use. Biotin binds very strongly to streptavidin and can be
fluorescently tagged.

The biotin fluorescein obtained was called 5(6)-

(Biotinamidocaproylamido)Pentylthioureidyl-Fluorescein (Sigma, B8889) or
fluorescein biotin. This compound is not soluble in tris-buffered saline and so
Dimethyl Sulfoxide (DMSO) was used as the solvent instead of TBS. The
fluorescein biotin was obtained in vials of 1mg and to this quantity 0.5 mL of
DMSO was added.

The mixture was agitated until the solute (biotin)

dissolved. The 2 mg/mL solution of biotin in DMSO was then diluted with
TBS to the desired concentrations. The concentrations were the same as the
Streptavidin solutions and 1 mL aliquots were frozen at -20°C.
Immunoglobulin G was also utilized in this study due to its
assymetrical nature and binding ability for other IgG molecules that can be
fluorescently tagged. Technical grade mouse IgG (Sigma, I-8765) was diluted
to the same concentrations as streptavidin, HSA and BSA with TBS.
Aliquots of 1mL were frozen in Nalgene cryogenic vials until use. Goat antimouse IgG (F-5387) was Fc specific and conjugated with fluorescein
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isothiocyanate (FITC). Again, dilutions were the same as before and aliquots
were frozen at -20°C until use.
Table VI.

Recipes for Common Chemicals Used in this Study.

Chemical

Amounts, Constituents, and Directions

Tris-Buffered Saline

4.0 g NaCl

0.1 g KCl

1.5 g Tris Base

- dissolve in 400mL DI water, adjust pH to 7.4 with 5N HCl, bring to 500mL
4.0 mL DI water

1.0 mL Tris *

0.4 mL 2! mercaptoethanol

0.2 mL BB ***

Laemmli Sample Buffer, Non-reducing

4.0 mL DI water

1.0 mL Tris *

* 0.5 M Tris

6.0 g Tris Base

60 mL DI water

** 10% Sodium Dodecyl Sulfate (SDS)

- dissolve 1.0 g of SDS in 10 mL of DI water with gentle stirring

*** 0.05% Bromophenol Blue (BB)

- dissolve 5.0 mg of Bromophenol Blue in 10 mL of DI water

Laemmli Sample Buffer, Reducing

Laemmli Tank Buffer

29.0 g Tris Base

144.0 g Glycine

0.8 mL Glycerol

1.6 mL 10% SDS **

0.8 mL Glycerol

0.2 mL BB***

- bring to pH of 6.8 with 5N HCl

10.0 g SDS

- dissolve in 1L DI water stirring gently, bring to 2L

3.4. Binding Procedure
Once the protein solutions and silica samples are prepared to
satisfaction, the binding of proteins to the silica can commence.

Frozen

protein solutions were placed in a 37°C water bath for at least 10 minutes to
thaw and incubate the protein. The warmth incubates the protein so that it
will bind efficiently to surfaces. The incubated primary protein solution was
added to the vial containing the glass sample as quickly as possible under the
bio-guard hood. The sealed vial was then placed in an incubation rocker set
at 37°C and 75 rpm for 30 minutes. Tris-buffered saline was then warmed to
37°C and exchanged for the primary protein solution for 5 minutes in the
incubation rocker. The purpose of this step was to remove any loosely bound
primary proteins and to rinse the vial. The “diminished” primary protein
solution was kept for analysis in the freezer. In a single protein binding
procedure, at this point, the TBS would be removed from the vial and the
glass sample frozen for future analysis.

However, in the case of IgG

(primary) and anti-mouse IgG (secondary) or streptavidin (primary) and
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biotin (secondary) binding, once the glass sample was rinsed with TBS, the
secondary protein was introduced. Again, this binding would take place in
the incubated rocker at 37°C and 75 rpm for 5 minutes. After this step,
another TBS 5 minute rinse in the rocker would take place. Both the second
“depleted” protein solution and the “dry” glass sample were stored in the
freezer.

3.5. Characterization Techniques
The final goal of this work is to develop a novel characterization
technique using proteins to map the surfaces of glasses that cannot be
characterized with conventional methods. In order to move toward this goal,
many existing methods of surface analysis must be utilized in conjunction
with proteins to establish the manner in which proteins and glass interact.
Techniques common to glass analysis are put to the test on protein coated
glasses and vice versa.

3.5.1. Electrophoresis
Poly-acrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE) is a very useful technique
for determining the identity of proteins in a mixture and relative amounts.
Electrophoresis works on the premise that charged molecules will travel
through a medium according to their molecular weight and thus magnitude of
charge. Lighter molecules will travel much farther in the same amount of
time than heavier molecules, thus separating the molecules according to
mass. In PAGE, the medium in which the proteins are separated is a polyacrylamide gel. This gel can actually come in many types and the formula
used in this study was 12% tris-glycine.
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The gels can be made in the

laboratory by pouring the liquid medium into a cast and gelling it, but a
much more reliable route is to order the gels from a supplier. Tris-glycine
gels of 12% solids content, 1mm thick, with 10 wells were ordered from
Invitrogen (Novex, EC-6005).
All samples, standards and markers must be mixed with the Laemmli
sample buffer (LSB-R), which contains the detergents that dissociates the
proteins (2β-mercaptoethanol) and adds the charge (sodium dodecyl sulfate).
One half of a milliliter of LSB-R was added to each glass sample taken from
the freezer. This vial was then sealed, locked and boiled for 5 minutes. After
cooling, the sample was shaken to accumulate all moisture in the vial.
Protein standards were made by pipetting the desired amount (typically 5µL)
of protein solution into a microcentrifuge tube and adding a small amount of
LSB-R (15µL). This vial was then sealed, locked and boiled for 5 minutes.
After cooling, the tube was centrifuged to regain all moisture to preserve an
accurate concentration. Samples were never opened to the atmosphere while
warm to prevent evaporation, which would alter the concentration.
A gel was placed into the Novex XCell II Mini Cell (Invitrogen, EI9001)
and the cell was filled with Laemmli tank buffer. The recipe for the reducing
tank buffer is shown in Table VI and a schematic of the Mini Cell is shown in
Figure 3.5.1. The wells of the gel were then filled with markers, standards
and samples. Generally, 20µL was the amount of fluid added to each well.
For the protein markers, 5-8µL of MultiMark (Invitrogen, LC5725) and Mark
12 (Invitrogen, LC5677) was added individually to two separate wells. Then
15µL of LSB-R was added and mixed with the markers in the well. The
entire amounts of standards were next pipetted into their respective wells.
Finally, 20µL of sample (from the 0.5mL of LSB-R added to the glass
samples) was added to the proper wells. Any unused well was filled with
20µL of LSB-R. A schematic of a gel-loading set-up is shown in Figure 3.5.2.
Once the lid of the Mini Cell, which holds the leads to the power source, was
secure, the power source was turned on. The power source used was an EC
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Apparatus Series 90 Programmable source (EC4000P). The voltage was set
to 100V, the amperage was set to 80mA and the power was set to 55mW. The
time for which the gel was placed under the applied voltage was dependent
on the protein to be studied. Low molecular mass proteins require a much
shorter run time than high molecular mass proteins. For streptavidin, a run
time of 2 hours was deemed appropriate, while for IgG a run time of 3 hours
was sufficient.

Figure 3.5.1.

Side view schematic of the XCell II Mini Cell used
for gel electrophoresis.
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Figure 3.5.2.

Schematic drawing of a gel loading set-up.

Once the proteins were satisfactorily separated in the gel, the gel was
stained. Initially, the stain used was a silver stain by GelCode™ (Pierce,
18511xx series), but a more efficient silver stain called SilverQuest™
(Invitrogen, LC6070) was used in later experiments. Before staining, the gel
must be fixed using a mixture of ethanol, water and glacial acetic acid
(50:40:10) for approximately 20 minutes. The staining procedure was then
applied as set forth in the SilverQuest™ package. After staining, the gel was
sealed in a heat-sealing polymer jacket and stored in the refrigerator. A gel
must be imaged for analysis. Since the Bio-Rad Fluor-S multi-imager gave
spurious results, other imaging techniques were explored. With a back-light,
the gels were photographed with a digital camera. This method resulted in
better images than the Fluor-S imager, but were never reproducible because
the high intensity of the back-light causes various background colors on the
digital camera. Finally, a simple document scanner was determined to be the
best option for imaging the gels and actually produced very good images.
Since the gel analysis software only recognized TIFF files, the images of the
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gels were saved as such. The Quantity One software (version 4.0) was then
used to compare the lanes of proteins. The standards were used to determine
the unknown sample quantities and the markers were used to verify the
molecular weights of the proteins.

3.5.2. Fluorescence Spectroscopy
The procedure for fluorescence performed on protein solutions was
exactly the same for each sample, except for the excitation and emission
values.

The natural fluorescence of streptavidin emanating from the

aromatic amino acids was excited at 280 nm and the emission scan was from
285 to 500 nm. The fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC) tag on the anti-mouse
IgG proteins was excited at 485 nm with the emission scan from 490 to 620
nm. The fluorometer is a SPEX 1680 0.22m double grating spectrometer. A
special fused quartz cuvette (Starna, 17F-Q-10) with a minimal required
volume was used for all samples. A schematic diagram of the instrument
including the path of the light is shown in Figure 3.5.3.1.
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Fig. 3.5.3.1.

Schematic diagram of SPEX 1680 fluorescence
spectrometer.

400µL of sample was pipetted into the quartz cuvette for each analysis.
For the first binding set, tris-buffered saline was vigorously forced in and out
of the cuvette for cleaning between samples.

This was determined to be

sufficient to remove proteins adhered to the quartz after a short study. A
“dummy” solution was placed in the cuvette prior to the first sample solution
in order to create a similar environment for all samples. For the second
binding set, ethanol was forced in and out of the cuvette and then the cuvette
was dried with compressed air.
between each sample.

This cleaning procedure was carried out

Most samples were run in triplicate for assessing

reproducibility. The slits on the spectrometer were set to 2, 2, 1.5, and 1.5
mm respectively.

The detector used was at the right angle position, the

integration time was set to 1.0 second and the scan size was set to 1.0 nm.
After the final sample, the quartz cuvette was cleaned with ethanol and dried
in air.
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Standard protein solutions were utilized to quantify the unknown
protein solutions. The software used for data acquisition and analysis was
Datamax (version 2.20). Integration of the emission peaks for the standards
gave a relationship of area to mass of protein. Then, the unknown sample
area was measured and related back to a mass of protein using the linear
relationship obtained for the standards. Protein control samples were also
prepared specifically for fluorescence measurements.

These controls were

prepared as described above for protein solutions, except they were not
exposed to glass samples. The controls were also analyzed for their linear
mass to fluorescence area relationship.

3.5.3. Bicinchoninic Acid (BCA) Assay
BCA protein assay is based on the reaction between copper ions,
bicinchoninic acid and the protein to be analyzed. The reactions that take
place are:
Protein (peptide bonds) + Cu2+ → tetradentate-Cu+ complex

(8)

Cu+ + 2 Bicinchoninic Acid → BCA-Cu+ ternary complex

(9)

Reaction 8 takes place in an alkaline medium, which is known as the Biuret
reaction and reaction 9 results in a purple colored complex. The complex
exhibits a strong absorbance at 562nm, which is linear with protein
concentration.

The BCA protein assay reagent kit used was from Pierce

(23225). This kit supplies 1L of reagent A, containing sodium carbonate,
sodium bicarbonate, bicinchoninic acid and sodium tartrate in 0.2N sodium
hydroxide and 25mL of reagent B, a 4% solution of cupric sulfate. Also in the
kit are 10 ampules of 1mL of bovine serum albumin at a concentration of 2
mg/ml for use as the standards. By following the procedures outlined in the
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reagent kit, a 96 well UV microtiter plate (Corning costar 3635) was filled
with 10µL of standard or sample and 200µL of working reagent in each well.
The plate was shaken for 30 seconds then covered and incubated for 30
minutes at 37°C. This heating step helps to develop the color. An image of a
fully-loaded and developed plate is shown in Figure 3.5.3.1. The plate is then
allowed to cool at room temperature and loaded into the plate reader. The
plate reader utilized was a µQuant (Bio-Tek Instruments) with model
number 155336. This reader was programmed to recognize the identity of
each well, whether it was a standard or an unknown sample. A print-out of
each well identity and concentration in the well follows each reading. It was
necessary to then back-calculate the actual concentration of the protein
solution since it was diluted in each well with the working reagent.

Fig. 3.5.3.1.

A 96-well microtiter plate used for BCA assay. The
more purple and deeper the color, the higher the
protein concentration is in that well.

Protein solutions that were analyzed with this instrument were the
aforementioned “diminished” solutions, which were obtained after exposure
to a glass sample. The instrument uses an analysis similar to the one used in
the fluorescence spectroscopy data analysis, whereby standard absorbance
intensities are plotted against their concentration and the unknown sample
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concentrations are then found using their absorbance and this linear
relationship. At first the standards used were made from the BSA standards
supplied with the kit. After some time, it was found that using standards
with the same protein identity as the samples gave much better data. A
series of streptavidin and mouse IgG standards were prepared with
concentrations of: 5 µg/ml, 25, 50, 125, and 250 µg/ml. These standards were
used

for

analyzing

the

corresponding

unknown

protein

sample

concentrations.

3.5.4. Glancing Incidence X-ray Analysis (GIXA)
Glancing incidence X-ray analysis provides data on surface roughness,
film thickness, film density and film roughness. This data is obtained by
matching a model to the sample data plot of intensity versus angle in arc
seconds. The software used was called REFSIM Mercury (version 0.2) made
by Siemens. A flat sample was placed in a X-ray diffractometer (Siemens,
Kristalloflex), which sends X-rays at the sample at a grazing angle.
schematic of the experimental set-up is shown in Figure 3.5.4.1.
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A

Figure 3.5.4.1.

Schematic of the set-up for a glancing incidence Xray analysis instrument.

3.5.5. Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM)
The atomic force microscope used for obtaining topographical images of
silica samples was a Digital Instruments 3100 with a Nanoscope IIIa
controller.

Both tapping mode and contact mode were used for imaging

depending on the circumstances.

When purely topographical information

was desired, tapping mode was used, which requires tapping mode tips. If
further information was desired such as force-distance curves, contact mode
was utilized, which requires contact mode tips. Tapping mode cantilever tips
were obtained from NanoDevices (MPP-111000) and are comprised of silicon.
Contact mode cantilever tips were obtained through Veeco (DNP-20) and are
comprised of silicon nitride.
In tapping mode, after the normal protocol of placing the laser on the
end of the tip and focussing of the surface and tip, the resonance frequency of
the tip must be found and tuned. Only then can the tip be engaged with the
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surface. Depending on the quality of the initial image, certain adjustments
may be made to the parameters of the microscope such as changing the zscale, the drive amplitude, the setpoint, the integral gain or the proportional
gain. Switching the microscope to scope trace mode allows the user to make
the optimal adjustments. Once the trace and retrace lines are falling on top
of each other and the noise has been minimized, the height image obtained in
image mode should be ideal. Typically, channel 1 is set to height information
and, if desired, channel 2 can be set to phase. A phase image provides data
on the interaction of the tip with the sample by measuring phase lag.
Samples imaged using tapping mode were in their surface treated state
unless the sample was prohibitively dirty.

In the latter case, isopropyl

alcohol was used to remove any excess dirt and dust.
Tapping mode can also be used in a fluid, which is essential for
imaging native proteins interacting with a glass surface. Fluid tapping, as it
is called, requires a special fluid cell cantilever tip holder. The resonance
drive frequency is altered in fluid as well as the path of the laser and so both
of these need to be modified again once fluid is introduced. Tris-buffered
saline was the fluid of choice, since the proteins are readily dissolved in TBS
at a pH of 7.40.

The protocol outlined in the Digital Instruments/Veeco

Dimension 3100 manual, which is available to purchase on their website, was
followed during fluid tapping operations.2
In contact mode, once the laser is placed on the end of the tip, the
signal is optimized, and the instrument has been focused on the surface and
the tip independently, the tip can be engaged with the surface. Contact mode
adjustments will be described in the chemical force microscopy section, since
that is the mode used in CFM.
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3.5.6. Chemical Force Microscopy (CFM) and Force Volume
Imaging
Chemical force microscopy requires the microscope to be in contact
mode. In order for the measurement to be considered chemical in nature,
typically some form of chemical group is placed on the end of the cantilever
tip. These tips are then called functionalized. For this project, a number of
functionalized tips were utilized.

Carboxyl (-COOH) tips, methyl (-CH2),

amine (R-NH2) tips, and streptavidin tips were purchased from BioForce
Nanosciences.
Once the tip was engaged with the surface, the microscope defaulted to
image mode and a number of adjustments were made to optimize the contact
of the tip with the surface. As in tapping mode, the deflection setpoint, the
integral gain, and proportional gain were adjusted at first in scope mode.
Reducing the gains reduced the noise up to a point where signal began to be
lost, so it was important to find the right balance in gain. Good starting
values prior to collecting force curves were: scan rate = 4-7 Hz, deflection
setpoint = -2 (before engaging), integral gain = 3-5, and proportional gain = 35.
Collecting a force curve in contact mode was the next step towards
obtaining force-volume images. Once the tip was in good contact with the
surface by beginning the collection of a height image, the mode was changed
to Mode/Force/Advanced.

The setpoint was set to a negative value, if it

wasn’t initially, to put the force curve on scale. Adjusting of the Z scan rate
(recommended 4 Hz) and Z scan size as well as other parameters in the “Z
Scan Controls” box was done until a good force curve was obtained. The
trigger parameters were set to “Relative” and a threshold of 25 nm. The
sensitivity parameter was set by drawing a line on the force curve parallel to
its slope in the contact region (V-portion of curve). The Z scan start, Z scan
size and Z scan rate values were noted.
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Bringing the curve below the

setpoint by increasing the deflection setpoint was necessary to return to
image mode.
To obtain a force volume image, the software was changed to
View/Force/Volume and then Probe/Start. In the bottom three panels, the
Height image was set to a samples per line value of 64, the Force plots was
set to a number of samples of 64, and the Force Volume (FV) panel was set to
64 forces per line. The Z scan values were re-entered if they did not carry
over and a force volume image was collected.

The Digital Instruments /

Veeco Metrology support notes by Hoh et.al. is valuable for a detailed force
volume protocol.3 Force volume images were collected for all sample forms,
including quartz terminals, and all surface treated samples. Force distance
curves were obtained in air as well as in tris-buffered saline. All force volume
images were obtained in air since the forces were much more distinguishable
in air.
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4.

Results

“Sometimes if you want to see a change for the better, you have to take things
into your own hands.” - Clint Eastwood

4.1

Gel Electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE)
In order to view the following gels intelligently, one must first

understand what is being shown. A SDS-PAGE gel is a two-dimensional
polyacrylamide gel with 10 wells (sometimes 12). Various protein solutions
may be placed in these wells, as described in section 3.5.1.

Typically, a

protein standard marker is used to map the progress, and therefore the mass,
of the unknown proteins.

These molecular weight markers, either

MultiMark™ or Mark 12™, usually both, were placed in the first two or
leftmost wells. For quantification purposes, protein standards were also used
in each gel. In wells three through five, for example, three protein solutions
of known concentration were placed with the reducing sample buffer. The
last five to seven wells were then filled with the unknown protein solutions
and sample loading buffer.

After the gel has been “run” or placed in a

potential difference to create the separation of proteins, it is stained with a
silver stain. The resulting gel will appear to have lanes, each lane of course
corresponding to its original well. Sometimes a lane will be labeled “blank”
and in this case only sample loading buffer was placed in the well.

The

molecular weight markers are very important for detecting the correct
protein. Figure 4.1.1. is an image of the unstained “key” that is supplied with
each marker upon purchase. This image is used to label the positions of the
molecular weight in any given gel and therefore allows accurate detection of
the proteins as they are separated, as long as the molecular weight of the
protein is known. Once this marker is stained, the bands become darker and
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many additional bands may be observed depending on the type and brand of
stain used.

Figure 4.1.1.

Mark 12™ molecular weight marker in the lane of
a 4-20% gradient tris-glycine gel in the unstained
state.

4.1.1. Human Serum Albumin (HSA)
The first piece of information needed was the protein binding
capacities of the various forms of glass. The binding capacity was important
to determine accurately because the streptavidin protein is fairly expensive
and it is always prudent to be as economical as possible. To minimize costs,
the relatively inexpensive protein human serum albumin (HSA) was selected
due to its size similarity to streptavidin.

Initially, soda-lime silicate and

borosilicate glasses were considered in additional to silica glass. The samples
chosen for these studies were silica (labeled S or Q), soda-lime (labeled SL or
SLS), and borosilicate (labeled BS) glasses in the form of cane (or rod) 1 mm
in diameter and approximately 2 cm in length. This cane form was chosen
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because it is the easiest to work with in terms of handling and fitting into the
microcentrifuge tubes.
Figure 4.1.1.1 is an image of a 12% tris-glycine protein stacking gel,
hereafter referred to as a gel, with separated HSA proteins at four
concentrations. It is important to note the position of the HSA protein in this
type of gel for future comparison. Lane 5 in Figure 4.1.1.1 has 0.002 µg of
HSA, Lane 6 has 0.02 µg, Lane 7 has 0.2 µg and Lane 8 has 2 µg of HSA
protein in its band. Figure 4.1.1.2 is an image of a gel with separated HSA
proteins after binding to silica cane. HSA has a molecular mass of 66.4 kDa
and its position is labeled with an arrow in all images. The lanes labeled
0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 1.0 and 10.0 represent the concentration of the HSA protein
solutions into which the silica cane samples were placed. One can clearly see
that the density of the bands does not increase after 0.1 mg/ml exposure for
30 minutes. Therefore, it was concluded that a protein solution concentration
of 0.1 mg/ml was sufficient to maximize the binding capacity of silica cane
after 30 minutes of exposure. The same study was conducted for SLS cane
and also BS cane. After 30 minutes of exposure to four concentrations of
HSA solutions (0.001, 0.01, 0.1 and 1.0 mg/ml) the protein was then stripped
off the cane using a denaturing sample loading buffer. Figure 4.1.1.3 and
Figure 4.1.1.4 are images of the resulting gels for the SLS and BS cane,
respectively.

Again, it is visually clear that in a protein solution of

concentration 0.1 mg/ml no additional protein binds to the glass samples
after 30 minutes.
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Figure 4.1.1.1.

A gel image of four HSA standards (at the arrow)
with order of magnitude increases in concentration.

Figure 4.1.1.2.

A gel image of five initial concentrations of HSA
after being adsorbed for 30 minutes and then
stripped from silica (Q) cane.
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Figure 4.1.1.3.

A gel image of four initial concentrations of HSA
after being adsorbed for 30 minutes and then
stripped from soda-lime silicate (SLS) cane.

Figure 4.1.1.4.

A gel image of four initial concentrations of HSA
after being adsorbed for 30 minutes and then
stripped from borosilicate (BS) cane.

It was then sensible to create a gel with all three compositions of glass
cane using this optimal protein concentration for binding. Figure 4.1.1.5 is
an image of such gel with internal standards for clear quantification of
binding capacity.

It was later discovered that HSA occurs at the same
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position

as

the

β-mercaptoethanol

doublet

because

bands

appeared

consistently in all lanes. This chemical, β-mercaptoethanol, is the reducing
agent in the loading buffer and is responsible for breaking disulfide bonds in
the protein structure.

The severing of these bonds is essential for the

denaturing process to be complete after boiling. Without this, some proteins
will refold after the boiling procedure. Nevertheless, it was still possible to
obtain reliable results, by taking into account that the optical density is
slightly higher than it should be. Figure 4.1.1.6 is a “compare lanes export”,
done using the Quantity One software, of the gel with HSA after binding to
Q, SLS and BS rods. The compare lanes export (CLE) allows the lanes to be
plotted as optical density as a function of relative front (the position in the
vertical direction of the gel image). It is clear from the CLE that silica (Q)
and SLS glass binds a very similar amount of HSA per unit surface area,
while BS adsorbs slightly more protein. Specifically, Q binds 2.14 µg/cm2,
SLS binds 2.18 µg/cm2 and BS binds 2.89 µg/cm2.
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Figure 4.1.1.5.

A gel image of the determined maximum required
initial protein concentration for meeting binding
capacity after being exposed to BS, Q, and SL cane
with three internal standards.

Figure 4.1.1.6.

Compare lanes export of the gel in Figure 4.1.1.5
with HSA on Silica (Q), SLS and BS glass rods
including two HSA standards.
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4.1.2. Streptavidin
Streptavidin was the main protein of study for this research due to its
orientation sensitivity with binding biotin.

SDS-PAGE was conducted on

numerous solutions containing streptavidin that was previously bound to a
glass sample. One issue however that went unadressed for some time was
the fact that denatured streptavidin at 13 kDa happens to be of similar
weight as the bromophenol blue dye in the sample buffer and so their bands
slightly overlap. Once this was taken into account by removing the chemical,
it was discovered that streptavidin is a very difficult protein to silver stain.
At very low quantities it stains positive, very lightly.

Then at higher

quantities, streptavidin begins to stain negatively. This leads to much
difficulty when trying to fit a linear curve to the optical density response. In
an attempt to obtain positive staining of streptavidin, a few different stains
were tried, but with little avail. In chronological order, the brand names of
the stains attempted were GelCode™, SilverQuest™, and SilverXpress™
(Invitrogen, LC6100). Regardless of the staining problem, Figure 4.1.2.1 is a
gel image of streptavidin after binding to silica and SLS slides with either no
etch or a 10 minute etch in HF acid. Figure 4.1.2.2 is a plot of optical density
versus relative front of the gel with streptavidin after being adsorbed to HF
etched and unetched Q and SLS slides. Figure 4.1.2.3 is an image of a gel
with streptavidin after having been adsorbed to silica and soda-lime silicate
fibers. The silica fiber was a commercial telecommunications fiber of 125 µm
in diameter and the soda-lime fiber was created from soda-lime rod on the
draw tower and was 230 µm in diameter. Due to the negative staining effect,
an inverse of the image data was created. This way, the negatively stained
bands become positively stained bands and conventional data analysis is
regained. Figure 4.1.2.4 is a CLE of the gel with streptavidin on Q and SLS
fiber.
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Figure 4.1.2.1.

A gel image of streptavidin after binding to silica
and SLS slides after no etch or 10 minutes of HF
etching.

Figure 4.1.2.2.

CLE of the gel in Figure 4.1.2.1 of streptavidin on
HF etched or unetched Q and SLS slides.
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Figure 4.1.2.3.

A gel image of streptavidin after binding to silica
and soda-lime silicate fibers with internal
standards.

Figure 4.1.2.4.

Compare lanes export of the gel in Figure 4.1.2.3
with streptavidin on Q and SLS fibers.

One way to determine the binding affinity of a given protein for a
surface is to perform native gel electrophoresis as a function of temperature.
This type of gel electrophoresis is called “native” because no denaturing
agents are used to separate the proteins from the surface of interest or itself
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other than temperature. A series of gels must be created, each at a different
temperature, for a binding affinity to be determined. The amount of protein
in the band will drastically increase at a given temperature, which
corresponds to the energy of desorption for that protein. The image in Figure
4.1.2.5 is a gel resulting from native PAGE at 30°C. Three proteins were
exposed to ~160 µm 25-10-65 SLS microspheres or beads. It is evident that
at this temperature HSA readily releases from the SLS bead surface. Some
BSA is also released while the streptavidin is not resolved at all (due to
staining issues). Native gel electrophoresis can only be measured on samples
that fit into the wells of the gel. Since the focus of this study changed to
solely silica and silica beads can not be made only one native gel was created.

Figure 4.1.2.5.

Image of a native gel created from HSA, BSA and
streptavidin binding to SLS microspheres.

A binding series was created with 0.1 mg/ml streptavidin on silica
cane, fiber, an untreated slide, a 10 minute HF etched slide, and Stöber
micron-spheres. Figure 4.1.2.6 is an image of the gel made from this series.
The streptavidin band occurs at the position of the arrow and with the
GelCode™ staining kit, the bands did not appear. This binding set was then
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run in another gel and stained with SilverQuest™.

Figure 4.1.2.7 is the

image of the resulting gel and the bands at the arrow are much more evident
with this stain. Figure 4.1.2.8 is a comparison of the optical densities of the
bands in Figure 4.1.2.7. The two bands of note are the 200 ng and 2 µg
streptavidin standard bands. The optical density plots of these bands do not
behave linearly and this effect must be avoided by decreasing the amount of
protein. Due to the moderate success of the SilverQuest™ staining, the fiber
binding of 0.1 mg/ml streptavidin to silica and SLS fiber was attempted again
and stained with SilverQuest™. The gel image is shown in Figure 4.1.2.9.
The resulting streptavidin bands are very light and it appears that the gel
had expired due to the extreme spreading of the bands, which is greater than
is typically observed.

Figure 4.1.2.6.

A gel image of 0.1 mg/ml streptavidin adsorbed to
five silica forms. Stained with GelCode™.
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Figure 4.1.2.7.

A gel image of 0.1 mg/ml streptavidin adsorbed to
five silica forms. Stained with SilverQuest™.

Figure 4.1.2.8.

A CLE of the gel in Figure 4.1.2.7.
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Figure 4.1.2.9.

A gel image of 0.1 mg/ml streptavidin adsorbed to
Q and SLS fibers. Binding was done on 6/22/01.
Stained with SilverQuest™.

All of the samples that have already been discussed had been autoclaved
prior to protein binding in order to sterilize and prepare the surface for the
biological material. With the introduction of the ethanol cleaning and water
plasma treatment as surface preparation methods, autoclaving was no longer
an appropriate step. The next gel image, shown in Figure 4.1.2.10, contains
duplicates of 0.1 mg/ml streptavidin adsorbed to ethanol cleaned (Lanes 6 &
7) and water plasma treated (Lanes 8 & 9) silica slides. There are also three
streptavidin standards in Lanes 3, 4 and 5 in increasing orders of magnitude
of concentration. It is evident that all of the sample lanes are outside of the
linear region of the standards, meaning that the standards all have a higher
concentration in the bands than all of the samples. This condition results in
an inability to accurately quantify the amount of protein bound to the
samples.

Ideally, the sample bands are within the linear region of the

standards in the same gel. Nevertheless, the gel in Figure 4.1.2.10 is stained
beautifully and was clearly a fresh gel in good condition. Figure 4.1.2.11 is a
compare lanes export of this gel and shows the intricacy of the overstained
bands.
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Figure 4.1.2.10.

A gel image of 0.1 mg/ml streptavidin adsorbed to
ethanol cleaned and H2O plasma treated silica
slides for 30 minutes. Stained with SilverQuest™.

Figure 4.1.2.11.

A CLE of the gel in Figure 4.1.2.10.

A hearty attempt was made at resolving the staining problems and
many variables were changed amongst the following five gels. Silica (Q) and
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borosilicate (BS) rods were chosen as the samples to bind three
concentrations of streptavidin solutions (0.001, 0.01 and 0.1 mg/ml). Three
standards were also used in each of the electrophoresis gels, namely 2
microliters of 0.1, 0.01 and 0.001 mg/ml, in that order. Figure 4.1.2.12 is the
first attempt at determining the binding amounts on SiO2 and BS rods. For
this attempt, one rod was placed in each of the protein solutions for 30
minutes and then stripped off using the typical LSB-R, which includes
bromophenol blue, 2β-mercaptoethanol, SDS, glycerine, and water.

The

resulting gel image shown in Figure 4.1.2.12 was stained with SilverQuest™.

Figure 4.1.2.12.

Strept #1. A gel image of three streptavidin
solution concentrations exposed to one Q or BS
cane for 30 minutes. Stained with SilverQuest™.

It is observed that between the lanes there is a continuous band and
this was determined to be the bromophenol blue band that runs across the
entire gel. The second gel image shown in Figure 4.1.2.13 is exactly the same
as the gel shown in Figure 4.1.2.12, except that the binding procedure was
recreated and this time the proteins were stripped off using an LSB-R that
had no bromophenol blue. There is a strange broad gray band spanning the
entire gel and what is not shown in the image is that the band actually
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consists of many tiny bubbles. This gel was initially of poor quality, plus the
staining with SilverQuest™ did not result in any visually detectable bands
for streptavidin, except for the 200 ng band in Lane 2. Figure 4.1.2.14 shows
the image of the third gel in the series and this gel is the same as the
previous in that there was no bromophenol blue in the LSB-R. The only
difference was an increase in the loading amounts. Instead of 2 microliters of
standard, 5 microliters were used and 25 microliters of sample were loaded
instead of 20 microliters.

Figure 4.1.2.13.

Strept #2. A gel image of three concentrations of
streptavidin exposed to one Q or BS cane each. The
LSB-R used had no bromophenol blue.
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Figure 4.1.2.14.

Strept #3. A gel image of three concentrations of
streptavidin exposed to one Q or BS cane each.
Loading quantities were higher than previous gel.

The doublet of 2β-mercaptoethanol is clearly seen in Figure 4.1.2.14
between 66 and 55 kDa. Still, the only band visually detectable is the 500 ng
quantity band in Lane 2. This is very poor, since SilverQuest™ is claimed to
be able to resolve sub-nanogram levels of protein. The fourth gel in this
series was an attempt to increase the level of protein in the sample lanes by
exposing the various protein solutions to two pieces of cane instead of just
one, plus the LSB-R was halved to 0.25 mL instead of 0.5 mL. The loading
amounts for the standards were also doubled to ten microliters and the
loading amount for the samples was 20 microliters. The picture in Figure
4.1.2.15 is of the resulting gel. Again, the only band able to be seen is the 1
microgram band in Lane 2. Even 100 ng of streptavidin is not detectable
with SilverQuest™, as the band in Lane 3 is not evident.

The limit of

detection of the SilverQuest™ staining kit for streptavidin seems to be 200
ng. The fifth and last gel image in this series is shown in Figure 4.1.2.16. It
is the same gel setup as the previous gel, except that the amount of protein in
Lane 2 is only 200 ng. This gel was stained with a new silver staining kit
called SilverXpress™ and the results are slightly better. All of the bands can
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be seen but they are very faint, especially for the sample lanes. It is evident
though that the sample bands are within the linear range of the standards in
the same gel. This gel is finally deemed a success. SilverXpress™ is the best
stain of the three examined in this study for silver staining streptavidin
protein.

Figure 4.1.2.15.

Strept #4. A gel image of three streptavidin
solution concentrations exposed to two Q or BS rods
each with half as much LSB-R (no dye) for boiling.

Figure 4.1.2.16.

Strept #5. A gel image of three concentrations of
streptavidin exposed to two Q or BS rods each.
Stained with SilverXpress™.
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Streptavidin solution at a concentration of 0.1 mg/ml was adsorbed to
two quantities of Stöber microspheres. Amounts of 1.85 mg and 3.7 mg were
chosen to see if there was a doubling in the amount of protein bound to the
higher quantity of microspheres at the same concentration of protein. Figure
4.1.2.17 is an image of the resulting gel after staining with SilverXpress™. A
clear increase of the band density by a factor of two for the higher amount of
microspheres is not observed, which leads one to believe that with the higher
surface area of the micron-sized silica spheres, the binding is no longer being
quenched at this protein concentration. It is interesting to note that the
doublet band, which was believed to be 2β-mercaptoethanol, only occurs in
the four lanes designated for samples. It may be possible that these bands
are not caused by the denaturing agent, but are a result of the binding and
stripping of streptavidin off Stöber spheres.

Figure 4.1.2.17.

A gel image of 0.1 mg/ml streptavidin solutions
exposed to either 3.7 mg of Stöber spheres or 1.85
mg of Stöber spheres. Stained with SilverXpress™.

For the purpose of brevity a sample naming system was created and
will be used to refer to the samples from here on. The first two letters refer
to the silica form; Sl for slides, Ca for cane, Fi for fibers, PC for Cab-o-Sil®,
and SS for Stöber spheres.

The second two letters refer to the surface
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treatment; ethanol cleaned samples are labeled as Et, HF etched samples are
labeled as HF, water plasma treated samples are labeled as WP, and the
samples treated at 1000°C for 4 hours are labeled as Tt. For completeness,
the third two letters of the sample naming system correspond to the protein
to which the samples were exposed, either St for streptavidin or Ig for
immunoglobulin G.

The last number refers to the concentration of the

protein solution, 01 stands for 0.01 mg/ml and 1 refers to 0.1 mg/ml. For
example, SlHFSt01, is a silica slide that has been etched in HF for 10
minutes and is exposed to a 0.01 mg/ml streptavidin protein solution.
The streptavidin samples from binding set one were not put into gels,
but those from binding set two were measured using SDS-PAGE. These gels
were stained with SilverXpress™, as it was determined that of the silver
stains examined, this stain works the best for streptavidin. Figure 4.1.2.18 is
a gel image of 0.01 mg/ml streptavidin adsorbed to eight silica samples; an
ethanol cleaned slide, a HF etched slide, a water plasma treated slide, a
1000°C heat treated slide, two ethanol cleaned cane, two HF etched cane, two
water plasma treated cane, and two 1000°C heat treated cane. There are also
three internal standards of quantities; 0.025 micrograms, 0.25 micrograms
and 1.25 micrograms present in the gel. The bands at the arrow are only
visible for the higher of the two standards and all other bands are not
detectable. Figure 4.1.2.19 is the same gel setup, except that the protein
concentration was 0.1 mg/ml streptavidin. Again, it is clear that at the arrow
only the 1.25 microgram and 0.25 microgram standards are visible.

It

appears that the lower limit to staining sensitivity is therefore somewhere
between 0.25 micrograms and 0.025 micrograms. For these two gels, the
amount of LSB-R put in with the sample was 0.5 mL and the sample well
loading amount was 20 µL.
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Figure 4.1.2.18.

A gel image from Binding Set #2 with 0.01 mg/ml
streptavidin adsorbed to silica slides and cane with
various surface treatments and three internal
standards. The streptavidin band occurs at the
arrow.

Figure 4.1.2.19.

A gel image from Binding Set #2 with 0.1 mg/ml
streptavidin adsorbed to silica slides and cane with
various surface treatments and three internal
standards. The streptavidin band occurs at the
arrow.

From binding set two, the silica fiber, Cab-o-Sil® and Stöber spheres
were then electrophoresed after exposure to 0.01 mg/ml and 0.1 mg/ml
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streptavidin protein solutions separately. These two gels had only 0.25 mL of
LSB-R for boiling instead of the previous 0.5 mL and again the sample well
loading amount was 20 µL. Figure 4.1.2.20 is a gel image of the 0.01 mg/ml
on fiber and powders. Contrary to previous gels the 0.025 microgram band
shows up in this gel as do most of the sample bands. The SilverXpress™
staining procedure was exactly the same as for the previous gels. Figure
4.1.2.21 is a gel image of the fiber and powder samples exposed to 0.1 mg/ml
streptavidin for 30 minutes. In this gel, it is fairly evident that there are
bands in all of the lanes at the 15 kDa arrow mark. The band is very strong
for the standards as well as the fibers and as-made Stöber spheres. Table VII
shows the values for the amount of protein in these bands and the
corresponding binding based on surface area.

The fit to the standards

calibration plot of maximum intensity versus micrograms was an exponential
of the form: Micrograms = 2.0939E-03 exp ((5.7104*10^-02)*MaxInt).

Figure 4.1.2.20.

A gel image from Binding Set #2 with 0.01 mg/ml
streptavidin adsorbed to silica fiber and powders
with various surface treatments and three internal
standards. The streptavidin band occurs at the
arrow.
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Figure 4.1.2.21.

A gel image from Binding Set #2 with 0.1 mg/ml
streptavidin adsorbed to silica fiber and powders
with various surface treatments and three internal
standards. The streptavidin band occurs at the
arrow.

Table VII. Protein Band Quantification for the Gel in Figure
4.1.2.21 along with Calculated Binding Amounts

4.1.3. Immunoglobulin G (IgG)
The SDS-PAGE results for mouse IgG and anti-mouse IgG after being
adsorbed to and then stripped off of several silica samples follows.
Immunoglobulin is a protein of 150 kDa molecular weight that consists of two
heavy chains with 50 kDa molecular weight and two light chains of 25 kDa
molecular weight. Three distinct band regions for IgG are expected to be
observed as it is denatured during the SDS-PAGE process. Two binding sets
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were created, meaning that both 0.01 mg/ml and 0.1 mg/ml IgG protein
solutions were exposed to the entire gamut of silica samples as a function of
forming and surface treatments.
From the first binding set, Figure 4.1.3.1 is an image of a SDS-PAGE
gel consisting of mouse IgG and anti-mouse IgG on HF etched fibers or
ethanol cleaned fibers.

Two internal standards were used for this gel,

namely, 0.05 micrograms and 0.5 micrograms of anti-mouse IgG. All of the
unknown samples are within the linear range of the standards. The blank
lane shows that no extraneous protein is present. For the most part, three
distinct bands can be seen for the 150kDa IgG band position, as well as three
band regions for the high concentration lanes. For the 0.01 mg/ml samples,
the amount of protein bound to the FiHF is 0.05 µg (0.032 µg/cm2) and FiEt
adsorbed 0.10 µg (0.064 µg/cm2) of IgG. For the 0.1 mg/ml IgG solutions, the
amount of protein adsorbed to FiHF is 0.27 µg (0.172 µg/cm2) and to FiEt is
0.25 µg (0.159 µg/cm2). These quantities were found using the calibration
function in the Quantity One software, which integrates the area under the
relative front versus optical density plot. It is also possible, as long as the
bands are not overloaded, to use the maximum intensity of the optical density
to determine the quantity of protein. This method can be done in Excel and
the binding amounts found were quite different from those found using the
Quantity One software.

Sample FiHFIg01 bound 0.07 µg, the FiHFIg1

sample bound 0.26 µg, the FiEtIg01 sample bound 0.15 µg and the FiEtIg1
fiber bound 0.28 µg. On a per surface area basis this correlates to 0.04, 0.16,
0.10, and 0.18 µg /cm2, respectively.
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Figure 4.1.3.1.

A gel image of two concentrations of mouse IgG and
anti-mouse IgG on silica fibers with either an HF
etch treatment or an ethanol clean treatment.

From the first binding set, silica slides were exposed to two
concentrations of mouse IgG and anti-mouse IgG for 30 minutes. The surface
treatment on these slides was either an ethanol clean, a HF etch for 10
minutes or a water plasma treatment for 10 minutes. Figure 4.1.3.2 is an
image of a gel created from these slides. Again, internal standards were used
in quantities of 0.05 µg and 0.5 µg. The densities of the sample bands fall
between the standards, so it is safe to assume that quantification should be
valid. The binding amounts from Quantity One (Q1) per square centimeter of
slide surface are negligible for SlEtIg01, negligible for SlHFIg01, and
negligible for SlWPIg01. The Q1 results for the 0.1 mg/ml IgG solutions are
0.011 µg/cm2 for SlEt, 0.032 µg/cm2 for SlHF, and 0.029 µg/cm2 for SlWP. By
taking the maximum optical density values for the samples and comparing
them to the standards, different results for binding amount are obtained.
SlEtIg01 bound 0.01 µg/cm2, SlHFIg01 bound 0.02 µg/cm2, SlWPIg01 bound
0.02 µg/cm2, SlEtIg1 bound 0.06 µg/cm2, SlHFIg1 bound 0.09 µg/cm2, and
SlWPIg1 bound 0.04 µg/cm2.
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Figure 4.1.3.3 is an image of the SDS-PAGE gel from two
concentrations of IgG adsorbed to silica cane. Q1 area results for CaEtIg01
are 0.016 µg/cm2, for CaEtIg1 are 0.054 µg/cm2, for CaHFIg01 are negligible,
for CaHFIg1 are 0.07 µg/cm2, for CaWPIg01 negligible, and for CaWPIg1 are
0.016 µg/cm2. Excel maximum intensity results could not be compiled for the
0.01 mg/ml samples since these sample bands have optical densities below
that of the lower standard and therefore is not within the linear region. The
0.1 mg/ml concentration was able to be calculated and CaEtIg1 bound 0.07
µg/cm2, CaHFIg1 adsorbed 0.08 µg/cm2, and CaWPIg1 adsorbed 0.005 µg/cm2.
Figure 4.1.3.4 is an SDS-PAGE gel of IgG on as-received Cab-o-Sil®
and as-made Stöber spheres. It is clear from the image that both the fumed
silica and the colloidal silica bind a very high amount of protein. Q1 found
binding amounts of 6.3*10^-5 (or 6.3E-5) µg/cm2 for SSIg01 at 0.49 µg,
0.0012 µg/cm2 for SSIg1 at 0.94 µg, 6.6E-5 µg/cm2 for PCIg01 at 0.4 µg, and
1.7E-4 µg/cm2 for PCIg1 at 1.05 µg. The maximum intensity calculation could
only be done for 0.01 mg/ml samples.

The Stöber spheres bound 0.44

micrograms of protein and the Cab-o-Sil® adsorbed 0.41 micrograms of
protein. This correlates well with the Q1 data. On a surface area basis
however, these large binding numbers dwindle to 0.0006 µg/cm2 and 6.8E-5
µg/cm2, respectively, due to the high specific surface area of the spheres. All
protein quantities found in the gels and the binding amounts for each sample
in binding set one are shown in Table VIII.
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Figure 4.1.3.2.

A gel image of two concentrations of mouse IgG and
anti-mouse IgG on silica slides with one of three
surface treatments.

Figure 4.1.3.3.

A gel image of two concentrations of mouse IgG and
anti-mouse IgG on silica cane with one of three
surface treatments.
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Figure 4.1.3.4.

A gel image of two concentrations of mouse IgG and
anti-mouse IgG on either silica Cab-o-Sil® or Stöber
spheres.

Table VIII. Primary and Secondary IgG Protein Binding Quantities
Adsorbed to Surface Found Using Two Separate
Methods for Binding Set One
Sample

Quantity One Area Values
Protein Adsorbed Binding Coverage
(microg/cm2 )
(micrograms)

Excel Maximum Intensity Values
Protein Adsorbed Binding Coverage
(micrograms)
(microg/cm2 )

SlEtIg01
SlHFIg01
SlWPIg01
SlEtIg1
SlHFIg1
SlWPIg1

negligible
negligible
negligible
0.040
0.110
0.100

negligible
negligible
negligible
0.011
0.032
0.029

0.024
0.064
0.079
0.240
0.298
0.154

0.006
0.018
0.021
0.064
0.085
0.045

CaEtIg01
CaHFIg01
CaWPIg01
CaEtIg1
CaHFIg1
CaWPIg1

0.020
negligible
negligible
0.070
0.090
0.020

0.016
negligible
negligible
0.054
0.070
0.016

n/a
n/a
n/a
0.094
0.108
0.006

n/a
n/a
n/a
0.073
0.084
0.005

FiEtIg01
FiHFIg01
FiEtIg1
FiHFIg1

0.100
0.050
0.250
0.270

0.064
0.032
0.159
0.172

0.150
0.068
0.283
0.259

0.096
0.043
0.180
0.165

PCarIg01
PCarIg1

0.400
1.050

6.60E-05
1.70E-04

0.410
n/a

6.80E-05
n/a

SSarIg01
SSarIg1

0.490
0.940

6.30E-05
1.20E-03

0.440
n/a

6.00E-04
n/a
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The second binding set consists of all the samples in the first set plus
an additional heat treatment of 1000°C for 4 hours that was applied to all
forms of silica. This addition increased the sample number from 40 to 60
samples.

Gels were again created from all samples, which were sorted

mainly by protein type and concentration in an attempt to consistently
achieve sample band optical densities within the standards. Gels for binding
set two were of the 12 well variety, which allows higher efficiency. All of the
IgG gels presented below were stained with SilverQuest™.
Figure 4.1.3.5 is an image of a gel with 0.01 mg/ml IgG on fibers and
powders. Figure 4.1.3.6 is the corresponding compare lanes export plot of
optical density versus relative front. Figure 4.1.3.7 is an image of a similar
gel after exposure to a protein concentration of 0.1 mg/ml and Figure 4.1.3.8
shows the corresponding compare lanes export. Figures 4.1.3.9 and 4.1.3.10
are representations of the gel resulting from 0.01 mg/ml IgG protein adsorbed
to silica slides and cane and the corresponding CLE. Figures 4.1.3.11 and
4.1.3.12 are a gel image of 0.1 mg/ml IgG adsorbed to silica slides and cane
and its CLE, respectively.

These four gels were quantified by the area

method in Quantity and also by the maximum intensity method in Excel.
The CLE results were used to calculate the binding quantities on a surface
area basis. These quantities are combined and shown in table IX.
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Figure 4.1.3.5.

A gel image of 0.01 mg/ml mouse IgG and antimouse IgG adsorbed to silica fiber, Cab-o-Sil®, or
Stöber spheres with various surface treatments.

Figure 4.1.3.6.

A CLE of 0.01 mg/ml mouse IgG and anti-mouse
IgG adsorbed to silica fiber, Cab-o-Sil®, or Stöber
spheres with various surface treatments.
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Figure 4.1.3.7.

A gel image of 0.1 mg/ml mouse IgG and antimouse IgG adsorbed to silica fiber, Cab-o-Sil®, or
Stöber spheres with various surface treatments.

Figure 4.1.3.8.

A CLE of 0.1 mg/ml mouse IgG and anti-mouse IgG
adsorbed to silica fiber, Cab-o-Sil®, or Stöber
spheres with various surface treatments.
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Figure 4.1.3.9.

A gel image of 0.01 mg/ml mouse IgG and antimouse IgG adsorbed to silica slides and cane with
various surface treatments. Sample wells had 20
µL loading.

Figure 4.1.3.10.

A CLE of 0.01 mg/ml mouse IgG and anti-mouse
IgG adsorbed to silica slides and cane with various
surface treatments.
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Figure 4.1.3.11.

A gel image of 0.1 mg/ml mouse IgG and antimouse IgG adsorbed to silica slides and cane with
various surface treatments. Samples wells had 20
µL loading.

Figure 4.1.3.12.

A CLE of 0.1 mg/ml mouse IgG and anti-mouse IgG
adsorbed to silica slides and cane with various
surface treatments.
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Table IX. Primary and Secondary IgG Protein Binding Quantities
Adsorbed to Surface Found Using Two Separate
Methods for Binding Set Two
Sample

Quantity One Area Values
Protein Adsorbed Binding Coverage
2
(micrograms)
(microg/cm )

Excel Maximum Intensity Values
Protein Adsorbed Binding Coverage
2

(micrograms)

(microg/cm )

SlEtIg01
SlHFIg01
SlWPIg01
SlTtIg01
SlEtIg1
SlHFIg1
SlWPIg1
SlTtIg1

0.020
0.030
0.020
0.050
0.090
0.070
0.090
0.110

0.005
0.007
0.005
0.013
0.022
0.020
0.023
0.029

0.031
0.053
0.034
0.066
0.167
0.122
0.126
0.160

0.008
0.013
0.009
0.018
0.041
0.036
0.032
0.042

CaEtIg01
CaHFIg01
CaWPIg01
CaTtIg01
CaEtIg1
CaHFIg1
CaWPIg1
CaTtIg1

0.030
0.030
0.020
0.020
0.090
0.120
0.100
0.040

0.023
0.023
0.016
0.016
0.070
0.093
0.078
0.031

0.041
0.040
0.036
0.034
0.091
0.126
0.103
0.080

0.032
0.031
0.028
0.027
0.070
0.098
0.080
0.062

FiEtIg01
FiHFIg01
FiTtIg01
FiEtIg1
FiHFIg1
FiTtIg1

0.010
negligible
0.020
0.310
0.100
0.070

0.006
negligible
0.013
0.197
0.064
0.045

0.101
0.089
0.108
0.118
0.106
0.061

0.064
0.057
0.069
0.075
0.068
0.039

PCarIg01
PCTtIg01
PCarIg1
PCTtIg1

0.690
0.870
5.570
3.130

1.139E-04
1.436E-04
9.191E-04
5.165E-04

0.604
0.690
1.178
1.319

9.96E-05
1.14E-04
1.94E-04
2.18E-04

SSarIg01
SSTtIg01
SSarIg1
SSTtIg1

0.810
0.850
3.670
5.130

1.038E-03
1.090E-03
4.705E-03
6.577E-03

0.649
0.696
1.436
1.491

8.32E-04
8.92E-04
1.84E-03
1.91E-03
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4.2. Fluorescence Spectrometry
“Nothing is particularly hard if you divide it into small jobs.” - Henry Ford
Fluorimetry was performed on “depleted” protein solutions, which
means that the solution placed into the special quartz cuvette was the
leftover protein solution after having removed the silica sample. Streptavidin
is a naturally fluorescent protein due to the aromatic rings of some of its
amino acids.

Figures 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 are emission scans of three

concentrations of streptavidin solutions at an excitation of 280 nm and 295
nm respectively. The figures have the same y-axis scale to allow a direct
comparison of intensity resulting from the two excitation wavelengths. There
is a clear difference in the intensities between the three concentrations while
the TBS fluorescence is very close to that of the 0.001 mg/ml solution. Even
though the increase in concentration is an order of magnitude between each
sample, there is not an increase of an order of magnitude in the fluorescence
intensities or band peak areas. For example, in Figure 4.2.1 the area under
the 0.1 mg/ml band peak is 168,097,690 cps-nm, the area under the 0.01
mg/ml band is 29,065,666 cps-nm, and the area under the 0.001 mg/ml band
is 6,853,373 cps-nm. The 280 nm scan clearly gives much higher intensities
than the 295 nm scan, therefore, 280 nm was used as the excitation
wavelength for all subsequent fluorimetry.

Figure 4.2.3 is a combination

scan, which shows both emission and excitation spectra for a 0.1 mg/ml
streptavidin protein solution. One of the excitation scans for Figure 4.2.3
was held at an emission of 342 nm and the other was held at an emission of
350 nm. The excitation scan maximum intensity is slightly higher for the
emission at 342 nm than that at 350 nm. The emission scan was held at an
excitation wavelength of 280 nm.
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Figure 4.2.1.

Fluorescence emission spectra of three
concentrations of streptavidin protein solutions and
TBS excited at 280 nm.

Figure 4.2.2.

Fluorescence emission spectra of three
concentrations of streptavidin protein solutions and
TBS excited at 295 nm.
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Figure 4.2.3.

Dual excitation and emission spectra of a 0.1 mg/ml
streptavidin solution.

Many of the issues of fluorimetry had to be addressed before the
sample data could be understood. First of all, a limited amount of protein
solution was available, so a diminished cuvette volume was required. A 400
µL quartz cuvette with a path length of 1cm was allocated. The fluorescence
of the tris-buffered saline (TBS), the solvent for all protein solutions had to be
determined. The correct excitation wavelength was found for the optimal
emission intensity of streptavidin.
whether

the

fluorescence

Standards were analyzed to resolve

technique

would

consistently

work

for

quantification of protein in the cuvette. Various slit settings were attempted
to determine the optimal peak intensity versus width ratios. For quite some
time all samples were run in triplicate to decrease any variation in error.
Figure 4.2.4 is an emission spectra with the excitation at 295 nm for three
concentrations of streptavidin and TBS run in triplicate. The areas are listed
next to the legend in the figure and roughly correspond to order of magnitude
increases with the increases in concentration.
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Figure 4.2.4.

Fluorescence emission spectra of streptavidin
protein solutions run in triplicate with the
corresponding areas listed.

The next step was to begin analyzing the samples. Since it was first
thought that fluorescent proteins adsorbed to a glass surface might not have
enough intensity to be measured by the detector, protein solutions were
investigated.

However, in order for the protein bound to the glass to be

determined, the protein solutions placed into the fluorimeter were those after
the glass samples were removed. Since it is assumed that some quantity of
protein is binding to the glass, once this glass is removed this quantity of
protein is removed from the solution. These solutions are then termed as
being “depleted”.

The first such “depleted” sample solutions that were

analyzed were originally 0.1 mg/ml streptavidin after having been incubated
with autoclaved silica slides and 2 pieces of cane. Figure 4.2.5 is the emission
scan of these samples at an excitation of 280 nm and Figure 4.2.6 is the
emission scan of these samples at an excitation of 295 nm. The 280 nm plot
shows spectra of the 0.1 mg/ml standard, the cane samples and one of the
slide samples coinciding with each other, while the other slide sample has a
slightly lower intensity. A slight variation in intensity between the samples
is observed in the 295 nm spectra. Intensity increases in the order of 0.01
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mg/ml standard, then one of the slides, the 0.1 mg/ml standard, one of the
dual cane samples, followed by the other slide and cane samples. The lines
shown are an average of three data collections. From the 295 nm data it was
determined that 519 ng of protein per square centimeter adsorb to the cane
and the silica slides bind 370 ng/cm2.

Figure 4.2.5.

Fluorescence emission spectra of four depleted
streptavidin solutions (originally 0.1mg/ml) after
exposure to a section of silica slide or 2 pieces of
silica cane each. Excited at 280 nm.
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Figure 4.2.6.

Fluorescence emission spectra of four depleted
streptavidin solutions (originally 0.1mg/ml) after
exposure to a section of silica slide or 2 pieces of
cane each. Excited at 295 nm.

Next, the powders were exposed to 0.1 mg/ml streptavidin and again
the depleted solutions were examined in the fluorimeter at both 280 nm and
295 nm excitations. Since the two spectra are very similar and the 280 nm
spectrum has a higher intensity, only the 280 nm spectra are shown. Figure
4.2.7 shows the emission scan at an excitation of 280 nm for 20 mg Stöber
spheres and 2 mg of Cab-o-Sil®. From this chart and the standards within it,
a linear calibration plot can be made. Using the linear curve fit the amount
of protein in the unknown depleted solutions in the cuvette can be
determined. This amount is then divided by the volume of the cuvette (400
µL) and a new concentration is found. Subtracting the new concentration
from the original yields the amount of protein in mg that adsorbed to the
sample since 1 mL is used. The Cab-o-Sil® adsorbs 68.2 micrograms and the
Stöber spheres adsorb 70.1 micrograms, which gives a binding of 11.3 ng/cm2
and 89.9 ng/cm2, respectively.
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Figure 4.2.7.

Fluorescence emission spectra of depleted
streptavidin solutions (originally 0.1 mg/ml) after
exposure to Cab-o-Sil® or Stöber spheres. Excited
at 280 nm.

Slides, cane, Stöber spheres and Cab-o-Sil® were incubated with 0.01
mg/ml streptavidin and the depleted solutions were analyzed in the
fluorimeter at both 280 nm and 295 nm excitations.

Only the 280 nm

excitation emission spectra will be shown to reduce redundancy. Using the
standard and a point through zero, the equation method gives binding
quantities. The silica slide binds 2.10 micrograms of protein for 626 ng/cm2,
the 2 pieces of cane bound 1.93 micrograms of protein for 1.50 µg/cm2, the
Cab-o-Sil® bound 3.78 micrograms of protein for 0.624 ng/cm2, and the Stöber
spheres bound 5.14 micrograms of protein for 6.59 ng/cm2. Even though the
peak intensity for the Cab-o-Sil® is lower than for the Stöber spheres, the
overall area is larger due to the extra peak at a longer wavelength, so this
quantity may not be accurate. All bulk samples up until this point were
autoclaved prior to protein exposure to sterilize the surfaces.
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Figure 4.2.8.

Fluorescence emission spectra of streptavidin
solution (originally 0.01 mg/ml) after incubation
with either a slide, cane, Stöber spheres or Cab-oSil®. Excited at 280 nm.

It was then logical to start applying surface treatments to the samples
and then exposing them to the streptavidin solutions. The first treatment
applied was a 10 minute HF etch in 10% acid solution for silica slides. Two
slides were treated and then exposed to either a 0.1 mg/ml or 0.01 mg/ml
streptavidin solution. Each sample was run in triplicate and then averaged.
Figure 4.2.9 shows the resulting emission spectra including the spectra of
three standards for accurate quantification.

Figure 4.2.10 shows the

calibration plot of the standards, the best-fit linear trendline and the
resulting equation with r-squared value. The HF etched slide bound 3.71
micrograms of protein from the 0.1 mg/ml solution resulting in a binding of
1.49 micrograms/cm2.

The similar slide exposed to the 0.01 mg/ml

concentration adsorbed 183.4 ng/cm2 using a ratio technique to relate the
actual quantity of the 0.01 mg/ml standard with the equation quantity of the
standard.
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Figure 4.2.9.

Fluorescence emission spectra of streptavidin
solutions after a 30 min exposure to HF etched
silica slides. Excited at 280 nm with three
standards.

Figure 4.2.10.

Plot of the known micrograms for the standards in
Figure 4.2.9 as a function of their corresponding
areas. The equation provides quantity of protein in
unknown sample solutions by knowing the area
under their emission peaks.
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The next surface treatment that was explored was a 20 minute water
plasma treatment done in a RF microwave at 400 Watts and roughly 0.65 to
0.75 torr of water vapor.

Figure 4.2.11 shows the emission spectra of

streptavidin solutions, both standards and depleted solutions, after having
been incubated with a water plasma treated slide for 30 minutes. The same
equation found from the linear fit to the standards given in Figure 4.2.10
applies for these samples. Using this equation and comparing the area for
the 0.01 mg/ml standard in this experiment gives a quantity of 4.702
micrograms in the unexposed solution, where there should be only 4.00
micrograms. The ratio of the actual to measured quantity is 0.85, so any area
found from the equation in this region should be multiplied by this value as a
correction factor. The ratio technique had to be used for the 0.01 mg/ml
sample and this water plasma treated slide adsorbed 311 ng/cm2. The 0.1
mg/ml water plasma treated slide adsorbed 1.30 µg/cm2.

Figure 4.2.11.

Fluorescence emission spectra of streptavidin
solutions after having been exposed to a water
plasma treated slide. Excited at 280 nm with three
standards.
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Due to the low intensity of the naturally occurring fluorescence of
streptavidin, a fluorescently tagged protein was also investigated.

Mouse

Immunoglobulin G with its ligand anti-mouse IgG, which is Fc specific and is
also FITC labeled, was chosen for various reasons. FITC is excited at 485
nm. The first set of fluorimetry experiments with this pair of IgG proteins, at
an original concentraiton of 0.1 mg/ml, involved slides that were treated with
an ethanol clean, an HF acid etch, or a water plasma exposure. Figure 4.2.12
shows the resulting emission spectra at an excitation wavelength of 485 nm.
Only the FITC labeled IgG protein depleted solution was analyzed. Figure
4.2.13 shows the standards area versus quantity calibration plot, which
provides the equation to determine unknown quantities from their
fluorescence band areas. SlEt adsorbed 1.43 µg/cm2, SlHF adsorbed 2.363
µg/cm2 and SlWP adsorbed 625 ng/cm2.

Figure 4.2.14 is a similar

experiment, but using a 0.01 mg/ml concentration of IgG proteins for binding
to the slides. The resulting quantities for binding are; SlEt at 863 ng/cm2,
SlHF at 874 ng/cm2 and SlWP at 1.13 µg/cm2. These quantities are fairly
accurate due to the high r-squared value for the linear fit to the three
standards.
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Figure 4.2.12.

Fluorescence emission spectra of FTIC IgG
(originally 0.1 mg/ml) after exposure to a slide with
the treatment indicated. Excited at 485 nm with
two standards.

Figure 4.2.13.

Standards plot for FITC labeled anti-mouse IgG for
determining linear equation relating area under
the emission peak to quantity of protein in cuvette.
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Figure 4.2.14.

Fluorescence emission spectra of FITC IgG
(originally 0.01 mg/ml) after exposure to a slide
with the surface treatment indicated. Excited at
485 nm with two standards.

The water plasma and HF acid etch surface treatments were applied to
the 1mm silica cane. These samples were exposed to both streptavidin and
the pair of IgG proteins at concentrations of 0.01 mg/ml and 0.1 mg/ml.
Figure 4.2.15 shows the fluorescence emission spectra of depleted 0.1 mg/ml
streptavidin solutions after the two pairs of cane with 2 pieces for each vial.
Figure 4.2.16 shows the 0.01 mg/ml streptavidin solution fluorescence
emission spectra after exposure to similar cane samples. The total surface
area for the two rods in each vial was 1.29 cm2 and each quantity of protein
was divided by this value to determine the binding for that surface. The
CaHFSt1 sample bound 7.14 µg/cm2 and the CaWPSt1 sample bound 1.45
µg/cm2. The CaHFSt01 sample bound 2.09 µg/cm2 and the CaWPSt01 sample
adsorbed 811 ng/cm2. Figure 4.2.17 is the fluorescence emission scan for 0.1
mg/ml FITC IgG after having been incubated with 2 rods with one of three
surface treatments. Figure 4.2.18 is a similar plot as the previous except the
FITC IgG protein concentration was 0.01 mg/ml initially. Figure 4.2.19 is a
logarithmic plot of the three FITC IgG standards for this set of experiments.
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It was found that an exponential fit to the standard data on a microgram
versus area plot was the best.

CaEtIg1 adsorbed 3.75 µg/cm2, CaHFIg1

adsorbed 12.95 µg/cm2, CaWPIg1 adsorbed 31.02 µg/cm2, CaEtIg01 could not
be calculated since it outside the standard region, CaHFIg01 adsorbed 95.1
ng/cm2, and CaWPIg01 adsorbed 246 ng/cm2.

Figure 4.2.15.

Fluorescence emission spectra for streptavidin
solutions (originally 0.1 mg/ml) after exposure to
either an HF etched slide or a water plasma treated
slide. Excited at 280 nm with two standards.
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Figure 4.2.16.

Fluorescence emission spectra of streptavidin
solutions (originally 0.01 mg/ml) after exposure to
either a HF etched slide or a water plasma treated
slide. Excited at 280 nm with one standard.

Figure 4.2.17.

Fluorescence emission spectra of FITC IgG
(originally 0.1 mg/ml) after incubation with cane
having the surface treatment indicated. Excited at
485 nm with two standards.
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Figure 4.2.18.

Fluorescence emission spectra of FITC IgG
(originally 0.01 mg/ml) after incubation with cane
having the surface treatment indicated. Excited at
485 nm with one standard.

Figure 4.2.19.

Logarithmic plot of the quantity versus
fluorescence emission peak area for the FITC IgG
standards. Equation is shown with r-squared best
fit value.

The next samples to be analyzed were the silica fibers. Ten fibers were
placed into their respective protein solutions and then the depleted solutions
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were examined in the fluorimeter. Both streptavidin and the pair of IgG
proteins were applied to the fibers after various surface treatments. Figure
4.2.20 shows the fluorescence emission spectra of two concentrations of
streptavidin after incubation with either ten HF etched fibers or ten ethanol
cleaned fibers.

In this figure it is clear that for the 0.01 mg/ml exposed

samples, the residual signal has a higher intensity than the standard at this
concentration. This increase is a conundrum since the maximum amount of
protein must be from the standard. Also the residual signal of the HF etched
fiber at 0.1 mg/ml streptavidin has a higher intensity than its standard.
Since there should not be an increase in protein after exposure to the sample,
the

difference

may

reflect

the

error

inherent

in

the

fluorescence

measurement. There may be protein interaction with the vial wall, which
interferes with the experimental results, or photobleaching may have
occurred. These issues are addressed. Figure 4.2.21 is an emission scan of
FITC IgG after exposure to twenty fibers with first either an ethanol clean or
a HF etching then an incubation with mouse IgG. For this plot, all sample
intensities are lower than their respective standards, as expected. FiEtIg1
adsorbed 3.42 µg/cm2, FiHFIg1 adsorbed 4.11 µg/cm2, FiEtIg01 adsorbed 4.06
µg/cm2 and FiHFIg01 adsorbed 3.20 µg/cm2.
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Figure 4.2.20.

Fluorescence emission spectra of streptavidin
protein solutions after incubation with ten fibers
having the surface treatment indicated. Excited at
280 nm with two standards.

Figure 4.2.21.

Fluorescence emission spectra of FITC IgG
solutions after exposure to silica fibers with the
treatment indicated and also an exposure to mouse
IgG. Excited at 485 nm with two standards.

It was then observed that samples may have been experiencing light
quenching or photobleaching. This phenomenon was therefore explored. A
single streptavidin standard of 0.01 mg/ml concentration was chosen and
analyzed in the fluorimeter after being exposed to various light conditions.
Figure 4.2.22 shows the fluorescence emission spectra for the standard. The
first five runs were successively performed, followed by removing and
replacing the cuvette for the next five collections.

The last five data

collections were done successively after a one hour rest in a completely dark
container. It may be difficult to see in the figure, but the important aspect is
that the last five runs, i.e. those immediately after the dark period, exhibited
a slightly greater intensity than any of the previous ten runs.
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Figure 4.2.22.

Fluorescence emission scan of a single 0.01 mg/ml
streptavidin standard after three types of light
exposure.

The photobleaching effects on FITC IgG were also investigated. Figure
4.1.23 shows the fluorescence emission spectra of a single 0.01 mg/ml FITC
labeled anti-mouse IgG standard after the same light conditions of the
previous streptavidin standard. It was found that the emission intensities of
the spectra were entirely random and did not correlate at all with the light
history of the sample. Photobleaching is not an issue with FITC IgG.
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Figure 4.1.23.

Fluorescence emission scan of a single 0.01 mg/ml
FITC IgG standard after various light conditions.

Another issue that had to be addressed was the effectiveness of the
cuvette cleaning process in between different samples since it was possible
that binding of protein to the cuvette walls would cause anomalous binding
capacities. A simple experiment was set up to determine the best cleaning
method. A single standard solution was chosen (0.01 mg/ml), pipetted into a
clean dry 400 µL cuvette and the fluorescence emission spectrum was
collected. The solution was then removed and the cuvette was filled with a
fresh 400 µL of the same standard. Its fluorescence emission spectrum was
then collected. The same procedure was performed once more. Next, the
solution was discarded and the cuvette was vigorously rinsed with TBS. The
same fresh standard was then added to the cuvette and ran in the
fluorimeter. This solution was then discarded and 400 µL of LSB-R was used
to rinse the cuvette followed by TBS. A fresh standard solution was again
added to the cuvette and ran in the fluorimeter. Once more, the solution was
discarded, the cuvette was rinsed vigorously with TBS, fresh solution was
added and run the the fluorimeter. These six steps are called; initial, 2 – no
clean, 3 – no clean, 4 – after TBS rinse, 5 – after LSB-R rinse, and 6 – after
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TBS rinse.

Figure 4.2.24 shows the six fluorescence emission spectra for

streptavidin and Figure 4.2.25 shows the same for FITC IgG. The results
were the same for both proteins. The initial intensity is the highest and the
second data collection intensity is the lowest. The third collection intensity is
below the first, but higher than the others. The last three step intensities are
between the third and second collection intensities. It was determined that
the TBS rinse is sufficient to remove any loosely bound protein that may be
adhered to the quartz cuvette.

Figure 4.2.24.

Fluorescence emission spectra of a 0.01 mg/ml
streptavidin standard after six “rinsing” steps.
Excited at 280 nm.
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Figure 4.2.25.

Fluorescence emission spectra of a 0.01 mg/ml
FITC IgG standard after six “rinsing” steps.
Excited at 485 nm.

It was the initial intention to place silica samples with adsorbed
fluorescent protein into the fluorimeter for data collection. However, since
the streptavidin protein had such a low emission intensity, it would not have
been possible to detect the signal. But, with FITC IgG, the feasibility of
detecting the fluorescent protein on the silica sample was determined.
Figure 4.2.26 shows the fluorescence emission spectra of 1.0 mg/ml mouse
IgG and FITC IgG adsorbed to an ethanol cleaned slide. The data collection
was done one immediately after another, using the FF detector, except for the
one hour of darkness in a sealed moist cuvette. The legend in Figure 4.2.26
from top to bottom is the order of the appearance of the data plots from top to
bottom. Again, the initial collection has the highest intensity. There is a
slight shift of the data to higher wavelengths with what is apparently drying.
The drying may also denature the protein and cause a permanent decrease in
fluorescence intensity, because the fluorescence does not recover after the
slide was sealed in a moist cuvette.
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Figure 4.2.26.

Fluorescence emission spectra of 1.0 mg/ml mouse
IgG and anti-mouse IgG FITC labeled adsorbed to
an ethanol cleaned silica slide for 30 minutes each.
Legend follows graph top to bottom.

In an attempt to separate the cause of the decrease in intensity in
Figure 4.2.26, a study was created where two nominally identical silica slides
were coated with the pair of IgG proteins, one then being dried in darkness
and the other in white light plus 485 nm light. If photobleaching is the cause
of the decrease in intensity, then the sample dried in light should have a
lower intensity than the sample dried in darkness. If drying is the only cause
of the decrease in intensity, then there should be little or no difference
between the sample emission scans. Figure 4.2.27 is the resulting emission
scan after exposure to 0.1 mg/ml mouse IgG and anti-mouse IgG FITC
labeled. Spectra were collected after 2, 5, 10 and 15 minutes of exposure to
air.

The samples were initially moist and were observed to become dry

between 2 and 5 minutes. The legend in the figure is in the same order as
the plot lines from top to bottom.

It is clear that both drying and

photobleaching decrease fluorescence intensity since the sample set exposed
to light consistently has a lower intensity than the unexposed set and both
decrease in intensity with drying.
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Figure 4.2.27.

Fluorescence emission spectra of two silica slides
with 0.1 mg/ml mouse IgG and FITC anti-mouse
IgG adsorbed during drying in either light or
darkness. Excited at 485 nm.

Once standards and samples were being analyzed together, it was
observed that many of the samples had a higher apparent intensity than the
standards, suggesting that there was more protein present in the “depleted”
solutions. This being clearly inconsistent with the SDS-PAGE results, it was
concluded that controls would have to be run as well as standards to account
for any evaporation or binding to sample container walls. Three streptavidin
standards of the same concentration 0.1 mg/ml were selected to study the
history dependence of protein solution concentrations.

The first standard

was placed into the fluorimeter and the emission spectrum was collected.
Second, a standard that was simulated to have a glass sample placed in it
(henceforth referred to as a “control”) was placed into the fluorimeter and
analyzed. The control sample is treated in the same manner as the sample
solutions except that no glass sample had been added to the control solution.
The third data collection was the second streptavidin standard. Figure 4.2.28
shows the resulting data plot with the legend being in the order of the plot
lines from top to bottom, but in reverse order of how they were collected
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chronologically. It is obvious that the two standards did not contain the same
amount of protein, which leads one to doubt the repeatability of creating
dilution series in standards. The control had a slightly lower intensity than
Standard 2, but much higher than Standard 1. All of these studies helped to
determine the true experimental error and the error found is applied to bar
charts for binding capacities. The 2σ error in area was determined to be
approximately 2 µg.

Figure 4.2.28.

Fluorescence emission scan of three separate
streptavidin solutions of 0.1 mg/ml concentration.
Two solutions were standards and the other was
created as a control. Excited at 280 nm.

Since there was such a large variation between standards run on
different days (shown in Figure 4.2.29), the binding set sample fluorescence
spectra were all collected in the same day. For both binding sets, only the
secondary IgG solution was analyzed, specifically the anti-mouse Fc specific
FITC labeled protein. For the first binding set, only the natural fluorescence
of primary streptavidin was analyzed.

For the second binding set, both

streptavidin and the secondary protein fluorescein biotin was analyzed. The
fluorescence emission of streptavidin (originally 0.01 mg/ml) adsorbed to the
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Binding Set One gamut of samples is shown in Figure 4.2.30. This is the
expected result, having the controls at the highest intensity, followed by the
bulk samples and the standard and then the powders at the lowest intensity.

Figure 4.2.29.

Fluorescence emission spectra collected on various
dates for 0.1 mg/ml streptavidin protein solution.
Each day is a different solution.
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Figure 4.2.30.

Fluorescence emission spectra of streptavidin
depleted solutions (originally 0.01 mg/ml) from
Binding Set One. Excited at 280 nm.

The other three protein concentrations resulted in data that was not as
well behaved as the 0.01 mg/ml streptavidin.

Figure 4.2.31 shows the

fluorescence emission spectra for depleted 0.1 mg/ml streptavidin solutions
after having been exposed to all samples in Binding Set One, controls and
standards. In this figure the arrow points to the water plasma treated slide
depleted streptavidin solution. Figure 4.2.32 shows the same for 0.01 mg/ml
FITC IgG after Binding Set One samples with mouse IgG adsorbed and
Figure 4.2.33 shows that for 0.1 mg/ml FITC IgG. In Figure 4.2.32, the arrow
is pointing to the HF etched slide depleted FITC IgG solution as an
anomalous result.

This slide was later recreated and its fluorescence

emission was collected. The result is shown later in the bar charts for slides.
In Figure 4.2.33, the arrow points to the Cab-o-Sil® and Stöber sphere
depleted FITC IgG solutions. These two powders bound much more protein
than the other samples for this solution.
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Figure 4.2.31.

Fluorescence emission spectra of streptavidin
depleted solutions (originally 0.1 mg/ml) from
Binding Set One. Excited at 280 nm.

Figure 4.2.32.

Fluorescence emission spectra of FITC IgG
depleted solutions (originally 0.01 mg/ml) from
Binding Set One. Excited at 485 nm.
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Figure 4.2.33.

Fluorescence emission spectra of FITC IgG
depleted solutions (originally 0.1 mg/ml) from
Binding Set One. Excited at 485 nm.

The corresponding bar charts from Binding Set One separated by each
silica form are shown in Figures 4.2.34 through 4.2.38. Figure 4.2.34 shows
the results for the silica slides (with the recreated HF slide), Figure 4.2.35 is
for the silica cane, Figure 4.2.36 is for the silica fiber, Figure 4.2.37 is for the
Stöber spheres and Figure 4.2.38 is for the Cab-o-Sil®.
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Figure 4.2.34.

Binding capacity bar chart for all silica slides in
Binding Set One.

Figure 4.2.35.

Binding capacity bar chart for all silica cane in
Binding Set One.
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Figure 4.2.36.

Binding capacity bar chart for all silica fibers in
Binding Set One.

Figure 4.2.37.

Binding capacity bar chart for all silica Stöber
spheres in Binding Set One.
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Figure 4.2.38.

Binding capacity bar chart for all silica Cab-o-Sil®
in Binding Set One.

To determine if there is any dependence of the fluorescence of a protein
solution on its thermal history and exposure to air, a short study was
conducted where five 0.01 mg/ml streptavidin standards were treated very
differently. Figure 4.2.49 shows the resulting fluorescence emission spectra
of these five solutions at room temperature. The spectra with the lowest
intensity is of the solution that was created, never frozen, reheated to 37°C,
but not opened. The next lowest band intensity is of the standard that was
created, frozen, reheated to 37°C and opened at this temperature. The next
two spectra, which coincide, are of the standards that were created, frozen,
one reheated to 25°C and the other to 37°C, and not opened at these
temperatures. The spectra with the highest band intensity is representative
of the streptavidin solution that was created, frozen, reheated to 25°C and
opened at this temperature. The order of entries in the legend is the same
order from top to bottom as the plot lines.
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Figure 4.2.39.

Fluorescence emission spectra of five 0.01 mg/ml
streptavidin solutions with different thermal and
air exposure histories. Excited at 280 nm.

The next study that was conducted involved investigating the pH
dependence of fluorescence.

Streptavidin protein solutions of 0.01 mg/ml

concentration were created in 1mL aliquots and then either HCl or NaOH
were added to control the pH. The pH of the solutions were 2, 4, 6, 7.4, 8, 10
and 12. Two vials of each pH were created and for each pair, one was treated
as a control and the other was exposed to two pieces of silica cane. The
resulting fluorescence emission spectra of the controls and depleted
streptavidin solutions excited at 280 nm are shown in Figure 4.2.40. The
order of entries in the legend is the same top to bottom as the order of plot
lines. The streptavidin solution pH with the lowest intensity is 12 and that
of the highest intensity is 2. All the others fall roughly in this general order
and so it can be concluded that as pH decreases, the fluorescence intensity of
streptavidin increases.
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Figure 4.2.40.

Fluorescence emission spectra of 0.01 mg/ml
streptavidin solutions at various pHs. Half are
controls and half have been exposed to silica cane.

Since the fluorescence signal of streptavidin adsorbed to a surface is
too low to be detected by the fluorimeter, it was hypothesized that by
stripping the proteins off the surface, the fluorescence could be measured.
HF etched cane was chosen as the silica surface and two pieces of cane were
placed in 0.01 mg/ml and 0.1 mg/ml protein solutions of streptavidin and the
pair of IgG proteins.

Figure 4.2.41 shows the emission spectra of four

streptavidin standards, LSB-R and the two samples after boiling in 0.5 mL of
LSB-R.

As expected, the intensity of the two samples is so low that the

quantity of protein cannot be calculated.

Figure 4.2.42 shows the

fluorescence emission spectra for the FITC IgG standards (only two shown),
one LSB-R, and two samples with the pair of proteins that were all boiled in
0.5 mL of LSB-R. For both of these figures, the order of the legend follows
the data plots from top to bottom. The 0.1 mg/ml mouse IgG and anti-mouse
IgG coated cane produced a fluorescence that could be quantified.

The

amount of fluorescent protein (FITC IgG) adsorbed to this sample was
approximately 1.6 µg. The other sample’s intensity was too low to quantify
accurately.
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Figure 4.2.41.

Fluorescence emission spectra of streptavidin
protein boiled in LSB-R, as well as two HF etched
cane samples with adsorbed protein.

Figure 4.2.42.

Fluorescence emission spectra of FITC IgG protein
boiled in LSB-R, as well as two HF etched cane
samples with adsorbed mouse IgG and FITC IgG.

The last set of fluorescence experiments encompassed three fluorescent
proteins at two concentrations, five forms of silica, and four surface
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treatments for a total of 90 fluorescence collections, not including controls or
standards. This set of experiments is referred to as Binding Set Two. All of
the data collections for a given protein were performed in a single sitting to
prevent variation in lamp intensity and atmospheric conditions.

Figure

4.2.43 shows spectra for the streptavidin depleted solutions originally 0.01
mg/ml. This figure is rather complicated, but the FiHF sample displays the
highest intensity with CaWP having the lowest. After the samples, the 0.01
mg/ml standard has the next highest intensity followed by Rcntrl, Pcntrl and
then Scntrl. For the powder region, SSTt shows the higher intensity with the
other three powders coinciding below this. In Binding Set One, the controls
had the highest intensity while in Binding Set Two they have lower
intensities than the bulk samples.

The correlating fluorescein biotin

fluorescence intensity is shown in Figure 4.2.44.

Figure 4.2.43.

Fluorescence emission spectra of streptavidin
depleted solutions (0.01 mg/ml) from Binding Set
Two.
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Figure 4.2.44.

Fluorescence emission spectra of depleted
fluorescein biotin (originally 0.01 mg/ml) after
exposure to streptavidin coated samples from
Binding Set Two. Excited at 485nm.

Spectra of the streptavidin and fluorescein biotin depleted solutions,
originally 0.1 mg/ml, are shown in Figure 4.2.45 and 4.2.46, respectively. For
the streptavidin plot all of the controls and the 0.1 mg/ml standard have the
highest intensity, followed by FiTt, then the remainder of the samples, with
SlHF having the lowest intensity and therefore having bound the most
protein. In Figure 4.2.46, the 0.1 mg/ml standard has the highest intensity
followed by both Stöber sphere samples. CaHF, SlWP, PCar and PCTt are in
the group of plots of medium intensity that appear to be shifted to a lower
wavelength.
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Figure 4.2.45.

Fluorescence emission spectra for depleted
streptavidin solution (originally 0.1 mg/ml) from
Binding Set Two.

Figure 4.2.46.

Fluorescence emission spectra of depleted
fluorescein biotin solutions (originally 0.1 mg/ml)
after exposure to streptavidin coated samples from
Binding Set Two.

The FITC IgG samples from Binding Set Two did not exhibit any peak
shifting like they did in Binding Set One. The samples were first surface
treated, then exposed to mouse-IgG for 30 minutes, rinsed for 5 minutes with
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TBS, exposed to anti-mouse IgG FITC labeled Fc specific for 30 minutes and
rinsed again. The data shown in the next two figures are from the FITC
depleted solutions. Figure 4.2.47 shows the resulting fluorescence emission
spectra from the 0.01 mg/ml solutions and Figure 4.2.48 shows the spectra of
the 0.1 mg/ml solutions from Binding Set Two. Both legends are presented in
order of decreasing fluorescence intensity.

Figure 4.2.47.

Fluorescence emission spectra of FITC IgG
(originally 0.01 mg/ml) after exposure to mouse IgG
coated samples from Binding Set Two.
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Figure 4.2.48.

Fluorescence emission spectra of FITC IgG
(originally 0.1 mg/ml) after exposure to mouse IgG
coated samples from Binding Set Two.

For Binding Set Two, the binding amounts were calculated using the
method previously described, using the control data. These amounts from all
three 0.01 mg/ml solutions are compared in Table X. The binding amounts
from all three 0.1 mg/ml solutions are compared in Table XI. There is not
much correlation seen between the three proteins. There is an abundance of
negative values because many of the sample solutions exhibited higher
fluorescence than their respective controls and standards.

The data

presented in these two tables are calculated using the concentration found for
the corresponding controls as the starting concentration.

The only fairly

consistently non-negative values were those representing the powder
samples.

If the standard concentrations are used as the starting

concentrations then the data in Tables XII and XIII are the resulting binding
amounts.

Figures 4.2.49 through 4.2.53 show the binding capacities

graphically of FITC IgG and streptavidin depleted solutions after exposure to
silica slides, cane, fiber, Cab-o-Sil® and Stöber spheres, respectively.
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Table X.

Table XI.

Concentration 0.01 mg/ml Streptavidin, Biotin, and
FITC IgG Binding Amount Results from Binding Set
Two Using Controls as the Starting Concentrations

Concentration 0.1 mg/ml Streptavidin, Biotin, and
FITC IgG Binding Amount Results from Binding Set
Two Using Controls as the Starting Concentrations
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Table XII.

Concentration 0.01 mg/ml Streptavidin, Biotin, and
FITC IgG Binding Amount Results from Binding Set
Two Using Standards as the Starting Concentrations

Table XIII. Concentration 0.1 mg/ml Streptavidin, Biotin, and FITC
IgG Binding Amount Results from Binding Set Two
Using Standards as the Starting Concentrations
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Figure 4.2.49.

Binding amounts for silica slides after FITC IgG
and streptavidin from Binding Set Two.

Figure 4.2.50.

Binding amounts for silica cane after FITC IgG and
streptavidin from Binding Set Two.
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Figure 4.2.51.

Binding amounts for silica fiber after FITC IgG and
streptavidin from Binding Set Two.

Figure 4.2.52.

Binding amounts for silica Cab-o-Sil® after FITC
IgG and streptavidin from Binding Set Two.
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Figure 4.2.53.

Binding amounts for silica Stöber spheres after
FITC IgG and streptavidin from Binding Set Two.
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4.3. Bicinchoninic Acid Protein Assay
The BCA protein assay technique can be used to determine the
concentration of protein in a solution by measuring the absorbance of light.
The absorbance, measured at 562 nm, is linear with respect to the protein
concentration within the range of 5 µg/ml to 2000 µg/ml. The BCA assay kit
from Pierce includes bovine serum albumin standards of 2 mg/ml
concentration. These certified standards are intended to be used to create the
range of standards from which the absorbance is measured to make a linear
calibration plot. This plot is then fit with a line and the unknown solution
concentrations are found using the equation of the line. It is suggested by the
Pierce BCA assay literature that the best results arise from using the same
protein in the standards as is in the unknowns. All solutions were run in
triplicate and for this study the solutions analyzed were always the primary
protein solutions. All plates were analyzed in the µQuant plate reader both
immediately after incubation (warm) and then after a half hour of cooling
(cool). It was determined that the best curve fit arises from the analysis of
warm plates.
The first assay that was performed was intended to measure mouseIgG standards to be used for BCA assay. In addition, the 0.1 mg/ml
concentration stock solution of mouse IgG was also measured. This assay
utilized the BSA standards to do so and in addition depleted mouse-IgG
solutions were analyzed after exposure to WP and HF cane. The results were
promising and so the next analysis was done on all of the depleted solutions
from binding set one using BSA as the standards. These results were fairly
scattered and all of the concentrations were much higher than their original
concentration. These solutions had been cycled through a few freezes and
thaws and the vials had been opened a number of times, so the
concentrations were certainly not representative of freshly depleted solutions.
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The success of a BCA assay is highly dependent on the skill and experience of
the operator loading the microtiter plate. It was observed throughout the
entire set of BCA assays that the calibration curve fit became more accurate
with time. The third assay measured depleted streptavidin solutions after
binding to set one samples and the associated control solutions. Since the
BSA standards were used to create the curve fit, the results are all offset by a
factor related to the difference between BSA and streptavidin proteins and
how these proteins react with the bicinchoninic acid.
Streptavidin standards were used to create the calibration curve fit
for the next measurement of the depleted streptavidin solutions from binding
set one. These standards were made fresh the day before the measurement
in the range of 5 µg/ml to 250 µg/ml. The same was done for fresh mouse-IgG
standards, which were analyzed along with the depleted mouse-IgG solutions
from binding set one. The BCA assay results for streptavidin and IgG are
shown in Tables XIV and XV, respectively.
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Table XIV. BCA Assay Binding Results for Depleted Streptavidin
Solutions from Binding Set One

Table XV. BCA Assay Binding Results for Depleted Mouse-IgG
Solutions from Binding Set One
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A pH variation study was conducted as discussed in previous results
sections.

Streptavidin solutions of 0.01 mg/ml concentrations were made

with pHs of 2, 4, 6, 7.4, 8, 10 and 12. These solutions were treated both as
controls and were exposed to two pieces of ethanol cleaned cane each. The
resulting concentrations from the BCA assay are highly dependent on the pH,
even though the physical concentrations of the controls are all 0.01 mg/ml.
Unlike the direct fluorescence relationship observed versus pH, the BCA
results for the controls display a bimodal distribution with maxima occurring
near pH 7.4 and pH 12. The results for the exposed samples do not follow the
controls with maxima at pHs 2 and 8.
The other curiosity is the factor of correction between the certified
BSA standards and the two primary proteins used in this study. A curve fit
containing eight standards created for BSA had an r-squared of 0.9994. The
concentrations of the mouse-IgG and streptavidin solutions investigated were
0.01 mg/ml, 0.1 mg/ml and 1.0 mg/ml.

The Pierce literature published a

factor of correction for IgG of 1.18, meaning that any BCA data for IgG using
BSA for standards will be 1.18 times greater than it should be. This factor of
1.18 was the exact number that was found to relate the IgG values to their
actual concentrations.

The streptavidin concentrations had a factor of

correction on average of 1.53 using BSA as standards.
The last set of BCA assays arise from the second binding set. Four
assays were done due to the increase in number of samples from binding set
one to binding set two.

The first assay included streptavidin depleted

solutions after exposure to silica slides, cane or fiber and streptavidin
standards. The second assay was also for depleted streptavidin solutions
after exposure to Cab-o-Sil® or Stöber spheres with streptavidin as the
standards.

The third assay involved mouse-IgG standards and depleted

mouse-IgG solutions after exposure to silica slides, cane or fiber from binding
set two. The last BCA assay was performed on mouse-IgG solutions after
exposure to Cab-o-Sil® or Stöber powders with IgG standards. The results for
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the BCA assays are shown on a silica form basis to compare the four
protein/concentrations. Figure 4.3.1 is a bar chart of the BCA assay binding
results

for

silica

slides

as

a

function

of

surface

treatment

and

protein/concentration. Figure 4.3.2 is the bar chart binding results for silica
cane. The silica fiber BCA assay results are shown in Figure 4.3.3. For these
three figures there is a trend seen in the 0.01 mg/ml streptavidin line as a
function of surface treatment. The streptavidin binds decreasing amounts of
protein in order of ethanol clean, HF etch, water plasma treatment and heat
treatment. Figures 4.3.4 and 4.3.5 are the BCA assay binding results after
exposure to Cab-o-Sil® and Stöber spheres, respectively.

Figure 4.3.1.

BCA assay binding results for silica slides from
Binding Set Two using controls.
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Figure 4.3.2.

BCA assay binding results for silica cane from
Binding Set Two using controls.

Figure 4.3.3.

BCA assay binding results for silica fibers from
Binding Set Two using controls.
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Figure 4.3.4.

BCA assay binding results for fumed silica Cab-oSil® from Binding Set Two using controls.

Figure 4.3.5.

BCA assay binding results for Stöber microspheres
from Binding Set Two using controls.
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4.4. X-ray Analyses
Two X-ray techniques were briefly employed in this study. The first
was a glancing incidence (GIXA) technique used to determine the protein
“film” thickness on silica slides. The other technique was an adapted version
of powder diffraction whereby highly absorbing plates were placed in the
beam path. The sample in this case was a quartz single crystal and because
the signal is so intense, the plates were used in order for the signal to be
handled by the detector.
The GIXA technique compares the data collected to a model set up by
the user to simulate the data.

It is a tedious process to set up and try

simulations because slight changes in the starting values can cause an
entirely different fit to occur. The starting values and the values that are
iterated during the simulation include the substrate roughness and density,
the hydrated layer thickness, roughness and density and also the organic
layer thickness, roughness and density.

The software utilized for the

simulations is called RefSim® and its database contains a very limited
selection of organic materials.

Therefore, the streptavidin proteins were

represented by a CH2 layer with a density of 1.69 g/cm3. The density for the
substrate, represented by SiO2, is much higher at 2.48 than the typical
density of amorphous silica, 2.2 g/cm3, but any deviation from the set value
caused the simulation not to fit at all. Figure 4.4.1 is the GIXA data for an
untreated silica slide incubated with 0.01 mg/ml streptavidin protein for 30
minutes and then dried.

Also shown in this figure is the simulation fit.

Table XVI lists the values that create the simulation.
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Figure 4.4.1.

Table XVI.

SiO2
SiOH
CH2

GIXA data for untreated silica slide coated with
streptavidin protein and the simulation fit.
GIXA Model Values for the Data Simulation Shown
in Figure 4.4.1
Thickness (A) Roughness (A) Density (g/cc)
infinite
8.37
2.48
2.03
2.74
2.2
46.2
8.96
1.69

X-ray analysis was also used to determine, or rather confirm, the plane
index for a single crystal natural quartz terminal. To do this, the MillerBravais index system of a hexagonal crystal must first be understood.
Hexagonal crystals have a four index naming system, (hkil), where i is the
reciprocal of the fractional intercept on the third basal axis.

Since the

intercepts of a plane on the other two basal axes determine the intercept on
the third, the value of i is redundant and is dependent on the values of h and
k. Therefore, h+k=-i, and since i is redundant it is sometimes replaced by a
dot or removed altogether.

Doing this replacement though defeats the

purpose for which the Miller-Bravais system was intended, to give similar
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indices to similar planes. For example, if the four index representations of
the side planes of a hexagonal crystal are listed it is clear that they are all
related; (10 1 0), ( 1 010), (01 1 0), (0 1 10), ( 1 100), and (1 1 00). However, if the
i index is removed, it is not obvious that these planes are related; (100), (010),
( 1 10), ( 1 00), (0 1 0), and (1 1 0).
It was this notation variation that caused much confusion because the
software used to deconvolute x-ray data only gives indices in the three-index
form.

Figure 4.4.2 is the X-ray intensity versus 2-Theta data for the

powdered crystal, the single crystal terminal and the quartz PDF from top to
bottom. By comparing the 2-Theta value to the list of planes associated with
2-Theta values, it was concluded that the terminal is of the (101) crystal
orientation. This (101) actually corresponds to a four-index representation of
(10 1 1) or the {10 1 1} family for all of the terminals. Through knowing this, it
is then easy to determine that the sides of the single crystal are of the {1 1 00}
plane family. Both the natural terminal and the sides of the crystal were
used in this study. The top graph of Figure 4.4.2 was simply to confirm that
the crystal was indeed quartz.
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Figure 4.4.2.

X-ray data for quartz crystal. Powder diffraction
data (top). Single crystal diffraction of natural
quartz terminal (middle). PDF of synthetic quartz
(bottom).
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4.5. Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM)
“Do what you can, with what you have, where you are.” - Teddy Roosevelt
AFM is one of the most powerful tools for surface analysis of glasses.
It is for this reason that this technique was utilized for this study. It was
possible to visually characterize the changes in a glass surface with surface
treatment using AFM.

In addition, it was possible to image protein

agglomerations on glass surfaces, which will lead to a further understanding
of the interactions of proteins with glasses. All of the images in this section
and the following section (4.6) were collected at either Corning Incorporated
or Digital Instruments.
Fisher’s Finest soda-lime silicate (FFSLS) slides were investigated in
the early stages of this project and so they were examined with atomic force
microscopy. Figure 4.5.1 is an AFM image of an as-received FFSLS slide.
Light features are protrusions and dark features are depressions. Clearly
visible is an organic film and the areas where the film does not cover the slide
are occupied by small crystals. These small crystals are most likely debris
from the formation process.

The presence of the film and the processing

debris was confirmed by Dr. Sanford at Erie Scientific (slide suppliers for
Fisher).1

2001

Cleaning with isopropanol does not remove either surface

contaminant. Figure 4.5.2 is an AFM image of a similar slide after it has
been etched in 10% HF acid for 2 minutes.

The organic film has been

removed, but some of the processing debris remains. Due to the presence of
these surface anomalies, soda-lime silicate slides were obtained directly from
Dr. Sanford that had not been coated with the organic film. These slides are
referred to as non-coated soda-lime silicate (NCSLS) or just SLS slides. Some
of the NCSLS slides also had remaining processing debris on the surface,
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while other NCSLS slides had been thoroughly cleaned. There was no way of
determining prior to the AFM scan which slides would be free of debris.

Figure 4.5.1.

AFM tapping mode image of an as-received FFSLS
slide slide showing crystal processing debris and
organic film.

Figure 4.5.2.

AFM tapping mode image of an FFSLS slide etched
in HF acid for 2 minutes showing processing debris,
but no surface film.
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The NCSLS slides that initially had surface processing debris like the
one shown in Figure 4.5.3, were not cleared of this debris after HF etching.
Figure 4.5.4 is the same slide as in Figure 4.5.3, but along with a phase
contrast image which shows that the debris is made of a different material
than the glass. The phase contrast image is created by measuring the phase
lag in the tip interaction with the surface. A softer material will interact
with the tip more creating more of a phase lag. Figure 4.5.5 is an image of
the same slide as in Figure 4.5.3 after etching in HF for 10 minutes. Before
etching the average surface roughness for this slide was 7.374 nm and after
etching the roughness was 8.435 nm. Another one of the NCSLS slides from
the same box was imaged in the AFM using tapping mode and the resulting
image is shown in Figure 4.5.6. This slide has no processing debris and is
very smooth with an average roughness (Ra) of 1.047 nm. Figure 4.5.7 is the
same slide after etching in HF for 10 minutes. As expected, this etched slide
with no processing debris had a slightly higher Ra of 1.188 nm than the nonetched slide. Despite the difference in original surface roughness of the two
types of NCSLS slide, exposure to HF acid for 10 minutes led to
approximately a 12% increase in surface roughness. The Ra is calculated by
using the following equation:

Ra =

1
NL

NL

(10)

! z ( x)
i

i =1

where NL is the number of points and z(x) is the height of the point from the
center line.

The other roughness value, the RMS roughness or Rq is

calculated from:

Rq =

1
NL

NL

!z

2
i

(11)

( x)

i =1

and is more sensitive to large features, so it has a larger value than Ra in
general.
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Figure 4.5.3.

AFM tapping mode image of an as-received NCSLS
slide showing heavy processing debris.

Figure 4.5.4.

AFM tapping mode images of an as-received
NCSLS slide. Left is topographical data and right
is phase contrast data.
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Figure 4.5.5.

AFM tapping mode image of an NCSLS slide
etched in HF acid for 10 minutes showing
processing debris remains after etching.

4.5.6.

AFM tapping mode image of another as-received
NCSLS slide showing no processing debris.
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Figure 4.5.7.

AFM image of an NCSLS slide etched in 10% HF
acid for 10 minutes showing a slight roughening of
the surface.

Once this study began to focus on silica only, SiO2 slides were obtained
and analyzed in the atomic force microscope. These slides were supplied by
Quartz Scientific. An AFM image of slides after having been cleaned with
ethanol is shown in Figure 4.5.8 with the roughness analysis. The average
roughness of these slides is extremely low at 0.597 nm and 0.606 nm. These
same slides were etched in 10% HF acid for 2 minutes or 10 minutes and
imaged in tapping mode. The resulting topographical dual image is shown in
Figure 4.5.9 along with the roughness analysis.

The Ra of the 2-minute

etched slide is increased to 1.236 nm from 0.597 nm. The Ra of the 10 min
etched slide is increased to 2.944 nm from 0.606 nm. For the 2-minute etch
in HF the scratches and pits are enhanced on the surface and after 10
minutes of etching the silica is changed on the structural scale, meaning that
scratches and pits are no longer easily distinguished from overall surface
roughness.

The average roughness of the untreated silica slides is fairly

consistent from slide to slide, but the Ra of the SLS slides varies as much as
±75% of the average.

Figure 4.5.10 is a composite of four AFM images
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showing the Ra of untreated silica and SLS as well as the Ra of silica and
SLS having been etched in HF for 2 minutes.

The Ra is for the image

acquired and so this value is dependent on the sampling area.

All four

images are the same scan size of 5 microns. Again, after 2 minutes of etching
in HF the silica slide has an enhancement of scratches and pits, while the
SLS slide is etched on the structural level. The size of the feature no longer
has an effect on the etching rate after 10 minutes.

Figure 4.5.8.

AFM tapping mode image of two silica glass slides
having been cleaned with ethanol.
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Figure 4.5.9.

AFM tapping mode image of a silica glass slide
etched in 10% HF acid for (a) 10 minutes and (b) 2
minutes.
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Figure 4.5.10.

AFM tapping mode images of silica and SLS slides.
(a) untreated silica, (b) 2 min HF etched silica, (c)
untreated SLS, and (d) 2 min HF etched SLS.

A 3-dimensional image comparison of an untreated SLS slide and a
slide etched in HF acid for 2 minutes is shown in Figure 4.5.11. The Ra of
this untreated SLS slide at a scan size of 2 microns was calculated to be 0.275
nm. This untreated Ra is much lower than the Ra’s obtained from larger
area scans. The Ra of the etched SLS slide was 2.828 nm. Due to the large
discrepancy between SLS slide roughness’, it cannot be claimed that the scan
size effects the calculated Ra for SLS slides.
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Figure 4.5.11.

3-D AFM tapping mode images of SLS slides (a)
untreated and (b) etched in HF acid for 2 minutes.

The Ra dependency on the scan size is however illustrated in Figure
4.5.12. This figure is a 1-micron scan AFM image of the same slide shown in
Figure 4.5.10.b. The Ra for this image is only 0.560 nm, where the larger 5micron scan gave an Ra of 1.541 nm. This suggests that for the silica slides
there are features on the order of between 1 and 5 microns, which is clearly
observed by examining Figure 4.5.10.b more closely.

Figure 4.5.12.

AFM tapping mode image of a silica slide etched in
10% HF acid for 10 minutes.
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The next silica slide surface treatment that was examined with atomic
force microscopy was the water plasma. The topographical image for a slide
treated with water plasma for 10 minutes is shown in Figure 4.5.13. The
scale bar to the right of the image in Figure 4.5.13 is the shading guide for
the features on the surface. Light features are protrusions and dark features
are depressions. The corresponding section analysis, shown in Figure 4.5.14,
takes a line cross section of the image and plots the topography. There are
small well-defined surface features observed on the slides after a water
plasma treatment. The “before” condition of the surface can be taken as that
represented by Figure 4.5.8. This contamination is generally found to settle
in scratches, align on the surface and also exist randomly. Figure 4.5.15 is a
dual topography and phase contrast image of another such 10-minute water
plasma treated silica slide.

The phase contrast image confirms that the

surface contamination is a different material than the glass.

The lighter

features indicate a phase with lower density than the glass. A SLS glass
slide was given a 5-minute water plasma treatment and the contamination
from the treatment is again observed as well as the original polishing debris.
An AFM image of this slide is shown in Figure 4.5.16.
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Figure 4.5.13.

AFM tapping mode topographical image of a 10minute water plasma treated silica slide.

Figure 4.5.14.

Section analysis of the line drawn in the lower lefthand image.
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Figure 4.5.15.

AFM topographical (left) and phase contrast (right)
image of a 10-minute water plasma treated SLS
slide.

Figure 4.5.16.

AFM image of a SLS slide after a water plasma
treatment for 5 minutes.

The natural quartz terminal was also evaluated using the atomic force
microscope. The terminal is crystal face (10 1 1) and there are steps in this
plane as is evidenced in Figure 4.5.17. The image roughness statistics also
shown in this figure indicate that the terminal is considerably more rough
than any of the slides used in this study. Figure 4.5.18 shows these steps
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more clearly as appearing as cracks in the quartz terminal surface. There
are also geometrical indentations that appear frequently across the quartz
terminal. Figure 4.5.19 shows a topographical AFM image of one of these
depressions, which appear to be rectangular in shape and a few hundred
nanometers in depth. Figure 4.5.20 is a 3-dimensional representation of the
same depression.

Figure 4.5.21 shows the section analysis of another

depression and this analysis shows that the first step in the depression is
approximately 200 nm with the second step being another 122 nm at the
bottom.

The depression is also approximately 16 microns across in the

direction of the line denoting the section analysis.

Figure 4.5.17.

AFM tapping mode image of the natural quartz
single crystal terminal with roughness analysis.
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Figure 4.5.18.

3-dimensional AFM tapping mode image of the
natural quartz single crystal terminal showing
planar steps.

Figure 4.5.19.

AFM topographical image with height scale bar
showing a rectangular depression on the natural
quartz single crystal terminal.
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Figure 4.5.20.

3-dimensional AFM tapping mode image of the
rectangular feature on natural quartz single crystal
terminal.

Figure 4.5.21.

AFM section analysis of a second rectangular
feature on the natural quartz single crystal
terminal.
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The bottom of the rectangular features were imaged at a higher
magnification, namely at a 5 micron and 1 micron scan sizes. Figure 4.5.22 is
the 5-micron topographical image and Figure 4.5.23 is the 1-micron dual
topography and phase contrast image. The features observed in both of these
images are approximately 80-100 nanometers in size.

Figure 4.5.23,

specifically the phase image on the right shows a much more detailed image
of the surface. This suggests that while the topography may not change as
drastically, the surface chemistry does.

Again, the surface roughness is

evident and is clearly seen in the 3-dimensional image of the 5-micron scan
shown in Figure 4.5.24.

Figure 4.5.22.

AFM tapping mode image of natural quartz single
crystal terminal at a 5-micron scan size with
roughness analysis.
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Figure 4.5.23.

AFM topographical (left) and phase constrast
(right) images for a 1-mircon scan of the natural
quartz single crystal terminal.

Figure 4.5.24.

3-dimensional AFM tapping mode image of the
natural quartz single crystal terminal at a 5-micron
scan size.
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The non-flat glass surfaces were also investigated as well as a few of
the surface treatments applied to these glasses. Ethanol cleaned silica fiber
and HF etched silica fiber were imaged using atomic force microscopy.
Figure 4.5.25 is a 3-dimensional image of a 2-micron scan of ethanol cleaned
fiber. Large bumps are observed on the fiber surface as well as very subtle
ripples around the circumference. Figure 4.5.26 shows a 1-micron scan of an
ethanol cleaned fiber displaying a circular feature that is slightly raised from
the rest of the surface. This fiber was also etched in HF acid for 10 minutes
and imaged with AFM. Figure 4.5.27 shows a 2-micron topographical scan of
this fiber surface. Cavities on the order of 300-500 nm are clearly observed
all over the surface exhibiting the damage caused by HF etching of this glass.
Figure 4.5.28 is the same image as in 4.5.27, except that the 3-dimensional
representation gives a clear picture of the severity of the surface damage
caused by HF etching.

Figure 4.5.25.

3-dimensional AFM tapping mode image of an
ethanol cleaned silica fiber surface.
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Figure 4.5.26.

AFM tapping mode image of a 1-micron section of
an ethanol cleaned fiber surface with roughness
analysis.

Figure 4.5.27.

AFM topographical tapping mode image of a 10minute HF etched fiber surface with height scale
bar.
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Figure 4.5.28.

3-dimensional AFM tapping mode image of a 10minute HF etched fiber surface.

Since it is possible to image large biological molecules such as DNA
easily with the AFM, it was investigated whether proteins could be imaged
on the glass surfaces.2

Training was obtained at Vecco/Digital Instruments

Metrology Lab in Philadelphia for fluid cell tapping. Fluid cell tapping is
required to image a protein in its native state, since proteins need to be in a
buffered solution to sustain their natural conformation.

But first, dried

proteins were imaged on glass surfaces. Streptavidin was adsorbed onto an
ethanol cleaned silica slide, allowed to dry, and then the slide was imaged
using tapping mode AFM. Figure 4.5.29 is a topographical representation of
streptavidin adsorbed to an ethanol cleaned silica slide. The white features
observed were not seen on the ethanol cleaned silica slides and so it can be
deduced that these features represent protein agglomerations. The features
are approximately 100-200 nm, which is much larger than the size of an
individual

protein

and

so

it

is

assumed

agglomerations.
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that

these

features are

Figure 4.5.29.

AFM tapping mode topographical image of dried
streptavidin protein adsorbed to an ethanol cleaned
silica slide.

A solution of streptavidin was placed in the fluid cell on a freshly
cleaved mica surface to be sure no surface impurities were present. Figure
4.5.30 is a section analysis of streptavidin on mica. It appears that there are
streptavidin agglomerations that are 14 nm in diameter. A phase image was
taken as well as a topographical image of a slightly different area of
streptavidin solution on mica. The resulting image is shown in Figure 4.5.31.
The dark areas on the phase image on the right show that the tip interacts
differently with the protruding features in the topographical image on the
left.
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Figure 4.5.30.

Section analysis of streptavidin on mica imaged
using fluid cell tapping mode.
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Figure 4.5.31.

Fluid cell tapping topographical image (left) and
phase contrast image (right) of streptavidin on
mica.

An HF etched silica slide surface was imaged in air and also in a
streptavidin solution using a fluid cell. Figure 4.5.32 shows the resulting
images in (a) and (b), respectively.

The two images are very different

suggesting that the 40-50 nm features in (b) are indeed protein
agglomerations. An ethanol cleaned cane was imaged with tapping mode
AFM and is shown in Figure 4.5.33. Surface impurities are observed on this
surface on the order of 100 nm and smaller. Figure 4.5.34 shows a 500 nm
tapping mode scan of the surface roughness inherent in the silica cane.
Mouse IgG was adsorbed onto this sample and imaged. Figure 4.5.35 shows
a 10-micron scan of mouse-IgG adsorbed and dried on an ethanol cleaned
cane. This image shows dried salt crystals from the tris-buffered saline in
which the protein is dissolved and also bump-like features measuring ~500
nm in diameter. Figure 4.5.36 is a 5-micron scan of the same sample. This
image shows three different sized subclasses of protein agglomeration. The
smallest of the three sizes of agglomerations is shown in Figure 4.5.37. This
1-micron scan shows mouse-IgG agglomerations approximately 100 nm in
size. The next higher magnification of mouse-IgG adsorbed onto cane is a 250
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nm scan size AFM tapping mode image shown in Figure 4.5.38. Individual
IgG proteins are approximately 160 Angstroms in the longest dimension and
so single proteins are not distinguishable in this image. Figure 4.5.39 is
another 5-micron scan of IgG on cane, but this image is in an area where no
salt crystals had grown.

In comparing Figures 4.5.33 and 4.5.39, of the

ethanol cleaned cane and the ethanol cleaned cane with adsorbed mouse-IgG,
one easily sees a difference in surface features.

Figure 4.5.32.

AFM tapping mode images of a HF etched silica
slide in (a) air and (b) using a fluid cell under a
streptavidin solution.
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Figure 4.5.33.

AFM tapping mode 5-micron image of cane cleaned
with ethanol.

Figure 4.5.34.

AFM tapping mode 500 nm image of cane cleaned
with ethanol.
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Figure 4.5.35.

AFM tapping mode 10-micron image of dried
adsorbed mouse IgG on an ethanol cleaned cane.

Figure 4.5.36.

AFM tapping mode 5-micron image of dried
adsorbed mouse-IgG on ethanol cleaned silica cane.
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Figure 4.5.37.

AFM tapping mode 1-micron image of the small
agglomerations of mouse-IgG on ethanol cleaned
cane.

Figure 4.5.38.

A 250 nm AFM topographical (left) and phase
contrast image (right) of mouse-IgG adsorbed onto
ethanol cleaned silica cane.
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Figure 4.5.39.

AFM tapping mode, 5-micron scan of a non-salt
crystal area on IgG-coated ethanol-cleaned cane.

Streptavidin was also adsorbed to ethanol cleaned cane, allowed to dry,
and then imaged using tapping mode AFM. Figure 4.5.40 shows a 5-micron
scan of such a sample. Again 180-200 nm features are observed where they
were not observed in a plain ethanol cleaned silica cane. Figure 4.5.41 is a
dual 1-micron topographical and phase contrast image of streptavidin
adsorbed to silica cane. This phase image clearly shows a difference in the
composition of the coinciding topographical features.

The phase image

features are also finer than the topographical image features, but in the
topography, one can almost see small black dots inside the white lumps.
Figure 4.5.42 is a higher magnification dual scan of the streptavidin on cane
and these black dots are more clearly observed in the topographical image. It
is then noted that these black dots correspond to the features of the phase
contrast image. The black dot indicates a depression in the feature and the
white dots of the phase image indicate a material of a different nature than
the

glass.

These

features

are

agglomerations of 30-50 nm in size.
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undoubtedly

streptavidin

protein

Figure 4.5.40.

AFM tapping mode 5-micron image of adsorbed and
dried streptavidin on ethanol cleaned silica cane.

Figure 4.5.41.

A 1-micron AFM topographical (left) and phase
contrast (right) image of streptavidin adsorbed to
ethanol cleaned silica cane.
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Figure 4.5.42.

A 200 nm tapping mode AFM topographical (left)
and phase contrast (right) image of streptavidin
adsorbed to ethanol cleaned silica cane.

Silica cane was also HF etched and imaged.

This cane was then

exposed to both mouse-IgG and streptavidin separately and imaged with the
AFM again. A 5-micron scan of HF etched silica cane is shown in Figure
4.5.43. The surface is roughened slightly over an ethanol cleaned cane. A
500-nm scan shows the surface roughness more clearly and this is shown in
Figure 4.5.44. Mouse IgG was then adsorbed to the HF etched cane, dried,
and imaged using tapping mode. Figure 4.5.45 shows a 5-micron scan of this
sample. In comparing Figure 4.5.43 with 4.5.45, one observes that the IgG
gives an even coating to the sample, which has the appearance of smoothing
the previously rough HF etched surface. Figure 4.5.46 is a 1-micron scan of
the same sample showing the round 100 nm features that are most likely
agglomerations of IgG protein. Streptavidin was adsorbed onto HF etched
silica cane, allowed to dry, and then imaged using tapping mode AFM.
Figure 4.5.47 shows streptavidin on HF etched cane and here shows only two
levels of protein size agglomeration.

There are large 100-200 nm round

agglomerations and smaller 30-50 nm size features. The small features are
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more clearly observed in Figure 4.5.48, a 500-nm image with both topography
and phase contrast.

The phase contrast again allows the softer protein

material to be viewed as separate from the topography. Figure 4.5.49 is a
section analysis of a 1-micron scan of streptavidin on HF etched silica cane.
This

analysis

provides

the

evidence

that

the

small

features

are

approximately 30 nm in size, but only ~2.3 nm in height.

Figure 4.5.43.

AFM tapping mode 5-micron image of a silica cane
etched in HF for 10 minutes.
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Figure 4.5.44.

AFM tapping mode 500-nm image of HF etched
silica cane.

Figure 4.5.45.

AFM tapping mode 5-micron image of mouse-IgG
adsorbed onto HF etched silica cane.
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Figure 4.5.46.

AFM tapping mode 1-micron image of mouse-IgG
adsorbed onto HF etched silica cane.

Figure 4.5.47.

AFM tapping mode 2-micron image of streptavidin
adsorbed onto HF etched silica cane.
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Figure 4.5.48.

A topographical (left) and phase contrast (right)
image of streptavidin adsorbed to HF etched silica
cane.
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Figure 4.5.49.

AFM 1-micron section analysis of streptavidin
adsorbed onto HF etched silica cane showing the
height and diameter of the small protein
agglomerations.

Silica cane was treated in a water plasma RF microwave for 10
minutes. These cane were imaged as is using tapping mode AFM and were
also exposed to mouse-IgG, dried and then imaged. Figure 4.5.50 shows a 5micron scan of water plasma treated silica cane.
particles is clearly evident.

A generous coating of

These surface features were seen on water

plasma coated silica slides as discussed previously.

The features are

approximately 50-60 nm in diameter. The variation in the height of these
particles is shown in the 3-dimensional 1-micron image of the water plasma
treated cane in Figure 4.5.51. The height of these particles varies between 1
to 5 nm.

Figure 4.5.52 shows the dual topographical and phase contrast
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image of the same sample.

The phase image indicates that the surface

impurities interact with the AFM tip differently than the glass surface.
Figure 4.5.53 is a 500 nm scan of the same sample showing more definitely
the width of the features consistently being near 50 nm. The mouse-IgG was
adsorbed to the water plasma treated cane and Figure 4.5.54 shows the dried
protein on the surface. The appearance of the surface is very different from
the previous images. The protein most likely binds to the surface features
and branches between them.

Figure 4.5.50.

AFM tapping mode 5-micron image of water
plasma treated silica cane.
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Figure 4.5.51.

3-dimensional AFM tapping mode 1-micron image
of water plasma treated silica cane clearly showing
surface impurities.

Figure 4.5.52.

Dual topographical (left) and phase contrast (right)
image of water plasma treated silica cane.
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Figure 4.5.53.

AFM tapping mode 500 nm image of water plasma
treated silica cane.

Figure 4.5.54.

AFM tapping mode 1-micron image of mouse-IgG
adsorbed to water plasma silica cane.
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